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Zusammenfassung 
 
 
Inhalt dieser mehrschichtigen Arbeit ist es, multifunktionale Mikrokapseln aus polymeren 
Materialien für biologische und biomedizinische Anwendungen zu präparieren. Die Herstellung 
solcher Kapseln basiert auf der schichtweisen Adsorption von entgegengesetzt geladenen 
Polymeren, sog. Polyelektrolyten, auf geladen Oberflächen (Layer-by-Layer assembly). Als 
sphärische Basis für die Kapselherstellung wurden poröse Kalciumcarbonat-Partikel verwendet. 
Wegen der vorhandenen Oberflächenladung dieser, wenige Mikrometer großen Partikel, haften 
neben den geladenen Polymeren auch weitere geladene Moleküle wie Farbstoffe, Proteine oder 
auch hydrophile Nanopartikel an der Oberfläche. Diese zusätzlich eingebauten Materialien 
verleihen der Polymerhülle weitere Eigenschaften wie Fluoreszenz, paramagnetisches Verhalten 
oder das Vermögen, Licht Energie in Hitze umzuwandeln. Diese Funktionalisierungen spielten für 
die Realisierung der angestrebten Anwendungsbereiche eine entscheidende Rolle. 
Neben der Funktionalisierung der Hülle spielt bei der vorliegenden Arbeit auch das Füllen der 
Kapseln eine entscheidende Rolle. Die Kavitäten wurden mit verschiedensten Materialien 
angereichert. Hierzu wurden insgesamt drei Füllmechanismen herangezogen und auf die 
Anforderungen der jeweiligen Anwendung angepasst. So können die Kapseln schon bei der 
Herstellung der Kerne durch Ausfällen der einzukapselnden Moleküle gefüllt werden. Weiterhin 
können „leere“ Kapseln erzeugt und nach ihrer Fertigstellung via Schrumpfverfahren mit dem 
Gewünschten Cargo angereichert werden. Als letzte, und relativ neue Methode wurde ein 
Imprägnierverfahren angewandt, welches durch Anhaften oder Einfangen der Füllstoffe an 
amphiphilen Polymer-Mizellen realisiert wird. Hierbei können in die Kavität eingebaute Mizellen 
sowohl kleine hydrophile als auch hydrophobe Moleküle einlagern und später gezielt freisetzen. 
Nach der Charakterisierung der hergestellten Materialien mittels Spektroskopischer, Licht- und 
Elektronenmikroskopischer Analyse wurden die Kapseln gezielt auf die vorgesehenen 
Anwendungen getestet. Hierbei wurde ein besonderer Schwerpunkt auf die intrazelluläre 
Freisetzung der Füllstoffe gelegt. Mit zahlreichen Experimenten wurde die Freigabe der Cargo-
Moleküle nachgewiesen. Zudem wurden mit den freigegebenen Materialien Reaktionen in den 
Zellen ausgelöst. Reaktive Substanzen, welche getrennt eingekapselt wurden konnten erfolgreich 
intrazellulär freigesetzt und die Reaktion miteinander nachgewiesen werden. Desweiteren konnten 
Nukleinsäureketten (sog. mRNS) erfolgreich eingekapselt, gezielt freigesetzt und die biologische 
Produktion der kodierten Proteine demonstriert werden.  
Ein weiterer Punkt der Untersuchung betrachtete die Möglichkeit, Kapseln zu lenken oder zu 
platzieren. Mit Hilfe einer Flusskammer wurde der Blutstrom in lebenden Organismen simuliert 
und mit Hilfe von Magnetfeldern konnten die Kapseln gezielt auf einer Zellschicht abgelagert 
werden. Hierdurch konnten ebenso großflächige Bereiche belegt, als auch Strukturen in 
Mikrometer Skala erzeugt werden.  
Neben der Freisetzung von Materialien und gelenkten Deponierung von Kapseln untersucht die 
vorliegende Arbeit aber auch die mögliche Nutzung von Mikrokapseln als Sensoren für die 
Zusammensetzung der Umgebung. Diese Sensoreigenschaften wurden auf Basis von 
ionenselektiven Fluoreszenzfarbstoffen im extrazellulären, als auch im intrazellulären Raum 
getestet.  
Zusammenfassend stellen die hier vorgestellten polymeren Mikrokapseln einen fortschrittlichen 
und vielfältig anwendbaren Ansatz im Hinblick auf bio-medizinische Anforderungen zur 
Wirkstoffübermittlung und Sensorik dar.  
Summary 
 
Topic of the presented work is the preparation of multifunctional polymer microcapsules for 
biological and biomedical applications. The fabrication of such capsules is based on the 
layered adsorption of oppositely charged polymers, the so-called polyelectrolytes, onto 
charged templates (layer-by-layer assembly). As spherical base for the capsules porous 
calcium carbonate particles have been used. In addition to molecules that were encapsulated 
into the final polymer capsules further properties such as fluorescence, paramagnetic behavior 
or the ability to convert light energy into heat were embedded into the polymer shell by 
implementing nanoparticles. These functional groups were crucial for the realization of the 
experimental demands on the microsystems. 
In addition to the functionalization of the shell an efficient filling of the capsules with a 
multitude of different molecules was one of the major developments. Besides a co-
precipitation method (pre-filling of the templates), a post-loading technique as well as the 
enrichment of the capsules with amphiphilic polymer micelles were used for loading the 
capsules. This last approach even allowed for filling both, hydrophilic and hydrophobic 
molecules into the the polymer microcapsules.  
The prepared materials were observed via absorbance or fluorescence spectroscopy or 
electron- and optical microscopy, the capsules were tested specifically for their intended 
applications. Here, special emphasis was placed on the intracellular release of the encaged 
cargo materials. Numerous experiments were performed to test the release of the cargo 
molecules within living cells. The efficient release via external laser-triggered heating was 
proven and improved by variation of gold-nanoparticle concentration attached to the polymer 
shells. In addition, the released content distributed into the cells, was observed to react after 
its liberation. Reactive substances, which have been separately encapsulated could 
successfully be released intracellularly and the occurring reactions were detected. 
Furthermore, nucleic acid chains (mRNA) could be encapsulated and successfully be released 
within cells. The cellular production of the RNA-encoded proteins was demonstrated. 
Another aim of the study was the targeted delivery of capsules to a desired place. In a flow 
chaannel, the flow of blood in living organisms was simulated. Capsules modified with iron-
oxide nanoparticles could be deposited selectively on a cell layer with the help of magnetic 
field gradients. This enabled for deposition of capsules on a large scale area as well as on on 
small, sub-millimeter patterns. 
Additionally to the release of materials and controlled deposition of capsules, the presented 
work is also studying the possible use of microcapsules as sensors for the composition of the 
environmental solution. These sensor properties were tested on the basis of ion-selective 
fluorescent dyes in the extracellular as well as in the intracellular space. 
 
In summary, the presented polymer microcapsules were proven as an advanced and versatile 
approach towards bio-medical requirements for drug delivery and sensing applications. 
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1. Introduction and Goals 
 
During the last decades, medical and pharmaceutical applications were facilitated due to 
developments and evolutions in drug composition, fabrication and administration. New 
technologies, e.g. nanoparticle-based drug delivery, complexation or nano- and 
microencapsulation of active substances led to a whole new field of applications in medical 
and biological investigations[1]. Delivery applications still are under major focus of a huge 
community of researchers that investigate new possible pathways of active compounds like 
drugs, nucleic acids, proteins or sensor materials into biological tissues or cells. Additional to 
the delivery of material, the carrier systems should be capable of further functionality like 
sensing ability, multiplexing sub-structures or anti clearing modification.  
The presented work was focused on the development of polymer microcapsules as 
multifunctional sensing and drug delivery tool. The potential of nano- or microcapsules for 
encapsulating various compounds and efficiently protect them from intracellular or other 
defense mechanism (e.g. immuno clearing)[2-4] makes them an interesting approach towards 
drug delivery. This is an important requirement for advanced delivery tools as it could 
significantly decrease the administered dose. Furthermore, a protective shell around the cargo 
substance would reduce side effects in the organism. One keyword concerning encapsulation 
of molecules is functionalization. Additional to the (active) substances that are delivered 
through the system other functional groups or active sites could be embedded within the 
capsules. These would allow for additional applications or simultaneous observation of the 
spatial position, the activity of the released compounds or medically interesting factors on the 
spot. The use of biodegradable materials for the composition of capsule walls potentially 
allows for intracellular release of encapsulated compounds without external trigger[5]. 
Modifications of the capsules with fluorescent probes, quantum dots (QDs), metallic 
nanoparticles (NPs) or other nano-materials have been shown to be efficient technologies for 
embedding further functionalities into such systems. Labeling, sensing, controlled release or 
targeting could sufficiently be addressed by embedding such materials into microcapsule 
systems. Especially the controlled release of material in living cells and the targeting or 
guidance of delivery vehicles to a spot of interest are major requirements for sophisticated 
delivery or sensing tools that could be applied in modern medicine.  
The presented work focused on the development of such multifunctional delivery vehicles 
with additional ability for sensing[6-8]. Capsules were fabricated basing on calcium carbonate 
(CaCO3) microspheres. These microparticles could easily be produced and filled via 
precipitation method. The fabrication of a polymer shell was realized via so-called layer-by-
layer assembly (LbL) of a polyelectrolyte multilayer (PEM) shell.[9-14] Due to electrostatic 
attractions between the charged core and differently charged polymer chains alternately mixed 
with the particles[15, 16], a coating layer assembled around the CaCO3 template. After removing 
the solid core by chelating agents (in mild conditions) a cavity was obtained that was 
protected by the PEM shell. In addition the physicochemical[17, 18], the mechanical[19] and 
permeability[6, 7, 20, 21] properties of these capsules have been investigated. 
For the filling of the cavity, depending on the desired cargo material that should be 
encapsulated, different loading methods could be selected[22-26]. These methods will be 
described more detailed in section 2.1-2.3 and the assets and drawbacks as well as the 
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potential of the respective methods will be presented. The selection of encapsulation 
technique according to the desired cargo turned out to be one crucial step towards efficient 
filling of the core and subsequent release of the cargo to living cells. Previous work 
concerning CaCO3-based microcapsules showed limitations of the filling capacity depending 
on the size of encapsulated molecules. Especially material with low molecular weight could 
only be kept inside such multilayer capsules non satisfactory. The new investigations 
presented here show the possibility to efficiently load such capsules with huge 
macromolecules as well as small cargo like single dye molecules and even hydrophobic 
materials. Furthermore, the data show that the materials are not only accumulated within the 
capsules but also being released efficiently from the cavities after intracellular opening of the 
shell. 
The next key step for the capsules was the composition and functionalization of the multilayer 
polyelectrolyte shell. The embedding of fluorescent probes but especially the addition of a 
variety of nanoparticles into the shell were important prerequisites for the functions of the 
final capsules. The uptake of fluorescent dyes or particles into/onto the coating layers 
provided spectral and spatial separation of different capsules and their cargo[27]. In particular 
this was necessary for multiplexed sensing applications (section 3.1). One major advantage of 
the presented capsules was demonstrated with the fabrication of several ion-selective sensor 
capsules which were proven to act together as multiplexing ion sensor tool. A large variety of 
nanoparticles could be selected to be implemented into the microcapsules to fulfill different 
functions. Fluorescent quantum dots worked as a staining or "bar-code" of the capsules[28]. 
Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) were embedded for efficient energy conversion[29] from light into 
heat. This made the so-modified capsules heat sensitive and adressable for externally 
triggered opening[30, 31]. Magnetic nanoparticles consisting of iron oxide colloids provided 
magnetic susceptibility to the capsules. Such micro containers could be guided via magnetic 
fields and be deposited along specified target areas[32]. This approach in combination with 
intracellular triggered release meant a huge step towards targeted drug delivery and showed 
great potential towards future in vivo applications. Intracellular release of ion sensitive 
substances as active sensor compounds enabled for real-time observation of extra- or 
intracellular environmental conditions. Individual or sequential delivery of one or more active 
substances via light-controlled release and demonstration of intracellular activity were major 
aims of the work. Especially the delivery of nucleic acids and their subsequent translation into 
proteins as well as the observation of time kinetics were investigated. Control experiments 
observing the release from non-controlled and untargeted delivery systems [33, 34] should point 
out the advantages of the fabricated PEM microcapsules. Another experiment was based on 
the sequential release of two compounds that, after being liberated into the cytosol of a cell, 
react and form a fluorescent product. This approach demonstrated the possibility of 
performing intracellular reactions from two (or more) remotely delivered materials.  
Concluding the results of the presented work, the PEM microcapsules based on spherical 
CaCO3 templates and capable of various modifications in the polyelectrolyte shell should 
demonstrate a highly versatile system for a multitude of applications. The combination of 
various materials that can be embedded into the polymer shell brought high functionality to 
the capsules. Together with a multitude of cargo molecules that were proven to be embedded 
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within the cavities of the capsules the presented capsule based system acts as a 
multifunctional tool for a high variety of applications in biology and medicine[35]. 
Nevertheless, the data presented here show also the difficulties and drawbacks of a highly 
modified system like the microcapsules. The huge number of different materials that have to 
be assembled in the right sequence and in appropriate concentrations also mean a multitude of 
adjustment steps. Furthermore, interactions between two or more of the used materials could 
occur. Efficient filling of microcapsules turned out to be very challenging. However, this is 
one of the major requirements to a delivery system. One further demand on biological 
compatible tools is a high control over the size. As the size of the CaCO3 templates is limited 
to the range of few micrometers, this demand is fulfilled only to a certain point. Future 
applications based on polyelectrolyte multilayer capsules should also focus on more control 
over template diameter. Final aim for future investigations could be a nano-sized capsule 
system with the same or comparable properties like for the micro-sized capsules. 
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2. Experimental Section 
 
 
2.1 Fabrication of PEM capsules filled with various 
cargo materials 
 
Microcapsules based on spherical CaCO3 templates and consisting of polyelectrolyte 
multilayers have become a very versatile tool for encapsulating any kind of cargo. Small 
molecules as single fluorophores can be loaded into such capsules as well as macromolecules 
with a high molecular weight and a branched structure[17]. Also hydrophobic materials can be 
enriched inside PEM microcapsules and be combined with hydrophilic molecules to fulfill 
multifunctional tasks. Furthermore, any kind of charged material like fluorophores, 
macromolecules as well as nanoparticles can be embedded into the multilayer shell to 
combine the functionality of material that is loaded in the cavity and the components that stick 
to the shell (surface) of the capsule.  
To encapsulate huge macromolecules like Proteins or branched polymers (like dextrane or 
dextrane-conjugates) a so-called co-precipitation approach can be applied[36]. Here the 
material that should be encaged in the capsules is mixed with one of the precursors of the 
CaCO3 (CaCl2 or Na2CO3)[1, 10]. By mixing the two precursors rapidly, the fast supersaturation 
of the solution leads to the formation of small CaCO3 seeds that afterwards grow in a porous-
spherical structure until they reach a final size of a few micrometers (cf. Figure 1). The 
resulting microspheres have a porous structure full of pores in which the macromolecular 
cargo material can stick. Due to charge interaction of the CaCO3 and the cargo during the 
sphere-growth the huge molecules that should be loaded into the capsules are entering the 
pores and are being entrapped by the growing CaCO3 template. In this way a pre-filled 
particle that is enriched with the desired cargo (mostly with a molecular weight above 
50 kDa) can be produced. After the coating of the particles with several layers of 
polyelectrolytes of alternating charge, the surrounding polymer shell has reached a thickness 
of few nanometers. Though its porosity is high enough to ensure the permeation of solvent 
molecules, ions and small molecules with a low molecular weight, it is tight enough to retain 
the huge macromolecular cargo inside the cavity after removal of the core material via 
chelating agent Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid 
 (EDTA). This complexation of the Ca2+ ions leads to complete dissolution of the CaCO3 and 
retains only the entrapped macromolecular cargo within the cavities of the capsules. 
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Figure 1: SEM images of CaCO3 particles before (a + b) and after coating (c + d) with four 
bilayers of PSS/PAH. Resulting PE multilayer shell is porous and rough. Ions and small 
polymers can diffuse through these pores. 
 
If the macromolecules that should be encapsulated are smaller than a certain threshold they 
cannot be retained stably inside the porous polymer shell. The cargo will leak out from the 
capsules and some molecules will stick to the polyelectrolyte walls due to electrostatic 
interaction. Such capsules suffer from the low filling rate of the cavity and cannot be used for 
fluorescence based sensing applications.  
To encapsulate material that is still huge but suffers from the explained leakage problem, a 
post-loading method can be applied. To keep these materials stable inside the capsules one 
takes advantage of the heat dependent conformation changes of the polyelectrolyte shell 
materials. While dispersing the capsules (optionally pre-loaded with the desired filling) in a 
concentrated cargo solution, the mixture is heated up for 1-2 hours at around 65-70°C[37]. The 
small material desired to be encapsulated is interpenetrating the capsules and slowly being 
entrapped inside the capsule´s cavities as the polymer shell shrinks due to the heat. While 
polyelectrolytes fold and stick more tightly at a higher temperature, the pores in the polymer 
shell are getting smaller. This process is mostly irreversible (depending on the used 
polyelectrolytes) and therefore the resulting capsules are less penetrable and have a smaller 
diameter. Cargo molecules that are in the mentioned size fraction can be encapsulated safely 
in so-fabricated capsules without losing their penetrability for solvents, small molecules 
(<<10 kDa) or ions.  
For encapsulating cargo that is much smaller than 10 kDa or even hydrophobic another 
approach can be used. Micelles consisting of amphiphilic block-copolymers are co-
precipitated within the CaCO3 instead of huge macromolecules described above[38]. For the 
presented work polystyrene-block-poly acrylic acid (PS-b-PAA) copolymers were used to 
c) d) 
a) b) 
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fabricate nanoscaled micelles inside the capsules. The block-copolymer powder is dissolved 
in a polar, organic solvent (here dimethylformamide) and then slowly dropped into a diluted 
Na2CO3 solution. The phase-change leads to the formation of spherical PS-PAA micelles that 
are later entrapped within the porous CaCO3 particles similarly to the huge cargo molecules 
described above. After coating of the templates with several layers of polyelectrolytes the 
CaCO3 is removed via EDTA treatment retaining capsules that are enriched with block-
copolymer micelles. As long as so fabricated capsules are dispersed in aqueous solvents the 
hydrophilic ends (PAA) are showing outwards the micelles. If hydrophilic molecules that are 
small enough to penetrate the PE shell are exposed to the capsules they will stick to the 
hydrophilic PAA of the micelles. If otherwise the capsules are dispersed in an organic solvent 
containing hydrophobic cargo molecules, the phases of the copolymer micelles reverse and 
the loading material can stick to the hydrophobic polystyrene (PS) block. After phase transfer 
back to aqueous solvent, the cargo is safely entrapped within the micelles. Alternatively, a 
sequential loading of both types of cargo (small hydrophilic and hydrophobic molecules) can 
be applied to combine the different cargo properties.  
Further details about the filling strategies of PEM capsules with various cargo materials of 
different sizes can be found in the following chapters. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Schematic drawing of the three different fabrication/loading approaches applied 
in this work. Upper row represents the co-precipitation method for loading capsules with 
huge macromolecules (>> 10 kDa). Center row shows post-loading for encapsulation of 
macromolecules in the range of ~ 10 kDa. Lowest row shows the block-copolymer micelle-
approach that can be applied for loading small molecules (<< 10 kDa) or hydrophobic 
cargo into the capsules. 
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2.2 Synthesis of pre-filled capsules via co-precipitation 
method 
 
Solid CaCO3 spheres filled with high molecular weight cargo material (like dextran-
conjugated fluorophores, Proteins or nucleic acids) were fabricated using the following 
protocol (volumes can vary depending on application): 
615 µL aqueous CaCl2 (0,33 M) were mixed with 1 mL of a desired high molecular weight 
cargo solution. While stirring at 1000 rpm, 615 µL Na2CO3 (0,33 M) were added rapidly and 
mixed for 30 seconds. Afterwards the suspension was left for 3 minutes at room temperature 
to settle down. Resulting particles were dispersed in clean water (MilliQ). Then, the 
supernatant water was removed by centrifugation of the suspension at 1200 rpm for 2 
minutes. This washing step was repeated 3 times. 
Clean particles were then resuspended in 1 mL of PSS solution (5 mg/mL in 0,5 M NaCl; pH 
6,5) and left in shaker for 15 minutes. 
Supernatant PSS solution was then removed and suspension was washed 3 times with clean 
water. A positive layer of polyelectrolyte was deposited by resuspending the PSS coated, 
negatively charged particles in 1 mL of PAH solution (5 mg/mL in 0,5 M NaCl; pH 6,5). The 
coating procedure included shaking within PE solution, washing and resuspending. These 
steps were repeated until four to five PE-bilayers were achieved (depending on requirements 
of the application). 
After final coating step particles were again washed 3 times with clean water and well 
suspended in EDTA solution (0,2 M; pH 5,5) to remove the CaCO3 cores. Removal of the 
CaCO3 can be observed due to slight formation of gas bubbles (leakage of CO2). After 
suspension became clear supernatant EDTA solution was removed via slow centrifugation to 
avoid aggregation of PE microcapsules (1000 rpm, 10-12 minutes). Afterwards the capsules 
were washed for 3 times with clean water. 
Final capsules were observed to be stable for months stored in aqueous solvent at 4-8°C. 
Macromolecules that have been co-precipitated with the CaCO3 were stably kept within the 
cavities of the capsules. The high molecular weight and the mostly branched structure of such 
macromolecules lead to highly and uniformly filled capsules. Dextrane-conjugated 
fluorophores that were entrapped within the capsules were mostly used as markers or as 
sensor materials for fluorescence based sensing applications.  
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2.3 PEM capsules enriched with small hydrophilic or 
hydrophobic cargo molecules 
 
CaCO3 templates for incorporation of small molecules within block-copolymer micelles were 
produced following a protocol explained by Tong et al.[38]. For this purpose 10 mg of PS-b-
PAA block copolymer was dissolved in 1 mL of dimethylformamide and dropwise mixed 
with 10 mL of NaCO3 solution (0,33 M) under vigorous stirring. After mixing for 30 minutes 
(to disperse the forming polymer micelles) 10 mL of CaCl2 were rapidly added and the 
resulting suspension of CaCO3 particles enriched with PS-b-PAA micelles was mixed for 
another 30 seconds. Particles were then left for 5 minutes of ripening and then washed 3 times 
with Ethanol to remove unbound PS-b-PAA polymer risiduals. Finally the particles were 
washed 3 times with clean water and redispersed in MiliQ water.  
The coating procedure of these particles was similar to the ones filled via co-precipitation 
method with high molecular weight macromolecules (cf. section 2.2). Alternating dispersion 
of the particles in polyelectrolytes of opposite charge (LbL assembly) lead to the formation of 
multilayer shells. Final structure of the polymer shell was according to the one of other 
capsules made by four to five bilayers.  
The removal of CaCO3 from the template was performed via chelating process with EDTA 
solution (0,2 M; pH 5,5) for 30-60 minutes. The removal of the CaCO3 for this kind of 
capsules turned out to be much slower than for other capsules. We assume that this results 
from the hydrophobic sub-structures (micelles) that are present in the pores of the CaCO3 
template. Slight hydrophobic interaction hinders the EDTA from entering the pores and slows 
down the chelating process. Nevertheless, the dissolution of the core finally leads to empty 
capsules that were enriched with nano-sized block-copolymer micelles. Resulting capsules 
were washed 3 times with clean water and supernatant was removed. 
Capsules were then suspended in 200 µL of an aqueous solution containing the hydrophilic 
cargo molecules or in an organic solution containing the hydrophobic cargo material for three 
hours. As organic solvent ethanol, acetone and dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) were successfully 
tested. Other organic solvents are most likely to work as well for filling the capsules with 
hydrophobic molecules. The concentration of the desired cargo was set as high as possible to 
obtain efficient filling rates of the capsules.  
Finally capsules were washed 3 times with clean water to remove unbound cargo substrate 
and (if suspended in organic solvent) to reverse micelle phases towards hydrophilic exterior. 
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2.4 Modification of PEM capsules with nanoparticles 
for further functionalization 
 
PEM capsules have been further modified with nanoparticles to gain functionality 
(fluorescence, magnetic susceptibility or energy conversion property) in the polymer shell.  
To obtain fluorescently labeled capsules the polyelectrolyte shell was treated with fluorescent 
quantum dots (QDs). The ones used for this study were CdSe/ZnS core-shell particles with 
narrow fluorescence emission maxima at 577 nm, 596 nm, and 610 nm respectively. But also 
any other quantum dots could be embedded within the multilayer shell of the capsules. In this 
study, the quantum dots were used as markers to stain or trace the polymer capsules. 
Combinations of several different sizes of fluorescent particles (different colors) lead to a 
multitude of “bar-coded” capsules that could facilitate multiplexing applications.   
To fabricate capsules with magnetic properties for targeted deposition or directed delivery, 
capsules were incubated in iron-oxide nanoparticles (fabricated with a protocol previously 
published[39, 40]). These particles show high magnetic susceptibility and therefore respond to 
external magnetic fields and provide finally magnetic properties to the microcapsules.  
Capsules that should be opened via remote-controlled external triggers were modified with 
gold-nanoparticles (AuNPs). These metallic NPs show a strong surface plasmon resonance 
that is used to convert electromagnetic energy (from light) into heat. For this study usually 
15 nm gold-nanoparticles (stabilized with sodium citrate) fabricated through the Turkevich 
method[37, 41]. 
 
Basis for the implementation of nanoparticles into the polymer multilayer shell is the surface 
charge of the nanoparticles. AuNPs are sodium citrate stabilized and show negative charge. 
The semiconductor QDs and the magnetic iron-oxide particles were previously stabilized with 
an amphiphilic polymer to make them water-soluble[42]. The surface coating of the 
nanoparticles also provides negative charge.  
Therefore all nanoparticles for capsule modification were attached after a positive 
polyelectrolyte coating step. Usually, capsules were suspended within a nanoparticle 
containing solution after finishing the second (PSS/PAH)-bilayer. Capsules were left in the 
nanoparticle solution under slight shaking for ~15 minutes. Afterwards the NPs were 
sufficiently adsorbed to the surface of the microcapsules. To ensure the total charge saturation 
of the previously positive charged surfaces, capsules were afterwards incubated in negatively 
charged PSS solution followed by three washing steps with clean water.  
Resulting CaCO3 microparticles were washed and LbL treatment with PSS and PAH was 
continued similar to the protocol in section 2.2 until the desired number of polyelectrolyte 
bilayers was reached. A typical structure of the final multilayer shell corresponded to the 
following: (PSS/PAH)2-NPs-(PSS/PAH)2. 
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2.5 Fabrication of Ball-in-Ball capsules as versatile 
multi-ion sensor systems 
 
So-called Ball-in-Ball multi-compartment capsules were fabricated based on completely 
coated (and filled) CaCO3 microparticles. These were produced with the protocol described in 
the previous sections. Coated particles with four or more bilayers of polyelectrolytes were 
redispersed within a solution containing CaCl2 (0,33 M) and stirred at 1000 rpm. An equal 
amount of Na2CO3 solution (0,33 M) was added dropwise to the suspension. After 30 seconds 
of additional stirring and 3 minutes ripening time, particles were washed several times with 
fresh water to remove small, unbound CaCO3 microbeads. The arising calciumcarbonate layer 
assembled around the outer shell of the initial microparticle. The dropwise addition of the 
Na2CO3 was found out to be essential for the formation of uniform and spherical layer 
expansion. If the precursor was added rapidly to the suspension of microtemplates and CaCl2, 
arising salt was not attached as a flat and uniform layer around the template but as huge 
Bucky balls and clusters resulting in non-spherical and aggregated particles. After the 
microparticles were enlarged by the addition of CaCO3 layers, they were coated with 
polyelectrolyte multilayers until a desired thickness of the outermost shell was reached.  
If the CaCO3 layer that assembled around the PE shell did not reach sufficient thickness for 
desired applications, its layer thickness could be increased. This was done either by increasing 
the volume of precursor solution or by coating the arised CaCO3 with a layer of PSS and 
subsequent repetition of salt attachment.  
The so-fabricated Ball-in-Ball capsules provide a second cavity around the inner PEM shell. 
This facilitates the embedding of more functionality into the complex system (second cavity 
and second PE shell). The second cavity can also just act as spacer between the inner cavity 
and the outermost polyelectrolyte layers. This turned out to be crucial for the fabrication of 
bar-coded multiplexing sensor capsules[28]. 
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2.6 Remote-controlled release of cargo material inside 
living cells 
 
Polymer microcapsules modified with gold nanoparticles in the shell are known to perform as 
remote-controllable release-system for cargo material inside living cells[43-45]. AuNPs can 
easily being embedded into the polyelectrolyte multilayer shell of the capsules due to 
electrostatic interactions (see section 2.4)[46]. In our approach a laser system emitting near-
infrared (NIR) light was decided to be used as the electromagnetic spectrum shows 
significantly lower absorbance in biological tissue [47, 48]. However, gold-nanoparticles of a 
certein size (here 15 nm) have an absorbance peak around 530 nm. This corresponds to the 
surface plasmon resonance of quasi-free electrons present in the metallic nanoparticle [49-52]. 
To modify the collective surface plasmon resonance (SPR) peak of the nanoparticles, they 
have to be agglomerated. By reducing the colloidal stability of the nanoparticles (screening 
the electrostatic repulsion), NPs come closer and finally attach to each other. This leads to the 
fusion of the surface electron states and an increased mean free path of the electrons in the 
nanoparticle. The SPR frequency shifts towards higher wavelengths and thus the absorbance 
maximum of final clusters. The fabrication and embedding of such AuNP aggregates is 
explained in section 2.4.  
So-modified capsules show strong absorbance and energy conversion ability at the presented 
laser emission wavelength (830 nm; max. 130 mW output; CV-laser), whereas initial gold 
nanoparticles absorb light energy mainly around 540 nm (green light).  
 
 
 
Figure 3: Microscopic imaging of light-controlled opening of gold-modified PEM 
microcapsules. Release strategy is demonstrated on one capsule that is filled with FITC-
dextran a) before laser treatment. NIR-laser beam is focused on the gold-NP-cluster 
enriched PE multilayer shell of the microcapsule b) and induces deformation and cracking 
of the capsule. c) after opening the capsule is burst and has released a fraction of its cargo 
material. 
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The NIR light-beam was coupled into the optical pathway of the fluorescence microscope 
used for observation of the cargo release. By focusing the beam, its total area on the focal 
plane was only few µm2 what means, the beam could be aimed on the edge of one single PEM 
capsule. By applying 50-70% of the total energy output of the laser (corresponds to ~15-
20 mW on the focal plane), capsules could be opened efficiently with the laser system within 
few seconds of illumination. During the exposure of the capsules the occurring heat assembles 
within a small volume in and around the treated nanoparticle clusters and locally leads to very 
high temperatures. Consequently, the water in and around the particle clusters starts to 
evaporate and the upcoming pressure leads to the destruction of the multilayer structure of the 
polymer shell. As the effect is strongly localized on a small area within the shell (especially if 
the clusters are embedded within a multilayer structure), the occurring perforation is also 
small. Nevertheless, if the laser treatment is performed too long or the laser output is too high, 
the stronger heat accumulation leads to an “explosion” of the capsules. The reaction on the 
heating is not localized to a small volume within the PE shell but withtakes the whole capsule 
(cf. Figure 3). 
The subsequent release of material from the capsules and its spreading over the cytosolic 
compartment of living cells was observed with the fluorescence microscope that was used to 
couple the laser. For the observation one has to consider, that released material was spread 
and diluted strongly within the cells. This leads to a very low fluorescence signal of the 
released fluorophore. To observe these low signals, the fluorescence within initial capsules 
often had to be overexposed. Furthermore, by using confocal microscopes, the emission 
contrast and therefore the observed signal could strongly be increased. 
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2.7 Targeted deposition of capsules via magnetic forces 
in flow-channel 
 
Another goal of this study besides the demonstration of efficient release of reactive and 
functional cargo inside living cells was the targeted deposition of PEM capsules at a desired 
cellular growth area. For this purpose, capsules have been modified with magnetic iron-oxide 
nanoparticles (cf. section 2.4). This added magnetic susceptibility to the capsules and made 
them responding to magnetic field gradients.  
To simulate the natural blood flow or intercellular medial movement, a flow channel 
experiment was prepared. With an adjustable peristaltic pump the transversal speed of the 
fluid in the flow-channel was set to ~8 cm/s which correspond to typical blood flow-rates in a 
human body. As basic flow device a “µ-slide-I” from Ibidi was used. Its flow channel had 
dimensions of 5 mm x 50 mm x 0.4 mm (width/length/height) resulting in 100 µL flow 
medium capacity. Two additional reservoirs were filled with 600 µL of flow medium each. 
Both reservoirs were connected to a polyethylene tube with 2 mm inner cross-section that 
passed the peristaltic pump. Within the channel of the device, adherent cells were growing. 
These were seeded at least one day before the experiment started to become a confluent layer 
and cover the whole ground of the flow channel. This was necessary as the confluent cells can 
be repelled from the surface of the device due to the high velocity of the pumped-through 
medium. The connection between the cells in a confluent layer keeps the cells on the ground. 
Capsules modified with magnetic nanoparticles were mixed with the flow medium in the inlet 
reservoir. A strong permanent magnet was then placed underneath the flow channel. By 
starting the pump, due to the high flow velocity magnetic capsules were mainly floating 
through the channel without any interaction or contact with the adhering cells. Only at the 
sights where the magnet was placed underneath the channel, capsules were observed to settle 
down and stick to the cells on the ground.  
With this method also sub-millimeter patterns could be prepared within the channel using 
three different capsules modified with diverse fluorescent dyes. 
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3. Results and Discussion 
 
This thesis represents a cumulative work that should demonstrate the high versatility of the 
presented PEM microcapsules especially for cellular release of cargo material and 
intracellular sensing applications. The fundamental structure of multilayer polyelectrolyte 
shell around spherical, porous CaCO3 microparticles turned out to be a highly advisable 
approach for the encapsulation of various cargo materials. The easy fabrication of the 
templates via simple chemical precipitation, its ability to be filled while core-production, the 
biological-friendly environmental conditions for core-removal and the wide range of material 
that can be embedded into so-fabricated capsules satisfy the requirements for such 
multifunctional systems. 
 
The experimental progress shown in this work is resuming the basic investigation of 
fabrication and characterization of LbL-multilayer microcapsules shown in my diploma 
thesis. While the release of cargo molecules outside living cells and the ion-sensing potential 
of the capsules could be shown to some extent, especially the release of material inside living 
cells, sequential release from differently filled capsules and intracellular reactivity are very 
new approaches that are shown in this thesis. Furthermore, mathematical computations 
complete the proof of multiplexing capability of ion-selective sensor capsules. Intracellular 
release of such ion-sensitive fluorophore into the cytosol enable the first time for pH-
determinations, unrestricted from endosomal compartments, inside cells. Release and reaction 
kinetics of biologically active messenger RNA and the comparison of the reactions triggered 
by laser-opening and passive release strategies finalizes the investigations that are presented 
in this thesis.  
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3.1 PEM microcapsules as ion-sensors for extra- and 
intracellular sensing 
 
Microcapsules have already shown their potential to be filled with a high variety of different 
cargo materials. The enrichment of capsules with dextran-conjugated fluorophores of a high 
molecular weight (> 100 kDa) turned out to work well. Fluorophores can be co-precipitated 
with the core-forming CaCO3. Furthermore, final capsules show a very homogeneous 
distribution of fluorophore in the cavity. The encapsulation of organic dyes that show pH-
dependent fluorescence intensity change or sensitivity on other ions (here Na+ and K+ ions) 
can easily be entrapped within such capsules and be used as optical microsensors.  
The first step, that represented the encapsulation of such ion-selective fluorophores, was 
already been done by several research groups[53-56].  
Now, the capsules should act as multiplexing sensor tool for simultaneous determination of 
several ion concentrations. For this purpose three different types of capsules have been 
fabricated containing dextran-conjugated dyes sensitive for H+, K+ and Na+ ions. To facilitate 
simultaneous detection of all three kinds of ions sensor capsules had to be modified with a 
unique QD-based bar-code tagging. Each type of capsule containing a different ion-sensitive 
dye was equipped with another composition of three different types of QDs. Yellow, orange 
and red QDs with a fluorescence emission maximum at 577 nm, 596 nm and 610 nm 
accordingly were used to produce the 3-bit encoded bar-code tagging (cf. Figure 4). Herein, 
the "concentration code" for the tagging could possibly be extended towards the fabrication of 
7 different types of capsules ("100", "101", "110", "111", "001", "010" and "011") according 
to the QD-combination. Crucial for the identification of the different capsules was the 
selection of fluorescence filters set into the microscope. Their transmission windows had to be 
as narrow as possible and fitting to the maximum emission spectrum of the QDs. 
Nevertheless, spectral overlapping of the QD emission of one channel into the transmission 
window of another type of QD could not be prevented entirely (cross-talk). Especially cross-
talk between the sensor dye in the cavity of the capsules and the outer shell turned out to be 
one mayor barrier for simultaneous fluorescence analysis in the cavity (sensing) and in the 
shell (identification). Therefore another layer of CaCO3 was laminated onto the PE multilayer 
shell. Subsequent LbL-coating of the received core-shell particle and removal of the CaCO3 
resulted in a Ball-in-Ball structure (cf. section 2.5). Herein, the second cavity around the inner 
PE shell provided spatial distance between the inner cavity with the sensor dye and the outer 
shell including the staining nanoparticles. This prevented spectral overlapping of the bar-code 
signal and the emission of the sensor material and facilitated the successful multiplexing 
measurement (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4: Fluorescence image of a mixture of the three different types of capsules in two 
solutions with different ion concentrations; via the fluorescent barcode the type of each 
capsule can be clearly identified. By changing from a low ion (c(Na+) = 5 mM, c(K+) = 
5 mM, pH = 5) to a high ion condition (c(Na+) = 140 mM, c(K+) = 140 mM, pH = 9) the 
ISBFI/IDy647 ratio of the sodium responsive capsules is raised, and in the false color  
fluorescence image the capsule cavities appear more blue-green compared to the more 
reddish appearance at low sodium concentration. 
 
Another complication of the multiplexing approach was the cross-sensitivity of the different 
sensor dyes. Changed pH-values for example are not only observed with the pH-sensitive dye 
in the corresponding capsules, but also strongly influences the emission intensity of the 
potassium and sodium sensor capsules. Furthermore, an increasing amount of sodium is also 
influencing the emission value of the potassium sensitive fluorophore (cf. Figure 5). To 
overcome these difficulties and facilitate the measurement of all three ion concentrations 
simultaneously, emission values have been determined firstly in test solutions to obtain 
calibration curves for each pair of cross-sensitive dye. Afterwards, intensity deconvolution 
had to be performed using the measured values and comparing them with the calibration 
curves.  
 
 
 
a) b) c) 
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Figure 5: Fluorescence emission intensity of four different analyte sensitive fluorophores 
under different ion concentrations. The fluorescence intensity (I) of FITC, SBFI, PBFI, 
and Dy647 dyes is plotted versus pH (-log(c(H+)), sodium ion concentration c(Na+)), and 
potassium ion concentration (c(K+)). Strong influence of changed pH value for the sensing 
of Na+ and K+ (c) as well as the cross-sensitivity of potassium sensitive dye for increasing 
sodium ion concentration can be observed (b). 
 
 
For the purpose of intensity deconvolution the measured values have been ploted and fitted 
into 3D-surface curves (Figure 6a)) Afterwards, the intensity surface was projected onto the 
2D-plane of the ion concentrations (here K+ and Na+) as a so-called contour plot (Figure 6b)). 
Here, each color corresponds to a certain intensity value. If now two contour plots have been 
overlaid and the border lines of the measured fluorescence values are followed towards the 
intersection, the true ion concentration could be determined (Figure 6c)). Additional to the 
cross-sensitive potassium- and sodium-capsules, the pH-dependence of the emission values 
determined via pH-sensor capsules was inset for finally measure all three ion concentrations 
simultaneously. 
 
 
 
Figure 6: Cross-sensitivity between sodium and potassium sensitive fluorophores in 
solutions with different ion concentrations. (a) As potassium sensitive dye PBFI to Dy647 
emission (IPBFI/IDy647) was determined and plotted versus the Na+ and K+ concentration in a 
3-dimensional representation. The sodium sensitive counterpart was the emission of SBFI 
to Dy647 (ISBFI/IDy647) versus Na+ and K+ concentration. A contour plot of the same data is 
represented in (b), in which one looks toward the projection of ISBFI/IDy647 or IPBFI/IDy647, 
accordingly in the c(Na+) and c(K+) plane. The intensity information is presented within the 
color steps. As following the lines of a measured intensity ratio in each dye/reference 
combination one meets the intersection point that gives out the information of the “real” 
ion concentration in the solution (c). 
 
a) b) 
c) 
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3.2 Statistical analysis of intracellular release success rate 
 
To verify whether the release mechanism of cargo from the PEM microcapsules was reliable 
the success rate of intracellular laser treatment and subsequent release of cargo molecules was 
determined in the following experiment. Capsules filled with CascadeBlue-dextran (CB-
dextran) (~10 kDa) were chosen for the experiment due to the high contrast of the 
fluorophore. To a confluent layer of HeLa cells in a round dish (containing ~100.000 cells) a 
number of ~500.000 CB- dextran filled capsules was added. After incorporation time of ~12 
hours in 37°C at 5% CO2 the cells were observed via fluorescence microscope. Certain areas 
covered with cells that contained at least one nicely filled capsule were photographed with the 
microscope. Afterwards, the according cells were treated with the laser beam. Note, that 
appropriate output energy, focusing of the beam on the focal plane and heating-technique 
were tested before the statistic analysis. Laser energy level of 60-70 % of the total power 
(corresponds to 18-21 mW on the focal plane) and a treatment time of around one second on 
the polymer shell were sufficient for effective release. The main attention during the treatment 
had to be on the lowest as possible mechanical and thermal stress delivered to the cells (cf. 
section 2.6). Hereby the required laser output varied not only from capsules to capsules (due 
to different NP-concentrations and cluster sizes in the entities) but also in the different spatial 
areas of the cell-culture-dishes. The surface of the dishes in which the cells were growing was 
not perfectly planar and thus the focal plane shifted slightly by moving along the x- and y-
axes. This was one reason to photograph a whole number of cells at a certain area at once, 
treat the selected cells together with the laser, analyze the following release rate and then walk 
on to another area.  
 
 
 
Figure 7: Microscopic photograph of a release-efficiency test. a) Before treatment an area 
with cells that incorporated at least one sufficiently filled capsule were selected and 
photographed. b) After laser treatment the selected cells were photographed again and the 
release efficiency was analyzed.  
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The analysis of the release rate and the accompanied success rate was based on the confocal 
fluorescence images taken of the chosen area after laser treatment. About 10 minutes after the 
heating procedure capsules were photographed with the microscope to select only appropriate 
success events. Capsules that were not efficiently incorporated by the cells or mistakenly 
lying on top of a cell were releasing their cargo to the extracellular medium. Fluorophore that 
was accidently staining the cell membrane or partially released into the cytosol was cleared 
within this time period. Cells that suffered from hypothermia or from physical stress due to 
overheated capsules were dying (or at least showing significant mortality signs) within the ten 
minutes.  
Resulting images were afterwards analyzed towards the release success rate and accompanied 
the non-success rate of the heating procedure. The statistical results of the experiment are 
presented in Figure 8. 
   
 
Figure 8: Statistical analysis of the release success rate from CascadeBlue-dextran filled 
PEM microcapsules in HeLa cells. From the 48 treated cells, 22 showed successful release 
without significant signs of mortality and 26 cells did not show cytosolic enrichment with 
the released fluorophore or were suffering from physio-thermal stress.  
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3.3 Intracellular release of pH-sensitive dye and in vitro 
measurement 
 
Ion-selective capsules like the ones described in section 3.1 can easily be used as sensor 
systems for single or multiplexed analysis in buffer solutions (e.g. for flow-sensing devices or 
industrial applications) or for intracellular sensing. But one major problem is occurring for the 
intracellular use of these capsules: It is the uptake mechanism that underlies the entering of 
the capsules into the cells.  
Microcapsules like the ones described above have a diameter of a few micrometers. Adherent 
cells that were used to investigate the functionality of the PEM capsules are able to 
incorporate several microcapsules at the same time. Nevertheless, the capsules enter the cells 
via an endocytotic pathway, that means that microcapsules are transferred into endosomes 
within the cytosol. These intracellular compartments are surrounded by a lipid membrane and 
have a totally different chemical composition of internal media than the cytosol. This means, 
that capsules internalized by the cells can only measure the endosomal ion-concentrations. For 
actual biologically interesting applications it would be desirable to determine the “real” 
composition of the cytosol. 
Therefore, as a prototype for ion selective fluorophores, SNARF1 (a pH-sensor dye) was 
encapsulated within PEM capsules with the aim to be released into the cytosol of living cells.  
Two major difficulties had to be overcome towards the release and successful intracellular 
pH-measurement. Firstly, a high amount of sensor dye had to be encapsulated within the 
cavities. Secondly, the fluorophore that was encapsulated had to efficiently escape the 
capsules and the endosomes. These two prerequisites were crucial, as they defined the amount 
of dye that was released into the cytosol. After releasing material from a relatively small 
capsule to a comparable huge cellular volume, its concentration decreases dramatically. 
Though, the final concentration of the released sensor fluorophore in the cytosol had to be 
high enough to perform ratiometric analysis via fluorescence microscopy.  
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Figure 9: Schematic drawing of the release strategy and subsequent fluorometric pH 
determination due to intracellular opening of PEM microcapsules filled with SNARF1-
dextran. a) After incorporation of SNARF1-filled capsules by cells they are present in 
acidic endosomal/lysosomal compartments what leads to greenish-yellow appearance of the 
capsules in contrast to the orange emission of capsules in the extracellular environment 
(neutral pH). b) Laser beam is focused on the gold-cluster modified PEM shell of one of 
the microcapsules and thus induces the opening of the shell within few seconds. c) 
Encapsulated material escapes through the crack in the PEM shell and spreads over the 
cytosol. d) pH-sesitive SNARF1 dye changes its emission color due to pH-change in the 
cytosol (neutral pH) and intracellular medium appears orange.   
 
The encapsulation of many dye-molecules is no problem, as the conjugation of fluorophore to 
a huge dextran molecule (used as anchor molecule; ~500 kDa) can be tuned towards a high 
dye-per-dextran ratio. The principle of conjugation has been demonstrated elsewhere[28, 57]. 
Nevertheless, the use of a high molecular weight dextran turned out to be insufficient for 
releasing it. Due to the small effect of heating upon the PEM capsules (crucial to avoid 
harming the cells) the release of huge molecules was minimal. This emphasized the use of a 
much smaller dextran conjugates (~10 kDa) to facilitate the release from opened capsules. On 
the other hand, the smaller dextran conjugate did not sufficiently retain inside the PEM 
capsules by loading them with the co-precipitation method (pre-filling of the templates, cf. 
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section 2.2). Most of the dye that was entrapped within the CaCO3 during the core formation 
was lost during the dissolution process after LbL coating.  
Therefore, the post-loading approach had to be applied to enrich empty capsules with a high 
amount of sensor dye (-dextran conjugate) and close the pores of the capsules during a heat-
treatment. This increased the amount of fluorophore that could be encapsulated and 
furthermore facilitated the escaping of the cargo after remote-controlled opening inside the 
cells. Besides the destruction of the polymer shell of the capsules, the laser treatment induced 
the local decomposition of the lysosomal membrane entrapping the capsule. Sensor material 
that was encapsulated could be released through opening the capsules and spread all over the 
cytosol (cf. Figure 11 e)).  
Now, measurements of the encapsulated sensor dye (before opening) and another 
measurement of released sensor dye (after opening) clearly confirmed the lower pH value of 
intact endosomes compared to the surrounding cytosol (cf. Figure 11 b)-d)). For this purpose, 
calibration curves for the pH-dependent behavior of the SNARF1 dye-dextran conjugate were 
prepared in buffer solutions. Firstly, the capsules filled with the sensor-conjugate have been 
placed in buffer solutions with varying pH values. Intensity ratios have been determined with 
the same microscopic settings as used for the observations of capsules in the cell-release 
experiments. With different settings (increased sensitivity), the released fluorophore was 
observed in the cells after the opening of the capsules. These settings were applied to prepare 
the calibration curve for free dye in different pH-buffers. Furthermore, the concentration of 
the sensor dye was decreased until the final intensity values were comparable to the ones 
gained from intracellular observation. These  measures ensured the correctness (with a certain 
tolerance) of the pH measurements in the cells. 
 
 
 
Figure 10: Calibration curves obtained from ratiometric pH-measurements within 
SNARF1-filled capsules and free dye in pH buffer solutions. 
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Figure 11: fluorescence microscopy image of SNARF1-dextran filled capsules 
incorporated by HeLa cells before (a+c) and after laser treatment (b+d). From left to right 
column transmission, red, green and overlay channel are presented. Photographs in a), b) 
and e) were overexposed to visualize fluorescence signal of the released material after laser 
treatment. Lines c), d) and f) show normal exposure of SNARF-filled capsules and 
subsequent enable for ratiometric pH-analysis of the encapsulated fluorophore c) before 
and d) after laser treatment. Enlarged overlay figures in e) and f) visualize the shift of the 
capsules from acidic environment in the endosomes before heating to a neutral 
environment in the cytosol (comparable to extracellular medium) after laser treatment. 
Scale bars correspond to 10 µm. 
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3.4 Sequential release of various probes into living cells 
 
Previous applications of the presented microcapsules as sensor and delivery vehicle showed 
the general potential of the system. Especially the release of functional material (ion-selective 
fluorophores) into the cytosol presented the progress from pure release towards introduction 
of functionality. A further step towards liberation of functional material from micro-carriers 
like ours was the sequential release in cells. This approach would represent an important step 
towards the initiation of intracellular reactions from delivered material. 
Therefore, two (or more) differently filled types of capsules had to be produced with cargo 
material that could easily be released into the cytosol. After internalization by the cells, a 
sequential opening of the two types of capsules had to be performed. The sufficient filling of 
the capsules and the ability of the cargo material to escape from the treated microcapsules into 
the cytosol was again crucial for the success of this application. After few dye-dextran 
combinations were tested, the final choice fell to CascadeBlue-dextran (CB-dextran; 
~10 kDa) and Tetramethylrhodamine-dextran (TMR-dextran; ~10 kDa) for sequential release.  
 
The experimental procedure started with the incubation of cell cultures with the two types of 
capsules in an equal quantity (between 2-5 capsules per cell each). After a sufficient 
incorporation time (e.g. overnight) the cells were observed on the microscope and a desired 
area with cells that incorporated both types of capsules was photographed (Figure 12 a)). 
In a first release step only the blue capsules (containing CascadeBlue) were treated with the 
laser beam. Now all the successfully treated cells were again documented by taking 
fluorescence images (Figure 12 b)). It turned out, that about 50% of the selected cells were 
actually stained after this first treatment and showing no significant mortality signs. This 
success rate was similarly observed in the analysis of section 3.2. Afterwards, the second 
release step could be performed. Only the red capsules (TMR-dextran filled) were chosen for 
the second laser treatment, that were incorporated by the successfully stained (blue) cells. 
Statistically only ~20% of the treated red capsules showed finally release of dye and survival 
of the surrounding cell. This means that in total about 10% of all treated cells showed both 
color staining and no significant signs of mortality (Figure 12 c)). 
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Figure 12: Sequential release of two dyes (red TMR-dextran and blue CB-dextran) from 
distinct capsules inside living cells. a) Cells that incorporated the two kinds of capsules 
before treatment. b) After treating the blue capsules CB-dextran is distributed over the 
cytosol of the cell. c) After release of TMR-dextran from another capsule, cells are filled 
with both dyes and appear violet in the overlay channel. Scale bars correspond to 20 µm. 
 
Notwithstanding the fact, that only 1/10th of the originally selected cells could successfully be 
stained with both colors (sequential release of both dyes) the approach turned out to be a 
success and an important step towards remotely induced reactions of intracellular released 
chemicals. The propagation of abortive attempts lead to a low success rate of the sequential 
approach. But it shows the tolerance of the cells towards the application of physical stress by 
heating and even the possibility to open two or more capsules in one particular cell.  
Nevertheless, it has to be mentioned that one has to be extremely careful by heating the 
capsules inside the cells due to their sensitivity. This fact gains even more in importance if the 
treatment is applied twice or more times in a cell. 
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3.5 Intracellular release of Proteins  
 
The release of organic fluorophores (coupled to dextran) into the cytosol of living cells surely 
represents an interesting approach towards the goal of fabricating a multifunctional drug-
delivery vehicle. Though, the carrier system should be able to transport more than only 
fluorescent probes into cells. A next step was it to encapsulate and release Proteins within the 
PEM capsules. This approach would present another step towards the delivery of biologically 
active substances to living cells. As the release of high molecular weight dextran conjugated 
fluorophores already showed, this approach would also be challenging. We chose green 
fluorescent protein (GFP) as model protein to be delivered to the cells. This molecule is 
commercialy available and the main functionality of the protein is its green fluorescence 
originating from the molecular fold structure. The fluorescence enables forobserving its 
distribution over the cell after being released, as well as the continuance of its fluorescence, 
which indicates an intact chemical structure of the protein.  
Encapsulation of proteins cannot be performed with the post-loading method (like for the 
small dye-conjugates). This is because proteins undergo denaturation at temperatures over 
40°C. Therefore, we utilized the co-precipitation approach to pre-load the CaCO3 templates 
with the His-terminated GFP. Although, this loading method of the capsules seemed to work 
quite efficiently, release of protein to the cytosol was observed to be very rare. Two 
underlying effects were supposed for this observation: 1. The size (molecular weight) of the 
Protein is comparably big (~35 kDa), as compared to the dye-dextran conjugates released in 
the previously described experiments. 2. Due to the co-precipitation and the subsequent 
labeling of the template core enriched with GFP, the protein is forming a matrix-like structure 
within the PEM capsule and can hardly escape the polymer shell after heating it[36]. 
Interactions between the protein molecules or between the protein and the polyelectrolytes 
partly entering the template pores may cause this hindered escape.  
Nevertheless, release and distribution of GFP molecules from the PEM microcapsules into the 
cytosol could be observed (cf. Figure 13). Enough protein was released (which was intact) to 
proof its distribution over the cell. It demonstrated the general feasibility of this approach and 
its simplicity. Furthermore, the survival of the main functional structure of the GFP showed 
that the heat formation in the capsules due to laser irradiation is local. The heat dissipation 
seems to be confined to a small volume around the spot of heating (a nanoparticle cluster) and 
does not affect the protein structure in the rest of the capsule. Otherwise, the fluorescence 
signal of the GFP would be significantly decreased in the capsules after laser treatment. 
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Figure 13: Remote-controlled release of green fluorescent protein (GFP) in living cells. 
The amount of released protein is due to the loading method and the huge structure of the 
protein rather low but sufficient for microscopic observation. Scale bars correspond to 
10 µm. 
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3.6 Sequential delivery of reactive compounds for triggered 
intracellular reactions 
 
The delivery of (biological) active compounds and the sequential release of various materials 
into cells have been demonstrated in the previous sections (3.3 + 3.4). Now, these two 
approaches should be combined to allow for unique intracellular reactions triggered by 
external stimulation of the capsules. More specifically, two compounds should be 
encapsulated in two distinct types of capsules. After cells had incorporated both kinds of 
capsules, they should be opened inside the cells and intracellular reaction should be observed 
between the two encapsulated compounds.  
The compounds that should be encapsulated had to be chosen so that they fulfill all demands 
towards success of the approach. Depending on the chemicals (heat-sensible or not; high or 
low molecular weight; etc.), the proper encapsulation strategy had to be chosen to gain 
sufficient filling of the capsules, stable retention within the polymer shell and efficient release 
in the cells. The reaction between the two compounds had to work under difficult terms of 
condition (inside cell-medium) in the presence of various biochemical molecules. The desired 
reaction should not be induced by these molecules or changed environmental conditions in 
cellular compartments (changed pH in endosomes). Furthermore, the reaction should be easily 
observable under the microscope (fluorescence should appear, finally).   
The final choice fell on a self-quenched, organic dye (substrate) that reacts with alkaline 
phosphatase to a green fluorescent product. Alkaline phosphatase is an enzyme that 
dephosphorylates phosphate tagged molecules. In our case the substrate (ELF97-phosphatase) 
is the phosphorylated molecule. The phosphate group quenches the fluorescence what results 
in a non-emitting dye. If both, the substrate and the enzyme come in contact, the 
dephosphorylation starts and the substrate is converted into ELF97-alcohol. This is a strongly 
greenish fluorescent material that precipitates directly on the spot of the reaction.  
The encapsulation of the phosphatase was easy, as the enzyme is a branched molecule that 
does not penetrate the polymer shell and remains inside the PEM capsules. To load the 
capsules with this enzyme, the co-precipitation approach was used. Although this often costs 
problems in releasing the cargo from capsules, the results suggest a sufficient escape of the 
phosphatase and efficient enzyme activity within the cells.  
The substrate (ELF97-phosphate) is a rather small molecule (~431 Da) which is challenging 
to be efficiently loaded and retained inside the capsules, neither with the co-precipitation, nor 
with a post-loading approach. For encapsulation of such small cargo we utilized a loading 
procedure that originally was developed for encapsulation of hydrophobic molecules. It is 
based on the embedding of small block-copolymer micelles into the CaCO3 template (cf. 
section 2.3). By adding the copolymer dissolved in an organic solvent to the aqueous 
precursor solution, small micelles are forming with a hydrophobic polystyrene core and a 
hydrophilic shell of poly acrylic acid. These micelles are huge enough to retain within the 
PEM capsules after core-removal. Furthermore, by incubating the final capsules within a 
highly concentrated substrate solution, the small ELF97 interpenetrates the multilayer shell of 
the capsules, attaches to the hydrophilic PAA-chains of the micelles and is stably retained in 
the capsules. Results proofed, that also the ELF97 molecules attached to the micelles were 
released after opening of the capsules and were reacting with the enzyme (cf. Figure 15 A) 
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within the cytosol. The following sketch illustrates the intracellular reaction that follows the 
sequential release of the two compounds in the cells (cf. Figure 14). 
 
 
Figure 14: Sketch showing the principle of enzymatic reaction in living cells induced by 
light controlled release from PE microcapsules. After the uptake of two types of capsules a) 
(one filled with alkaline phosphatase and another one filled with ELF97 phosphatase 
substrate) one type of capsules (here the enzyme capsule) is opened via laser beam b). Its 
cargo is released into the cytosol c) and spreads all over the cell. In a second step d) the 
other capsule (filled with the substrate) is opened with the laser beam. The enzyme 
immediately enters this capsule e) and starts the hydrolysis of the substrate what leads to an 
upcoming fluorescence signal f) and precipitation of the substrate (ELF97 alcohol). 
 
 
For easier distinction of the two types of capsules in the cell, both were labeled with a 
different dye staining (red and blue fluorophore). This was necessary as both, the enzyme and 
the substrate capsules were initially not fluorescent. Once incorporated, only cells containing 
at least one capsule of each type were used for experiments. After both capsules have been 
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opened, bright fluorescence signal appeared in one of the capsules. Further investigation of 
the reaction kinetics turned out that always the last capsule, which had been treated with the 
laser beam, exhibit the fluorescence signal in their cavity (cf. Figure 15 B-D and E-G). 
 
 
 
Figure 15: Sequential release of alkaline phosphatase and ELF97-phosphate via light-
controlled heating. A) Capsules were filled with the enzyme alkaline phosphatase (AP, blue 
capsules) or the substrate ELF97-phosphate (red capsules). HeLa cells were incubated with 
both types of capsules. Capsules filled with alkaline phosphatase (B) or ELF97-phosphate 
(E) were first opened with a light pointer, as indicated by yellow arrows. In a next step the 
complementary capsules with ELF97-phosphate (C) or alkaline phosphatase (F) were 
opened, as indicated again by yellow arrows. Enzymatic processing of ELF97-phosphate by 
alkaline phosphatase led to the production of the green fluorescent product ELF97-alcohol 
(D, G). Note that cells with capsules which were not illuminated with the light pointer 
remained unaffected. The opening sequence determines the location of the emerging 
fluorescence of the product ELF97-alcohol. The scale bars correspond to 25 μm.  
 
 
Our explanation for the observed behavior is based on the hydrophobic behavior of the 
dephosphorylated ELF97-alcohol. After cleavage of the phosphate group it forms a green 
fluorescent precipitate that settles down right at the place of enzymatic reaction. Presuming an 
efficient release and spreading of the cargo material from a first capsule (e.g. the substrate), 
the substrate is expected to be equally distributed over the cytosol. Now, after heating the 
second type of capsule in the cell, its content (the enzyme) is quite highly concentrated within 
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the capsule´s cavity and its surrounding. The substrate molecules that are distributed over the 
cytosol now rapidly enter the opened capsule and react with the enzyme. A comparably small 
amount of phosphatase is released into the cell medium and reacting with the free ELF97. 
Therefore, the amount of fluorescent precipitate forming in and around the capsule is quite 
high compared to the concentration in the cytosol. Facing the highly fluorescent spot in the 
last opened capsule, the emission signal around it can hardly be observed. If the sequence of 
release was reversed, again the last opened capsule (now the one containing the substrate) 
showed the bright fluorescence signal. In this case first the enzyme was released and 
distributed over the cytosol. After opening the second capsule (with ELF97) phosphatase 
entered the capsule and hydrolysed the substrate to form the fluorescent precipitate. Again, 
most of the precipitate was formed in and around the secondly opened capsule, as the amount 
of released substrate together with the amount of released phosphatase present in the cytosol 
only produced a low concentration of fluorophore (cf. Figure 16). 
 
 
 
Figure 16: Detailed view on the ELF-phosphatase reaction induced via sequential release 
of: a)b) the enzyme alkaline phosphatase into the cytosol and b)c) the phosphorylated 
substrate. c) Inside and in the direct surrounding of the last opened capsule (ELF-capsule), 
the substrate concentration is high enough to produce a fluorescence signal after enzymatic 
reaction. Scale bar corresponds to 25 µm. 
 
Concluding these results, the approach including the remote-controlled release of two distinct 
cargo materials in living cells and the clear observation of a reaction between them is a major 
step towards future drug delivery. It could allow for so-called prodrug delivery that is based 
on two non-reactive compounds that are released seperately and then form the actual reactive 
drug for intracellular therapy. The cargo release in two steps and easy encapsulation of 
various materials show the high versatility of the system. Furthermore, the number of 
encapsulated compounds could easily be increased. This could possibly trigger more reactions 
between different molecules or modifications of carried substances.  
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3.7 Statistical uptake of capsules and population analysis in 
living cells 
 
The intracellular release of various compounds and the triggered reactions between the 
released materials (cf. sections 3.4 & 3.6) show high versatility of the PEM microcapsule 
system for biological applications. To continue this concept, potentially a greater number of 
compounds could be loaded within the capsules. After cells incorporated at least two types of 
the prepared capsules reactions between the corresponding cargo materials could be triggered 
by releasing them to the cytosol. Several reactions could be performed in this way. But a 
prerequisite for such multi-compound reactions would be the uptake capacity of the cells. 
They would have to incorporate a number of different capsules at once. 
To investigate the uptake capacity of capsules into cells, their population was observed under 
changing conditions. Four different types of capsules were loaded with differently labeled 
dextran molecules emitting either blue, green, red or near infrared light (cf. Figure 17).  It 
was demonstrated that a high number of capsules can be taken up by the cells without causing 
any acute cytotoxicity. Furthermore, the number of different capsules incorporated by one 
single cell increased with the number of added capsules.  
 
The four different kinds of capsules were given to the cell-culture in a rate of two, four and 
six capsules (per kind) per cell. After a certain incubation time it was investigated, how many 
different capsules were taken up by single cells. The purpose of these observations was to 
estimate, whether release experiments and subsequent reactions in cells could be realized with 
a higher number of different capsules (different substances). E.g. if four different chemicals 
should be encapsulated and all four kinds of capsules could be used for intracellular 
interactions with each other, all four kinds of capsules have to be incorporated by one single 
cell simultaneously. Furthermore, if the reaction should be part of a medical treatment, most 
of the cells would have to incorporate all the different capsules.  
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Figure 17: Fluorescence microscope image of the four different kinds of capsules used for 
the uptake studies. Channel a) shows capsules filled with Dy647 (violet), channel b) 
capsules with AlexaFluor594 (red), Fluorescein-enriched capsules (green) can be seen in 
channel c) and in channel d) capsules filled with Cascade-Blue. Channel e) and f) show the 
transmission channel and the overlay accordingly. Scale bar corresponds to 20 µm. 
 
 
For the analysis, HeLa cells were cultured in Ibidi µ-dishes to reach confluence. Afterwards, 
they were incubated with amounts of capsules equivalent to 2, 4 or 6 capsules of each color 
per cell for 4 h. It is noticeable that even the incubation of 6 capsules of each color per cell 
(= 24 capsules/cell) did not cause any cytotoxic effect observably.  
The number of different capsules taken up by each cell was determined by taking pictures 
with a fluorescence microscope. Analysis of a high number of cells (~100 cells/value) carried 
out the statistic population of capsules incorporated by the cells. Figure 18 a) - c) show 
exemplary pictures of the incorporated capsules in the cells and the principle of the statistical 
analysis. 
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The resulting values of incorporated capsules per cell are shown in Figure 18 d). We 
specially emphasize the values for the addition of six different capsules per cell. Like 
mentioned before, about 50% of the analyzed cells were carrying all four types of capsules. 
These results support the thesis that a higher number of capsules mixed into the cell culture 
could enable for the incorporation of a high number of different cargo systems and could in 
this way facilitate intracellular reactions triggered by external laser treatment. The gained 
results are just based on statistical uptake processes. No further targeting or external delivery 
approach had to be applied.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 18: Hela cells were incubated with a homogeneous mixture of all 4 capsule types. 
a) Two, b) four or c) six capsules of each type were added per cell to the culture medium. 
The probability of observing in one cell 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 capsules of different color is plotted 
in d). For the ratio of 6 capsules of each type per cell about 50% of all observed cells 
incorporated at least one capsule of each kind. Scale bar corresponds to 50 µm. 
 
 
  
4 
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3.8 Magnetic targeting of microcapsules in flow device 
 
One major point in controlling complex delivery or sensor systems like the presented capsules 
would be the supervision of movement. The microcapsules combine a high versatility of 
possible applications. Many of them have already been presented in the previous chapters. 
Nevertheless, a delivery system for therapeutic application should provide control over its 
location. If thinking of in vivo applications the capsules should accumulate in one desired 
compartment or even in a certain spot of a tissue. This is a very essential requirement for 
medical treatments or examinations. However, one does not need to step towards applications 
in complex organisms. The same applies for in vitro tests. A high efficiency of the system can 
only be achieved if as many capsules as possible accumulate at a certain spot in the cell 
culture. It would also prevent unspecific uptake of capsules. Furthermore, the fabrication of 
patterns by depositing capsules in desired arrangement would facilitate multi-functional tests 
with a high throughput. Different combinations of capsules could be directed towards certain 
points in the pattern and also changing concentrations could be tested in this way. Optical 
measurements could then be applied on a very small area for multiple testing conditions.  
 
One approach towards the targeted deposition of capsules in cell culture is based on magnetic 
fields. Magnetic guidance is a very convenient access as the generation and the controlling or 
movement of magnetic fields is relatively easy. Even on a large scale (animal or human body) 
magnetic fields can be applied and focused throughout the whole organism.  
By the implementation of magnetic properties into the presented microcapsules one would 
gain a very easy-to-control system. Our approach uses the high magnetic susceptibility of iron 
oxide nanoparticles. These materials proofed their properties towards magnetization and 
versatility in various applications[39, 58-60]. The used iron oxide particles were (due to their 
surface charge) embedded within the polyelectrolyte multilayer shell of the capsules. The 
embedding of a high number of such nanoparticles within the shell means a high magnetic 
coupling and therefore strong response of the capsules to applied magnetic fields.  
Verification of the magnetic targeting properties was done in flow devices. Within a so-called 
flow-channel a confluent layer of adherent cells was seeded. Now, the device was connected 
to a peristaltic pump that applied a constant flow through the channel (comparable to the flow 
rate in human blood vessels). The magnetic capsules (modified with a violet dye) were mixed 
to the floating liquid (normally cell culture medium) and no significant deposition or adhesion 
of capsules to the cells was observed. Now a permanent magnet was placed underneath the 
channel to apply a high magnetic field. After few minutes the flow liquid was replaced with 
fresh medium that did not contain any magnetic capsules. Observation of the channel clearly 
showed efficient deposition of capsules at the spot of the magnet. Apart from this spot, the 
concentration of capsules was proofed to be very low.  
In a second step, the magnet was moved along the flow device and another kind of capsules 
(carrying red fluorophore) was given to the flow medium. The deposition procedure and the 
following washing step were repeated. In a third step, blue capsules without any magnetic 
nanoparticles were mixed to the device and the flow was turned off. 
The result was a huge pattern with three different types of capsules (red, violet and blue) 
deposited onto the cell-layer (cf. Figure 19). The red and violet capsules modified with 
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magnetic nanoparticles were attaching in a controlled manner to the cells with the help of the 
magnetic field. Between the two positions of magnetic deposition a gap was formed in which 
only few red or violet capsules could be found. The blue capsules, not modified with 
nanoparticles and not directed with a magnetic field, settled down all over the channel. The 
experiment was thought as a prototype for controlled reactivity of released material from three 
types of capsules. In the left part of the pattern a reaction could be triggered in cells where red 
and blue capsules were incorporated. In the right part another combination of cargo from 
violet and blue capsules could be released. In the gap between the two spots of magnetic 
targeting, the cargo of the blue capsules could be released singularly into the cells. 
It should be noticed, that experiments presented in section 3.6 concerning intracellular 
reactions of two sequentially released compounds were repeated in flow device and by 
applying the presented targeting method. Red capsules were herein filled with the quenched 
substrate and the blue capsules were containing the enzyme.  
 
 
Figure 19: Schematic drawing of the flow-channel system and the resulting patterned 
deposition of magnetically modified microcapsules. A magnet (5mm x 5mm) was placed 
underneath the left position and the red capsules (filled with red AlexaFluor594-dextran) 
were deposed at the sight of magnetic field. After washing the magnet has been moved to 
the right position and the violet capsules (filled with violet Dy647-dextran) deposited on the 
cells. The flow rate was 8 cm/s. The image consists of 92 single frames (120 µm x 90 µm) 
which were merged afterwards to form the final picture. 
 
 
 
In a second, more sophisticated experiment the size of the pattern should be decreased 
significantly. With the help of metallic plates the magnetic field was transferred to the bottom 
side of the channel. These metal plates were chosen to be thinner than 1 mm. By placing two 
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such plates on the permanent magnet (used for the experiment described above), the magnetic 
field is sharply focused on the two stripes on top of the metal plates (cf. magnet structure in 
Figure 20). Deposition of magnetic capsules labeled with a red dye now only took place 
above the two metal shields. After the common washing step, the magnet together with the 
metal plates was moved along the flow device (about 1 mm). The second step of the 
experiment achieved the deposition of blue labeled magnetic capsules along the new positions 
of the metal plates. Further washing of the device and movement of the magnet was followed 
by the deposition of a third kind of magnetic capsules (labeled in violet) along the metal 
shields.  
A schematic drawing of the final structure of the deposition pattern can be seen in Figure 20. 
Six thin stripes consisting of magnetic capsules with different fluorescent labels developed 
along the flow channel. Each stripe showed a width of about 800 µm. Narrow gaps occurred 
between the stripes where no (or very few) capsules were deposited. For better visualization, 
the underlying cells were stained with a green fluorophore.  
 
 
 
Figure 20: Sketch showing the principle of deposition of microcapsules via magnetic field 
in a flow channel. Magnetic field attracts the magnetically modified microcapsules of a 
certain kind (firstly green) at the desired place of the magnetic field. After moving the 
magnet, another type of capsules is added into the flow and deposited along the magnetic 
field (b and c). The procedure is repeated until three different kinds of capsules are 
deposited forming a sub-millimeter capsule pattern within the cell culture (c). 
 
 
 
 
In the final microscopic fluorescence image, the three differently labeled capsules can clearly 
be distinguished from the green labeled cells. Fluorescence intensity was afterwards plotted 
against the position along the flow channel. The clear tendency of capsules to settle down at 
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the desired position over the magnetic metal plates and the sub-millimeter structure can be 
seen (cf. Figure 21). 
 
 
 
Figure 21: Microscopic photograph of the deposited microcapsules in the flow channel. 
Green fluorescence signal belongs to the membrane-staining of the underlying HeLa cells. 
Violet, blue and red signal belongs to the three types of magnetically modified 
microcapsules deposited along the magnetic field. Fluorescence intensity was analyzed by 
integration of the fluorescence signal at each x-position along the flow channel. Intensity 
values are plotted for each color signal over the position in the channel. Scale bar 
corresponds to 250 µm. 
 
 
The experiment demonstrated the possibility to fabricate patterns of various different capsules 
with sub-millimeter sized structures. This deposition method could enable for easy and fast 
fluorescence analysis of sensor capsule systems or sequential release of various cargo 
compounds in vitro on a very small scale. It furthermore gives a hint towards future in vivo 
applications of micro- or nanocarriers for targeting in organisms.  
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3.9 Delivery of mRNA and observation of time kinetics 
 
The Delivery of fluorescent probes or biological molecules into cells (cf. sections 3.3-3.6) 
was only the first step towards biological applications. The reactions performed within cells 
by releasing and mixing two reactive compounds intracellularly demonstrated the potential of 
the system towards “real” applications. One even more sophisticated approach in this 
direction was the delivery of nucleic acids as biologically active cargo into cells. Messenger 
RNA (mRNA) that encoded GFP was chosen for delivery as its release and subsequent 
translation into the fluorescent protein was easy to be monitored.  
 
As mRNA strings are relatively huge molecules, the co-precipitation method (cf. section 2.2) 
was applied for embedding the compound in the capsules. The macromolecules are too huge 
to diffuse through the multilayer shell around the capsules. Nevertheless, a major demand on 
the system was that enough mRNA could escape the capsules after laser treatment in the cells 
– at least enough to observe the occurring fluorescence originating from the mRNA 
translation. Herein, not only the release of the nucleic acids and the proof of their 
functionality, but also the kinetics of the RNA translation should be investigated. 
Furthermore, the time scale and the control of the reaction were compared with a non-
controlled delivery system. Complexes consisting of mRNA and the transfection reagent 
lipofectamine were chosen as alternative release system. After adding these complexes to the 
cells the fluorescence signal was observed over a long time scale (~ 24 hours). Observations 
showed an increase of green GFP signal after ~ 4 hours and a saturation of fluorescence 
intensity around 12 hours after addition. This high emission values were rather stable for at 
least 12 more hours. Observed signal behavior could be described by analysis of the uptake 
and release strategy that took place for the complexes. Firstly, the complexes were taken up 
by endocytotic pathways (active uptake processes) that were going on as long as complexes 
were present in the cell medium and come in contact with the cells. Complexes ending up in 
endosomes that are intracellular compartments enclosing incorporated material. In a second 
step, the transfection reagent lipofectamine fused with the endosomal membrane and sluiced 
the mRNA into the cytosol. Here the ribosomes translated the mRNA strings into the green 
fluorescent protein. The incorporation processes as well as the release of mRNA from the 
endosomes via lipofectamine are known to be continuous operations that induce the quasi- 
continuous increase of fluorescence signal and the remaining of the signal over long time 
scales. The results indicated for an overlapping of the two processes (incorporation and 
release) and showed that a controlled translation cannot be realized with this system.  
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Figure 22: Demonstration of intracellular translation of delivered mRNA strings after 
release from microcapsules. Few hours after laser treatment of mRNA-enriched PEM 
capsules the surrounding HeLa cells showed increasing green fluorescence signal in the 
cytosol. It was assumed to be due to release of mRNA molecules from the capsules and 
subsequent ribosomal translation of the RNA sequence into green fluorescent protein 
(GFP). After >10 hours the signal was observed to decrease again. Background signal 
before and immediately after laser treatment was caused by autofluorescence emission 
collected due to very high exposure values. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 23: Time kinetics recorded of the GFP production following the release of mRNA 
from PEM microcapsules (less exposure than Figure 22). GFP induced fluorescence signal 
appears few hours after laser irradiation and increases until it reaches a maximum about 
12-15 hours after treatment. Afterwards the total signal intensity drops down again and 
approaches its original value (almost no signal).  
 
In contrast, the gold nanoparticle modified capsules filled with the mRNA molecules were 
given to the cells for about 6 hours. This time window turned out to be sufficient for capsule 
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incorporation by the cells. Now the capsules were also present in the endosomal 
compartments of the cytosol. By the external stimulus with the NIR laser beam, AuNPs 
converted enough light energy into heat to break up both, the PEM shell of the capsules as 
well as the endosomal membrane. Immediately after this opening process and subsequent 
release of mRNA into the cytosol, the ribosomes started to translate the nucleic acids into the 
green fluorescent protein. The emission signal rose until a saturation point about 10 hours 
after the laser treatment. Afterwards the majority of the mRNA seemed to be degraded by 
mRNAse and the fluorescence signal reduced to the starting value (about 18 hours after 
heating).  
 
The results showed that externally triggered release of mRNA into the cytosol enables for 
controlled and temporal limited translation of the code sequence. A short and burst-like 
release was followed by a similar protein production. This demonstrated a huge benefit 
compared to the uncontrolled complex-based system. Together with the possibility of 
embedding magnetic nanoparticles in the PEM shell of the capsules, spatial direction and 
targeted deposition can be performed with the capsules.  
Future medical applications could be performed by guided administration of the capsules to 
the organ or tissue of interest and subsequent opening of the drug-filled capsules after cellular 
uptake. This opening would be followed by a short-time release of drug or active substances 
and a temporally limited medical effect confined at the desired spot of interest. Opening 
strategy could assume a capsule-per-capsule approach or it could be extended to the 
irradiation of a bigger spot.  
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4. Conclusion 
 
Biological and medical applications show very high demand on multifunctional but 
specifically deployable tools. Especially for delivery and sensing applications the needs for 
targeting and controlled release mechanisms as well as for additional functionality in the 
systems are significant. The presented PEM microcapsules show one very promising 
approach towards the fulfillment of several of these requirements. The possibility of 
embedding a high variety of different cargo materials into the cavities of the capsules makes 
them unique. Therefore the capsule based system shows a high versatility for both, delivery 
and sensing applications. Also the polymer shell prevents the cargo sufficiently from external 
threats like immuno clearance or degradation. The capsule structure with further 
functionalization provides for easy targeting methods as well as specified delivery. Shell 
staining or assembly of multiple compartments facilitate tracking of the capsules and the 
combination of multiple functional materials. Remote-controlled opening of single capsules 
enables for controlled release and delivery of cargo molecules. Intracellular heating combines 
furthermore the release of cargo from the capsules and from endosomal/lysosomal 
compartments which entrap the incorporated capsules. Therefore no additional transfection 
agent or release strategy from the endosomal compartments is required. Besides the delivery 
properties the sensing of different environmental conditions makes the capsules to a unique 
tool for real-time bio-analysis. Additional to sensor dyes (selective fluorophores) a high 
variety of sensor materials can potentially be embedded within the cavities of the capsules. In 
this way, sensor tools that lack of appropriate delivery or targeting strategies could be 
encapsulated and be transported to the spot of interest via the targeting functionality of the 
capsules. The combination of sensing and delivery potential in one capsule-based system 
could facilitate real-time control of metabolic changes upon release of cargo. Furthermore, 
multiplexing would be feasible as a high variety of sensor materials can be embedded and 
delivered simultaneously.  
 
The presented data underline the fact that polyelectrolyte multilayer microcapsules are one 
promising approach towards becoming a very versatile delivery tool. The first point that is 
important for future applications is the easy fabrication. Precipitation of CaCO3 can be 
realized in high and low amounts, depending on the demands of the application. It is simple 
and cost effective due to low costs of the precursors. Furthermore, macromolecules with a 
high molecular weight can easily be embedded within these CaCO3 templates via co-
precipitation. This method has been demonstrated to be non-harmful for the cargo and keeps 
its functionality. Examples for this very effective and fast method for filling the PEM 
capsules with desired cargo are the co-precipitation of the ion-sensitive fluorophores coupled 
to dextran. Final distribution of fluorophore within the cavities was homogenous enough to 
perform ratiometric measurements and determine ion-concentrations of all the three types in 
parallel. Another example was the encapsulation of the green fluorescent protein (GFP). Due 
to its size and structure co-precipitation of this protein in a high amount turned out to be 
challenging. Nevertheless, it was shown successfully that the protein can be embedded in an 
amount sufficient to monitor its intracellular release. This fact is also valid for the 
encapsulation of mRNA. Even if the release itself could not be observed within the cells, the 
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effect of releasing the mRNA to the cytosol, the fabrication of GFP, could clearly be 
demonstrated. Concluding the approach of precipitating CaCO3 spherical templates for the 
fabrication of microcapsules can easily be applied for new applications. Nevertheless, the 
high variations of sphere, size and structure has to be taken into account. Depending on the 
cargo material that should be co-precipitated within the template its structure and especially 
its size can vary. But for established applications (e.g. regarding industrial fabrication) certain 
protocols for embedding one desired materials can easily be developed.  
 
After fabrication of the core (filled or not filled) the polyelectrolyte multilayer shell has to be 
assembled around the template. This second step turned out to be not only very easy but also 
opened the possibility of embedding further functionality into the shell. The simple layer-by-
layer adsorption of oppositely charged polymers onto the template surface is already used for 
many applications. The implementation of other charged materials into this multilayer 
structure opens a wide range of possibilities. In this study, the embedded materials are 
reduced to fluorophores and nanoparticles. Nevertheless, with these materials a high number 
of functionalities could be realized. Fluorophores and quantum dots that were embedded 
within the shell were successfully used for staining and differentiation of the capsules. The so-
called bar-code approach in the sensor capsules demonstrated that with a low number of 
different QDs (here 3) already a high number of different capsules (here 8) could be labeled. 
But other nanoparticle materials turned out to be even more useful. Magnetic particles 
consisting of iron-oxide (also other ferrites available) provide a very high magnetization that 
can be used for moving and controlling the capsules. For targeting applications as well as for 
imaging (contrast agent) or future release mechanisms such magnetically modified capsules 
can be used. In the presented study the magnetic properties were applied for targeted 
deposition of capsules in a permanent liquid flow. This experiment illustrated how such 
systems could be directed and delivered to a certain spot of interest in an organism.  
The gold nanoparticles that were embedded as clusters provided high energy conversion 
properties. Light power coming from the laser beam was efficiently transformed into heat and 
was used to open the PEM shell of the capsules and release the cargo. This approach 
demonstrated the easy implementation of such a release mechanism into the capsules. The 
laser wavelength applied in this study was in the near infrared (NIR) region what should 
enable for release of cargo in thin tissue or directly under the skin of organisms. Nevertheless, 
the NIR light can only penetrate tissue to a certain depth. For "real" applications in living 
organisms the strategy would have to be shifted towards magnetic opening. The easy 
implementation of various types of nanoparticles should provide a wide range of possible 
strategies for such usage. The actual approach that is based on gold clusters nevertheless 
shows some major drawbacks such as the inhomogeneous distribution of cluster sizes. We 
demonstrated that the formation of gold aggregates is very easy. Nevertheless, it lead to a 
wide size distribution of final aggregates and therefore to a wide range of plasmonic 
absorbance. Some aggregates will absorb the light of the used laser beam, whereas others will 
not absorb the applied wavelength. Some clusters may react very strongly to the light beam, 
others may only produce a little amount of heat. Furthermore, the cluster distribution within 
the polymer shell is not homogenous. This makes the opening of the capsules very 
challenging as too much stress is harmful for the cells. Alternative materials for heat 
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fabrication have already been demonstrated mainly with gold nanorods[29, 61, 62]. The aspect 
ratio of such particles can be tuned to specifically fit the used laser light. By using rods with a 
narrow size and aspect ratio distribution the absorbance of the capsule wall could be much 
more efficient in energy conversion. Nevertheless, the embedding of such particles into the 
multilayer shell did not succeed in a sufficient amount due to the missing surface charge of 
the rods.  
The approach based on intracellular release of multiple cargo materials from distinct capsules 
to perform reactions was another step towards future medical applications. The possibility of 
delivering prodrugs or reactive compounds into biological matter via capsules would facilitate 
a wide range of therapeutic approaches. Side effects caused by the path of a drug/therapeutic 
through the body to the spot therapeutic interest could be significantly decreased. Also the 
administrated amount of drug could be decreased tremendously. This is because the 
compounds would targeted be delivered and unspecific uptake or clearence from the body 
would be suppressed. The same applies for undesired side effects as the compounds are 
protected and/or the prodrug only becomes reactive as two or more compounds are coming 
together. The triggered mixing of various molecules also opens the possibility for 
multiplexing or high-efficiency analysis applications in micro-patterns produced from the 
microcapsules deposited via magnetic targeting.  
Finally the release of biologically active material was the most advanced approach 
demonstrated in this thesis. By encapsulating messenger RNA in the capsules and triggered 
release of the macromolecules into living cells, a whole new level of biological applications 
was introduced to the microcapsule approach. Releasing the mRNA with an external trigger 
not only presented the possibility of genetic manipulation of cells with such capsules but also 
presented a time-resolved control over intracellular reactions. Besides other approaches of 
introducing nucleic acids into living cells this methods provides real control over the point of 
time when the cargo is released. Also it abstains from any transfection substances that 
possibly manipulate the compound´s reactivity.  
Nevertheless, the approach of laser induced heating and subsequent release of material inside 
cells also suffers from a crucial weakness. The application of heat and subsequent production 
of pressure and thermal stress to the cells is surely critical. Obviously many cells suffer from 
the thermal/physical stress that is induced during laser treatment. Furthermore, the 
whereabouts of the polymer remains and the nanoparticles released from the treatment is 
unsure. Possible cytotoxic effects and the effects of triggered destruction of endosomal 
compartments have to be investigated in future experiments. The high level of attention that 
has to be paid during the laser treatment also proofs the long distance of the approach from a 
real, clinical application. The still low success rate underlines this fact. 
Notwithstanding these weaknesses, the approach shows great potential for future applications 
in medical treatment and biological analysis. With concentrated effort towards an improved 
energy conversion, better control of size and properties of the capsules and with investigations 
concerning possible cytotoxic effects such PEM microcapsules could become a useful tool for 
many bio-/ medical applications. 
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5. Publications 
 
The presented cumulative thesis displays the results of scientific research assembled and 
published during the time of 2009 and 2012. These publications will be shortly summarized 
and the contributions to them, done by the author, will be outlined below. The released 
publication papers are attached to this thesis in the Appendix.  
 
5.1 Reviews on Nano- and Microtechnology 
 
Main focus of research presented in this thesis was lying in biological and medical 
applications of nano- and microtechnology. For this reason, several reviews have been 
prepared to provide an overview over past and actual status of research. Three main issues 
were investigated closer during these reviews: 1. Nanotechnology and nanoparticles for 
biological and medical sensing and delivery applications. 2. Microtechnology for delivery and 
sensing. Here, microcapsules were highlighted in particular. 3. Assembly of microcontainers 
and microclusters with incorporated nanoparticles. These systems combined the properties of 
nanotechnology and their physico-chemical advances with the high grade of control and 
packaging options of micro sized particles or capsules.  
 
[A1][1]  L. L. del_Mercato, P. Rivera-Gil, A. Z. Abbasi, M. Ochs, C. Ganas, I. Zins, C. 
Sönnichsen, W. J. Parak, "LbL multilayer capsules: recent progress and future outlook for 
their use in life sciences", Nanoscale 2010, 2, 458 
 
 [A2][41]  S. Carregal-Romero, M. Ochs, W. J. Parak, "Nanoparticle-functionalized 
microcapsules for in vitro delivery and sensing", Nanophotonics 2012, 0, 1 
 
[A3][63]  S. Carregal-Romero, E. Caballero-Diaz, A. M. Abdelmonem, M. Ochs, D. Hühn, B. S. Suao, 
M. Valcarcel, W.J. Parak, "Multiplexed Sensing and Imaging with Colloidal Nano- and 
Microparticles" Annual Review of Analytical Chemistry, 2013, 6, accepted Nov. 2012 
 
- The author´s contribution to the listed reviews mainly concentrated on the description and 
summarization of scientific facts and recent results on microsystems like beads, capsules or 
similar microcontainers. In particular the embedding of nanoparticles into such microsystems 
and the benefit of their properties to the assembled capsules was an important contribution to 
the reviews and strongly influenced the scientific research work presented in the following 
publications. 
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5.2 Polyelectrolyte microcapsules for sensing applications 
 
Microcontainers like the presented microcapsules consisting of polyelectrolyte shell around 
solid, spherical templates are well known to be filled with fluorophores or sensitive 
molecules. By embedding ion-sensitive dyes into the cavities of the capsules, they can be used 
as versatile sensor tools. Ion concentrations can be detected in extra- and intracellular media. 
By tagging the capsules with fluorescent quantum dots they become ratiometric sensors for 
multiplexed measurements. 
Capsules also act as spatial separators for fluorophores or fluorescent nanoparticles to provide 
for various sensing applications.  
 
[A4][28]  L. L. del_Mercato, A. Z. Abbasi, M. Ochs, W. J. Parak, "Multiplexed Sensing of Ions 
with Barcoded Polyelectrolyte Capsules", ACS Nano 2011, 5, 12, 9668 
 
[A5][27]  A. Z. Abbasi, F. Amin, T. Niebling, S. Friede, M. Ochs, S. Carregal-Romero, J. M. 
Montenegro Martos, P. Rivera-Gil, W. Heimbrodt,  W. J. Parak, "How Colloidal 
Nanoparticles Could Facilitate Multiplexed Measurements of Different Analytes with 
Analyte-Sensitive Organic Fluorophores", ACS Nano 2011, 5, 21 
 
- The author´s contribution to the presented publications was based on the fabrication and 
functionalization of the presented PEM microcapsules. Different fluorescent probes, as well 
as ion-sensitive fluorophores have been filled into the cavities. Herein the variety of different 
materials and molecular properties of the cargo required large effort. Additionally, the 
approach of "ball-in-ball" capsules with two or more cavities and shells has been adapted and 
tuned towards the fulfillment of the experimental requirements.  
Besides the fabrication of the capsules, microscopic images have been prepared and 
ratiometric measurements were done. An automatic analysis software based on spreadsheet 
programming was developed and the mathematical data of the measurements were graphically 
analyzed.  
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5.3 Remote-controlled release and triggering of intracellular reactions 
 
One major goal in the fabrication of microcapsules is the development of these containers to 
become a transport vehicle for pharmaceutical drugs or bio-active compounds. For this aim, 
capsules have to be filled with a variety of different materials. Furthermore, they have to 
possess a release-mechanism that enables for externally triggered opening of the capsules. 
Finally, the transport vehicles should be spatially controllable to deliver the capsules with 
their cargo only to a desired spot. The presented publications deal with the fulfillment of these 
three major requests on the presented PEM microcapsules. The methodology to fill the 
capsules with a broad band of different materials is presented. Furthermore, the embedding of 
metal nanoparticles into the PE shell to enable for laser-controlled, extra- and intracellular 
release of the cargo. Functionalization towards targeted delivery (with magnetic NPs) and the 
demonstration of reactivity of the released compounds are mainly presented in the second 
publication. 
 
[A6][37]  S. Carregal-Romero, M. Ochs, P. Rivera-Gil, C. Ganas, A. M. Pavlov, G. B. 
Sukhorukov, W. J. Parak, "NIR-light triggered delivery of macromolecules into the cytosol", 
Journal of Controlled Release 2012, 159, 120 
 
[A7][35]  M. Ochs, S. Carregal-Romero, J. Rejman, K. Braeckmans, S. De Smedt, W. J. Parak, 
"Light-Adressable Capsules as Caged Compound Matrix for Controlled Triggering of 
Cytosolic Reactions", Angewandte Chemie (int. ed.) 2012, accepted Nov. 2012 
 
- The author did produce and develop the PEM microcapsules for the publications named 
above. The majority of the filling procedures and the light-controlled release experiments 
were done, as well as characterization and observation of the capsules. This included the 
intracellular release and the recording of reaction kinetics triggered by the opening of the 
capsules. Targeting experiments as well as uptake testing and mathematical analysis were also 
performed by the author.  
These two publications present the main focus and efforts of the author´s thesis. The 
development of the capsules towards becoming a versatile delivery vehicle including 
controlled release, targeting and efficient filling mechanisms represents the aim of this work.  
The author´s contribution presents the main results and essential role in the development of 
the publications. This is also reflected by the first author honor in one of the papers. The 
major developments and goals of the work (efficient filling strategies, intracellular release and 
reactivity of encapsulated chemicals) are achievements owing to the thesis and the work of 
the author. 
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Abbreviations 
 
 
QD(s)       quantumdot(s) 
NP(s)       nanoparticle(s) 
PE       polyelectrolyte 
PEM       polyelectrolyte multilayer 
PSS       poly (sodium 4-styrenesulfonate) 
PAH       poly-(allylamine hydrochloride) 
DNA       deoxyribonucleic acid 
(m)RNA      (messenger) ribonucleic acid 
FITC       fluorescein isothiocyanate 
RITC       rhodamine isothiocyanate 
rpm       revolutions per minute (centrifuge speed) 
AU       airy unit (refers to the diameter of confocal pinhole)  
pH       - decimal logarithm of H+ concentration 
EDTA       Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid  
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In this review we provide an overview of the recent progress in designing composite polymer capsules
based on the Layer-by-Layer (LbL) technology demonstrated so far in material science, focusing on
their potential applications in medicine, drug delivery and catalysis. The benefits and limits of current
systems are discussed and the perspectives on emerging strategies for designing novel classes of
therapeutic vehicles are highlighted.
Introduction
In the last three decades nanotechnology has attracted great
interest in nanomedicine. Recent reviews describe the current
impact and future prospects of nanotechnology with respect to
drug/gene delivery and other fields of nanomedicine such as
biosensing.1–4 The main objectives in developing controlled
release are avoidance of biological barriers, increase of the in vivo
efficiency of drugs and targeted drug administration.1,5 In addi-
tion the development of sensitive, specific and stable sensors,
which allow for real-time measurements of physiological levels of
important molecular species directly in the site of disease, is
highly desirable.6,7 For these purposes, a wide variety of carriers
based on different methods of preparation have been developed
ranging from nano-materials (such as carbon nanotubes,8,9
nanoparticles,10–13 and nanocomposites14) to biomaterials (such
as dendrimers,15 liposomes,16,17 block co-polymer micelles,18 bio-
degradable polymers19). These materials show some attractive
properties such as small size (1 to 100 nm), chemically tailorable
physical properties, tunable shape and structural robustness.
Nonetheless, in the last years great attention has been focused on
the development of novel ‘‘multifunctional’’ platforms4,20–22
which combine a variety of properties allowing for the simulta-
neous or sequential performance of multiple functions in single
cells, including enzymatic catalysis, controlled release, directed
drug delivery and sensing. The most important requirements of
a multifunctional system include (i) increased longevity and
stability of the carrier in the circulation, (ii) targeting to the site
of the disease via both non-specific and specific mechanisms, (iii)
stimuli sensitivity to the local environment of the pathological
site (such as pH or temperature) or to externally applied stimuli
(such as magnetic field, ultrasound, laser irradiation), (iv)
enhanced intracellular delivery of the cargo/drug, (v) contrast
agents for both intra-cellular imaging of the carrier and real-time
measurement of certain analytes in the body.20 In this context
polyelectrolyte multilayer capsules fabricated via the Layer-by-
Layer (LbL) technique23 have emerged as an interesting platform
for the assembly of multifunctional carrier systems.24 LbL-based
hollow multilayer polyelectrolyte microcapsules consist of two
distinct compartments: the multilayer shell and the cavity. The
shell is built up through the consecutive adsorption of oppositely
charged species around a charged spherical template and is held
together due to the strong electrostatic forces that take place
between each component layer.23,25 The cavity, which is obtained
after removal of the sacrificial template, represents the main
volume of the capsules in which chemical reactions can be per-
formed26,27 and in which a range of materials from small mole-
cules28,29 to macromolecules30–32 can be encapsulated, thus
protecting unstable cargo from the surrounding hostile envi-
ronment, beside increasing their biodistribution and solubility.
Thanks to the high versatility of the LbL technique, the two
compartments can be easily manipulated to create different types
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of active systems with respect to specific application require-
ments. The general properties of LbL microcapsules regarding
their synthesis, loading and release,33–36 physicochemical36,37 and
mechanical38 properties as well as their permeability,33,34,39 have
been comprehensively reviewed by many articles in the past few
years. Therefore, in this review, we first provide a short overview
of the main steps involved in the preparation and functionali-
zation of LbL-derived capsules, then we give an overview about
some of the very recent progress achieved by several groups on
the design of novel composite microcapsules, focusing on their
use as drug delivery vehicles, intracellular sensors, and micro-
reactor containers. Finally, we discuss the benefits and limits of
current systems and we try to highlight the perspectives of the
emerging strategies based on these systems for designing novel
classes of therapeutics vehicles.
LbL-derived capsules: preparation and
functionalization
LbL adsorption of oppositely charged species around sub-
micrometre and micrometre-sized charged colloidal particles is
a multi-step process which allows the fabrication of multilayer
polyelectrolyte capsules for a wide range of applications. The
technique is based on LbL adsorption of oppositely charged
polymers on colloidal templates, followed by core dissolu-
tion.23,25 Fig. 1 summarizes the main steps involved in the
assembly of a multilayer polyelectrolyte capsule, based on
a spherical porous template, in which more components with
different functions have been combined at separate regions
(cavity, wall and external surface of the capsule) to create
a single object capable of performing multiple functions
simultaneously.40 As can be observed, the properties of the
capsules can be varied at each step employing building blocks
with different properties. For example, by using templates of
different diameter (from 60 nm to 10 mm), the size of the resulting
capsules can be tuned,25,32,37,41 whereas by using different types of
component layers, such as synthetic polyelectrolytes,25,42 charged
and not charged biopolymers,43–47 the chemical properties of the
multilayer shell can be tailored. Moreover the multilayer shell
can be modified by simultaneously loading charged inorganic
nanoparticles to yield capsules responsive to specific external
stimuli.48–51 Finally the surface of the capsules can be decorated
to give low-fouling capsules by the adsorption of a poly(ethylene
glycol)-based layer52,53 or targeted capsules through the coupling
of specific recognition elements (e.g., antibodies).54 In the
following the range of materials used so far for each step of
fabrication and their main properties are described.
The main classes of decomposable templates used for LbL
assembly of capsules have been extensively reviewed in previous
articles.37,39,40 Briefly, capsules have been fabricated by using
organic (i.e., polystyrene latex,55 melamine formaldehyde,25
silicon dioxide37) or inorganic templates41,56,57 (i.e., MnCO3,
CaCO3 CdCO3) dissolvable in acidic or aqueous solvents,
respectively. The choice of the initial core influences significantly
the properties of the capsules such as their size distribution and
the strategy used for loading the active molecules like dyes and
drugs inside the cavities.29,58,59 For instance, capsules based on
organic cores are typically characterized by a good mono-
dispersity and their cavities can be filled after the dissolution of
the core by changing the permeability of the multilayer shell
through variations in pH,60–62 solvent polarity,63 ionic
strength64,65 or temperature59,64 (post-loading method). Instead
Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the synthesis of a multifunctional polyelectrolyte capsule via LbL assembly. (a) A spherical CaCO3 porous template is
synthesized by mixing two solutions of Na2CO3 and CaCl2 in presence of the cargo molecules (such as drugs, genes or proteins). The cargo molecules are
embedded in the pores of the template. (b) The filled CaCO3 particles are then coated via consecutive LbL deposition of oppositely charged poly-
electrolytes to grow a multilayer polymer shell around the template. (c) The shell can be functionalized by loading charged NPs (such as metal, fluo-
rescent and magnetic NPs) onto an oppositely charged layer during the LbL assembly. (d) LbL of polyelectrolytes is repeated to obtain a stable
multilayer shell. (e) Additional surface functionalization to improve cellular uptake (e.g. targeting moieties) or in vivo longevity (e.g. conjugation of
PEG) can be performed via electrostatic or covalent binding of molecules to the outer surface. (f) Finally the spherical template is removed to obtain
a multilayer capsule with cargo molecules inside its cavity. Capsules are not drawn to scale. Only few layers of polyelectrolyte and of NPs are shown for
sake of clarity.
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capsules based on porous inorganic cores, such as carbonate
crystals, can be directly loaded by mixing the cargo molecules
with the porous templates, followed by the LbL coating with
polyelectrolytes pairs (pre-loading method).32,56 Because after the
dissolution process some oligomers of the original core material
can partially remain adsorbed within the shell,66 capsules based
on biocompatible templates, such as porous CaCO3,
58 meso-
porous silica32 or polylactides microparticles (PLGA, PLA),67 are
typically preferred especially for biological applications.
Beside the choice of the cores, also the choice of the shell
components plays a pivotal role in the LbL assembly since it
directly influences the biocompatibility and degradability of the
capsules inside living organisms. On one hand, capsules made of
intracellular biodegradable shell components such as poly-
aminoacids (i.e. poly-L-arginine), synthetic polymers (i.e.
poly(hydroxypropyl)methacrylamide dimethylaminoethyl
(p(HPMA-DMAE))47 or chitosan43,45,68 are very useful for
biomedical applications related to the delivery of active
compounds such as genes, proteins or drugs inside living
organisms.69 On the other hand, biocompatible but not ‘‘easily’’
degradable polyelectrolytes are necessary for other applications
like sensing inside cells i.e. determination of the intracellular ion
concentration of different organelles.70 For such applications the
synthetic bio-incompatible polylelectrolytes sodium poly(styrene
sulfonate, sodium salt) (PSS), poly(allylamine hydrochloride)
(PAH) and polydiallyl dimethyl ammonium chloride (PDAD-
MAC) have been widely used up to now.59,71 The challenge for
these capsule-based systems might rely on the ability of synthe-
sizing biocompatible capsules stable enough in the different
environments inside the different organelles so that they can
accurately inform about the local environment of the capsules.
The capsule wall can be functionalized to impart optical,
magnetic and photothermal properties to microcapsules by
introducing during the LbL process inorganic charged nano-
particles (NPs)48–51 through the use of electrostatic interactions
(Fig. 2). The shell modification with different types of nano-
particles allows for addressing important functions such as the
labelling, the targeting and the controlled opening of the capsules
which are essential for using these systems as carriers for drug
delivery and sensing applications. For example, by modifying the
walls of the capsules with fluorescent nanoparticles non invasive
optical detection of the capsules inside living organisms can be
performed.72–74 By incorporating magnetic nanoparticles to
fluorescent capsules (e.g., functionalized with organic dye
molecules or light-emitting quantum dots), capsules with dual-
imaging functionalities, magnetic resonance (MR) imaging and
luminescent properties, can be produced for their use as
biomarkers in vitro and in vivo.75–77 Additionally, magnetic NPs-
modified capsules can be externally manipulated using magnetic
fields for directing and accumulating capsules to the target region
(e.g., cancer cells) before delivering the chemotherapeutic drugs.
For instance, by using Fe3O4-particle-modified capsules
a specific accumulation and high local concentration of the NPs-
modified capsules was observed along a magnetic field gradient
and their internalization by breast cancer cells in vitro.78 Finally
by embedding gold, silver and magnetic NPs into the capsule
walls, the release of encapsulated drug molecules from the cavi-
ties can be achieved upon exposure to an external physical trigger
such as electromagnetic or sound waves.49,50,79,80 In a recent
work, the laser irradiation of gold-modified capsules has been
used to locally heat the metal NPs and to perturb the integrity/
permeability of the walls of the capsules inducing the release of
cargo from the cavities of single capsules to the cytosol of the
cells.71 Gold nanorods (Au NRs)81,82 have been also employed as
absorbing elements of the capsule walls for light-controlled
release of encapsulated material.83 Like Au NPs, charged Au
NRs can be embedded within the multilayer shell during the LbL
deposition of oppositely charged layers around the sacrificial
template84 (Fig. 2b and Fig. 3b). The use of gold nanorods allows
producing capsules with near-infrared absorbing properties
whose opening can be induced by using laser wavelength which
corresponds to the tissue transparency window (800–900 nm).
Capsules with such properties might be very promising for
biomedical applications. Fig. 3a shows the mechanism of pho-
toactivated release of cargo from the cavity of a polyelectrolyte
capsule containing Au NRs in the walls: laser irradiation leads to
local heating of the metal nanorods and subsequent opening of
small pores within the capsule wall. In Fig. 3c is reported
the effect of the laser irradiation of a FITC-dextran loaded
capsule with the following multilayer shell (PSS/PAH)3(PSS/
AuNRs)(PAH/PSS)2. Before laser illumination, the intact
capsule retains the green cargo inside the cavity (phase contrast
and green channel images). During laser illumination the irra-
diated capsule is deformed because of the heating of the Au NRs.
After switching-off the laser the capsule shell appears damaged,
as it can be observed in the phase contrast image, and the partial
release of the fluorescent cargo can be noticed in the corre-
sponding fluorescent channel. Alternatively to laser irradiation
Fig. 2 Functionalization of polyelectrolyte capsules with inorganic nanoparticles incorporated in the multilayer shell. Typical TEM images of (a) Au
NPs, (b) Au NRs and (c) Fe3O4NPs embedded inside the multilayer shell of hollow (PSS/PAH)4 capsules. Insets show the single nanoparticles-modified
capsules. Scale bars represent 50 nm.
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methods, ultrasound treatment of gold-doped capsules has been
used to mechanically disintegrate the capsule walls.85 In
a different approach, high-frequency magnetic field (HFMF) has
been proven to trigger the release of drugs from microcapsules
prepared by loading Fe3O4 NPs into the walls.
86
Capsules made of new components as layers
Besides conventional polyelectrolytes, a variety of substances
have been investigated in the last years to construct capsules
through LbL assembly. Generally these capsules display
improved permeability properties and especially new features
such as biocompatibility, degradability and controlled destruct-
ability, making them attractive for applications in the fields of
pharmacology, medicine and cosmetics etc. In this section we
describe some of the recent strategies exploited by several groups
to fabricate LbL-derived capsules made of new combinations of
building blocks (polymeric micelles, polysaccharides, proteins,
liposome and oligonucleotides) as integral components of the
capsules wall.
Hollow microcapsules containing polymeric micelles in their
walls have been fabricated by alternating assembly of PAH and
poly(styrene-b-acrylic acid) (PS-b-PAA) micelles on MnCO3
microparticles.87 In such a system, the micelles serve as
hydrophobic reservoirs with a high loading capacity in the shells
while the LbL shell provides the micelles with additional support
and protection. Besides their potential use as a drug delivery
vehicle, these capsules may also provide an alternative option to
serve as bioreactors and biosensors.87
Iron-heparin hollow sub-micrometre capsules have been
fabricated by alternating deposition of oppositely charged ferric
ions(III) and heparin (a highly-sulfated glycosaminoglycan widely
used as anticoagulant88) onto the surface of the polystyrene latex
(PS) particles, followed by removal of the PS templates by
dissolution.89 The resulting capsules displayed longer anticoag-
ulant activity in in vitro and in vivo assays compared with the
same dose of an aqueous solution of heparin,89 suggesting
their potential use as injectable anticoagulant vehicles in the
bloodstream.
Single-component degradable capsules based on
poly(methacrylic acid) (PMA) cross-linked via disulfide linkages
have been assembled and loaded with the protein transferrin90
and oligonucleotides.91 These capsules undergo a reversible
swelling in response to changes in external pH, and degrade in
the presence of a physiological concentration of a natural thiol-
containing peptide (i.e., glutathione)92 releasing the cargo mole-
cules in a reducing environment.
Disulfide bonds (S–S) have also been employed to cross-link
the shell of protein-based microcapsules leading to capsules
which are destroyable by organisms and cells. For example,
bovine serum albumin (BSA) mono-component hollow micro-
capsules were fabricated by desolvation of BSA onto MnCO3
microparticles followed by cross-linking with disulfide-contain-
ing dithiobis(succinimidylpropionate) (DSP) and subsequent
core removal.93 Destruction of the BSA microcapsules was ach-
ieved under the treatment with a reductive agent (NaBH4) and
with a further treatment of ultrasonication, indicating that these
microcapsules are stabilized not only by S–S covalent bonds but
also by other non-covalent forces (i.e., hydrophobic forces and
hydrogen bonds).93 In another work, hemoglobin (Hb) micro-
capsules crosslinked by glutaraldehyde (GA) were fabricated
through covalent LbL assembly onto MnCO3 microparticles.
94
In this approach, the use of GA to crosslink proteins has been
shown to lead to significant improvements in the permeability of
Hb capsules in contrast to polyelectrolyte capsules.94 In a further
work, CF0F1-proteoliposomes, previously prepared by incor-
porating the chloroplastic F0F1-ATP synthase (CF0F1-ATP)
into liposomes, were mixed with a suspension of Hb capsules
leading to the adsorption of lipids on the capsule surface and the
assembly of CF0F1-ATP synthase onto the capsule shells. The
resulting lipid-coated Hbmicrocapsules were successfully used to
synthesize ATP.95
Enzymatic proteins have been also used as layers to grow
multilayer shells capable of performing specific reactions. Qi
et al., fabricated glucose-sensitive microcapsules from the LbL
assembly of Hb and glucose oxidase (GOD) followed by cross-
linking of the protein layers with GA.96 The formation of
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) upon processing glucose, catalyzed by
GOD and Hb, indicated that the proteins were still enzymatically
active after their immobilization in the multilayer. In addition,
the author observed a glucose-stimulated enhancement of the
wall permeability probably due to the decrease in the local pH
and the loosening of the multilayer structure. In a further work,
Fig. 3 Laser-opening of FITC-dextran loaded capsule with Au NRs
embedded in the capsule wall. (a) Schematic representation of the
geometry of a capsule with green dextran as cargo (green stars) encap-
sulated inside the cavity and Au NRs (yellow rods) embedded in the wall:
laser irradiation of Au NRs-capsule (left) leads to local heating of the
metal NRs and subsequent rupture of the capsule wall (right). (b)
Representative TEM image of a single Au NRs-capsule (i) (scale bar
1 mm). (ii-iii) Two high-resolution images of the multilayer wall of the
capsule shown in (i) (Scale bars 50 nm). (c) Effect of near-IR laser irra-
diation (830 nm) of a single Au NRs-capsule loaded with FITC-dextran.
Before laser illumination: the capsule retains the green cargo inside the
cavity. After laser illumination: the multilayer wall of the capsule is
damaged (phase contrast) and the partial release of the green cargo
throughout the small pores of the wall is observed (green channel) (scale
bars 5 mm).
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the author employed this pH dependent behaviour to control the
release of insulin molecules encapsulated inside glucose-sensitive
multilayer shells.97 Briefly, GOD and catalase (CAT) were
assembled onto insulin particles alternately viaGA cross-linking.
As expected, the release ratio of insulin from the protein multi-
layers was observed to linearly increase in response to addition of
external glucose because of the increased permeability of the
capsule wall97 (Fig. 4). The described approach is interesting
because it represents a proof of concept for potential applications
of biocatalytic capsules sensitive to specific analytes for the
controlled release of drugs.
Recently, the technologies of liposomes and LbL assembly
have been combined to fabricate polyelectrolyte-coated magnetic
liposomes with the aim of protecting the lipid bilayer with
a polyelectrolyte multilayer shell, thus avoiding their fusion.
Lately, superparamagnetic nanoparticles were encapsulated in
liposomes and the resulting charged liposomes were used as
templates for the stepwise LbL adsorption of the polyelectrolytes
PAH and PSS. These polyelectrolyte-coated magnetic liposomes
could be delivered to living cells and manipulated by applying an
external magnetic field.98 In a different approach, Caruso and
co-workers combined liposomes and polyelectrolyte capsules to
fabricate so-called capsosomes, a hybrid platform in which the
properties/advantages of the two systems are merged. The cap-
sosomes were formed through initial coating of silica cores with
a precursor of PAH, followed by adsorption of 50 nm-sized
DOPC liposomes and subsequent layering of PSS and PAH99
(Fig. 5). However, since electrostatic interactions alone showed
to provide insufficient affinity between liposomes and the
underlying polymer surface, the authors developed a modified
protocol in which cholesterol-modified polymers were used as
noncovalent anchors for the loading of liposomes into the
capsules. In this work the enzyme b-lactamase has been pre-
loaded into the liposomes before their entrapment inside the
polymer capsules and the presence of the active enzyme within
the as-prepared capsosomes has been confirmed by quantitative
enzymatic reaction.100 The main novelty of the presented
approach consists on the synthesis of a hybrid microreactor
system which contains numerous liposome subcompartments
(about 8  103) in which different enzymatic reactions might be
carried out simultaneously.
The use of DNA as shell component has also been demon-
strated recently.101 Multilayer DNA shells were formed by
alternately depositing diblock oligonucleotides containing two
different regions (one of which is complementary to the adsorbed
single-stranded block in the film, whereas the second region is
free for hybridization in the subsequent layer). In a related work
the authors developed a method to encapsulate various nucleic
acids inside degradable polyelectrolyte capsules.91 Capsules
entirely composed of DNA (as cargo and as shell constituents)
could be of particular interest because they are biodegradable,
biocompatible, and their physicochemical properties (e.g., size,
permeability, structure and shrinkage) can be finely controlled by
base pairing of the nucleotides.
Fig. 4 Controlled release of insulin from glucose-sensitive enzyme multilayer shells. (a) Schematic representation of coupled reactions of glucose
oxidase (GOD) and catalase (CAT) assembled onto insulin particles followed by the enhanced permeability of the capsule for release of insulin. (b)
Top: Release profiles of coated insulin particles before (black line) and after (red line) external application of glucose solution, respectively. Bottom:
CLSM images of (CAT/GOD)5 microcapsules mixed with FITC–dextran (2000 kDa): (i) before and (ii) after adding glucose solution. [Adapted from
ref. 97.]
Fig. 5 Typical morphology of (PAH/liposomesNBD/(PSS/PAH)4/PSS)
capsosome. (a) Scheme of the geometry of a capsosome with liposome
embedded in its wall, CLSM image and (b) negative stained TEM image
of capsosomes. The black arrows identify structurally intact liposomes,
while the white arrows indicate areas where the liposomes have been
displaced. The inset shows a complete capsosome. [Adapted from ref. 99.]
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Biostability in physiological environments
One of the main problems of charged systems is that they are
easily cleared from the organism by serum protein adsorption
(opsonization) and subsequent phagocytosis. Covalent linkage
of PEG (poly(ethylene glycol)) or other hydrophilic polymers to
the surface of several carrier systems have displayed to reduce
their non-specific uptake by the cells (including cells from the
mononuclear phagocyte system) due to their enhanced low-
fouling properties.20,102–104 Since the main stabilizing forces in
polyelectrolyte capsules are electrostatic interactions, the effi-
cient binding of a PEG corona to the surface of the capsule has to
be carried out by previous linkage of PEG to highly charged
substances like polyelectrolytes. In this way, modified PEG can
be strongly and stably attached to charged surfaces by electro-
static interactions. Modifying the surface of the polyelectrolyte
multilayer capsules by adding polyelectrolyte (i.e. poly(L-lysine))-
graft-PEG molecules has been a successful strategy to resist
protein adsorption and therefore opsonization.52,105–107 As
mentioned before, the main forces that stabilize LbL assembled
systems are based on electrostatic interactions. This makes such
systems very sensitive to environmental conditions such as
changes in the ionic strength of the medium or in the temperature
and thus susceptible to disassembly. Although systems assembled
in this way can be tailored to take advantage of these properties,
for some biomedical applications this can be an important
limitation. Recent approaches have developed capsules whose
synthesis combines the electrostatic forces via LbL assembly and
covalent cross-linking via click chemistry.108 This versatile
approach has several advantages: (i) low charged polyelectrolytes
can be now incorporated to the LbL (after incorporation of
covalent bonds); (ii) linkage groups that remain unreacted can be
easily post-functionalized; (iii) due to the mild, non-harmful
conditions of the click chemistry, sensitive cargo (easy denatur-
izable active molecules like protein, nucleic acids) can be incor-
porated.106 Nevertheless, post-functionalization of the capsule
surface is still an important feature under investigation. With
click chemistry, all reactions are catalyzed by copper, thus
leading to cytotoxic effects,106 although very recently a metal-
catalyst-free approach has been developed to introduce func-
tional groups to the multilayer of the capsules.109
Cytotoxicity
Regarding the cytotoxicity of the capsules, although not yet well
studied, the main sources for toxicity come obviously from the
polyelectrolytes composing the wall as well as from the func-
tionalities embedded in the cavity and/or in the wall.40 The
magnitude of the cytotoxic effect of the capsules is primarily
concentration- and time-dependent.69,110 Additionally, the
intrinsic chemical properties of the positively charged poly-
electrolyte (polycation) turned out to make them effective trig-
gers of mitochondrial-mediated cell death (apoptosis/
necrosis).111,112 Due to their positive charge, polycations cause
cellular membrane damage with subsequent activation of sig-
nalling pathways that end up with mitochondrial depolarization
and generation of reactive oxygen species resulting in cell death.
In this regard, together with the molecular weights, the cationic
charge density of the polycations are key parameters for the
interaction with cell membrane and cell damage.113,114 Further-
more, polycations containing (poly)amine functionalities may
result in an increased interaction with anionic intracellular
components that also lead to oxygen-independent cell death.115
In this regard, a reduction of the cytotoxicity could be obtained
by using materials that are already present in the cells i.e. lipids
and proteins as natural polyions. Owing to their amphiphilic
character, cellular lipids can aggregate in aqueous solution into
spherically closed bilayer structures due to hydrophobic inter-
actions. When the aqueous solution contains a charged protein,
a self-assembly process that combines electrostatic interactions
and hydrophobic forces occurs in the immiscible interface. The
result is the adsorption of proteins and lipids onto the interface of
emulsion droplets and the formation of a multilayer elastic
shell.116 Despite the compatibility of these biomimetic capsules
and the potential to incorporate molecular functionalities like
channels or receptors, the main approach of this technique still
relies in controlling the size of the capsules and the unwanted
degradation of the system.
Applications in medicine
One of the possible contributions of LbL-derived multilayer
capsules to medicine is their use as biocompatible multifunc-
tional composite carrier systems that are sensitive to remote
guidance and activation for local release of cargo molecules (i.e.
drugs) inside target cells/tissues.40 Due to the high versatility of
the LbL technique, not only hydrophilic molecules can be loaded
but also hydrophobic molecules (i.e. many therapeutical drugs)
have been efficiently encapsulated and released thus overcoming
the obstacles of hydrophobicity.117 To date it is a fact that
polyelectrolyte multilayer capsules of different sizes (from
nanometre to micrometre) are taken up by living cells.69,118 The
incorporation of the capsules occurs spontaneously and is non-
cell specific. Therefore the addition of low-fouling polymers
which posses protein-repellent qualities is required besides tar-
geting features toward the design of novel vehicles for targeted
drug delivery in vivo. For instance, microcapsules coated with
a layer of PEG-grafted polyelectrolytes have been shown to
escape clearance by the mononuclear phagocytic system.52,105,106
As previously described, the release of the transported cargo
molecules can occur under exposure to external stimuli (e.g.,
light- or ultrasound-treatment of nanoparticles modified
capsules) or more challenging, by using the conditions of the
local environment of the capsules (i.e. intracellularly).68,97 Recent
publications have proven the use of biodegradable capsules for
the delivery of pro-drugs inside the cells.47,119 Pro-drugs are the
non-active form of a medicament that needs to be enzymatically
hydrolysed to release the active form of the drug. Fig. 6 shows
a capsule-based system sensitive to enzymatic degradation at two
distinct positions.119 Both the capsule wall and the encapsulated
cargo (in this case a pro-drug) are easily degraded by proteases
located inside the cells. The intracellular degradation of the
capsule wall leads to the release of the pro-drug and enables
activation of the drug through enzymatic cleavage. Furthermore,
sustained release of the cargo molecules is obtained by the
continuous enzymatic digestion of the capsule membrane.119 In
this way, several main requirements for drug delivery are ach-
ieved. The incorporation of highly environmental-sensitive
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cargos (i.e. pro-drug or proteins) inside the capsule protects both
the cargo from unwanted degradation and healthy cells from the
action of the drug. Since less concentration of the drug could be
administered in order to reach therapeutic concentrations, the
side effects would be reduced. Thus, the intracellular degradation
would enable the controlled release of cargo over a long period of
time locally.
Anticancer drugs such as doxorubicin (DOX) have been
demonstrated to be released upon changes in the pH of a solu-
tion.120 Since the location of the capsules seems to be in acidic
compartments,70 by choosing the right materials that provide
a good compromise between swelling and stiffness, drugs can be
released from the capsules over time in a controlled manner self-
regulated by the intracellular conditions. The low pH of the
acidic vesicles where the capsules are transported causes swelling
of the multilayer121 with an initial rapid release of the drug due to
high differences in the drug concentration between the bulk and
the capsule cavity and followed by a plateau. The release can
continue over a period of time until degradation of the capsule
has been finalized or the entire amount of drug has been released.
In vivo studies have demonstrated that this might be possible by
using DOX-loaded biodegradable polyelectrolytes alternatively
attached to doped CaCO3-carboxylmethyl cellulose (CMS)
templates. After chemical removal of the CaCO3, CMS forms
a complex with DOX and is stabilized in the capsule cavity.
Direct injection of the loaded-capsules to the tumor of a mouse,
led to a sustained release of DOX for 4 weeks, probably due to
a non-favorable thermodynamic process at low pH, and resulted
in a reduction of the tumor.45
The LbL approach appears to be a helpful technique not only
for anticancer therapy but also for vaccination. One of the main
challenges in vaccination is the efficient delivery of effective doses
and the co-delivery of adjuvants with the antigen in order to
generate sufficient immune response. Self-exploding microcap-
sules made of a semi-permeable polyelectrolyte multilayer
around a sugar-based hydrophilic microgel core (size around
10 mm) have emerged as a ‘‘single shot’’ delivery system for the
release of antigens in multiple pulses.122 Due to the large size of
the core, smaller carriers can be incorporated in the gel. Because
of the semi-permeable conditions of the wall, water can penetrate
causing a strong swelling of the gel that finally leads to the
rupture of the microcontainer followed by the ‘‘shooting’’ of the
smaller carriers that are able to propagate in water faster than if
they were in solution. This is of special importance when the
species has to be released in viscous medium. By tuning the
density of the microgel, the resistance to disruption can be
modulated and the microcontainers are able to release cargo (i.e.
vaccines) at different times.
Conclusion/outlook
In this review we have highlighted some of the recent progresses
of designing and utilizing novel types of multifunctional LbL-
based multilayer capsules. LbL-assembled capsules are very
versatile platforms which can be used to encapsulate, to store and
to delivery cargo molecules. Their selective permeability allows
to load not only different types of molecules, ranging from
ions to macromolecules, but also to perform chemical reactions
inside the interior. In addition, they can be easily functionalized
with various natural molecules or inorganic nanoparticles to
create multifunctional materials with hybrid properties.
Nowadays several in vitro45,118,123–125 and in vivo studies45,89
have established the use of these capsules as carriers in living
systems. Notably, capsules with different physicochemical
properties have been produced for different applications ranging
from simultaneous imaging and delivery of biologically
active molecules,72–74 to intracellular sensing and
bio-reactors.26,27,70,96,126,127 Capsules modified by metal nano-
particles capable of protecting molecules in their cavities and
release them by light irradiation, have been fabricated and
characterized.71,80As an alternative to active release mechanisms,
biocompatible controlled-release by using capsules made of
biodegradable polymer shells which are gradually decomposed
within the cellular environment, have been demonstrated.47,119
Nevertheless, there are still some challenges left to be over-
come for further development of LbL capsules systems for drug
Fig. 6 Cargo release and activation mediated by intracellular degradation of capsules. Capsule walls are of DEXS/pARG and the cavity is filled with
a fluorogenic substrate for proteases (DQ-OVA). Upon cellular internalization, the capsule wall is actively degraded enzymatically, this lead specific
enzymes to reach the cargo proteins (ovalbumine, OVA). When OVA is structurally intact, the fluorescence of the dyes conjugated to ovalbumine are
quenched. On the contrary, when OVA is enzymatically cleavaged the quenching effect is relieved and a bright green fluorescence appears. As a result of
the cleavage of OVA, single dye-labeled peptides are released out of the capsule. [Adapted from ref. 119.]
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delivery and therapeutic purposes. In particular, the prepara-
tions of capsules need to be improved in terms of particles
dispersion and aggregation as well as new efficient methods for
the large-scale production have to be developed since production
of capsules is often time-consuming and at the laboratory scale.
In addition there is a need for more generally applicable strate-
gies to efficiently encapsulate water-soluble low molecular weight
drugs, in fact most capsule shells show pores size around 10 nm
which are often the reason of fast diffusion of the cargo out of the
cavities. Regarding this issue, the recent data obtained by Song
and colleagues are promising: the authors showed the efficient
entrapment of a small drug procainamide hydrochloride (PrH),
molecular weight 271.79, inside (PDADMAC/PSS) capsules by
heat treatment and shrinking of the capsules.28
The cellular uptake pathway and the degradation/release
kinetics have to be intensively investigated for optimization of
these systems in biological applications. The cytotoxicity and
immune response of capsules need to be evaluated in more detail
for clinical application. Also future improvements in developing
new molecules and in studying new active targeting and
controlled release mechanisms are essential in order to assemble
new complex functional systems transferrable to the clinic. For
example, the development of capsules with multiple compart-
ments able to simultaneously transport multiple therapeutics
agents in pathological sites would be very promising for tumors/
cancer therapies. Such systems could then co-deliver anticancer
drugs and small interfering RNA (siRNA) to inhibit genetic
components of the tumors. It is expected that the cooperation
between different scientific communities (bioengineers, chemists,
physicists, biologists, bio-nanotechnologists) might be the best
approach to overcome the limits of the available current systems
by designing novel materials capable of fulfilling the needs of
different communities.
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 Abstract 
 Inorganic nanoparticles such as magnetic nanoparticles, 
fl uorescent quantum dots, and plasmonic nanoparticles can 
be used as building blocks for designing multifunctional 
systems based on polymeric capsules. The properties of the 
inorganic nanoparticles hereby are harnessed to provide addi-
tional functionality to the polymer capsules. Biological appli-
cations towards  in vitro sensing and delivery are discussed. 
Examples will be given in which magnetic nanoparticles are 
used to direct capsules with magnetic fi eld gradients, colloi-
dal quantum dots are used to identify capsules  via the forma-
tion of optical barcodes, and gold nanoparticles are used as 
light-controlled heat-sources for opening capsules and releas-
ing macromolecules from their cavity upon optical excitation. 
This demonstrates that combination of inorganic nanopar-
ticles and organic/polymeric molecules as carrier matrices 
allow for tailoring multifunctional hybrid particles for practi-
cal applications. 
 Keywords:  polyelectrolyte capsules;  colloidal nanoparticles; 
 quantum dots;  magnetic nanoparticles;  plasmonic 
nanoparticles;  multifunctionality;  delivery system;  sensors; 
 hybrid particles. 
 1. Introduction 
 Progress in biology is often infl uenced by the development 
of new assays or tools. They even can allow for monitoring 
cellular processes which have not been experimentally acces-
sible before, be it due to previous limits in sensitivity, long-
term stability, biocompatibility, or experimental complexity. 
Particle-based systems are helpful tools in this direction and 
have been used as contrast agents for imaging, as sensors for 
the detection of analytes, or as delivery vehicles  in vitro and 
 in vivo  [1 – 4] . Inorganic nanoparticles (NPs) for example can 
contribute different properties based on their material compo-
sition. Fluorescent quantum dots (QDs) such as CdSe/ZnS or 
InP NPs can be used as tags for cellular imaging. Magnetic 
NPs such as Fe 2 O 3 or Fe 3 O 4 NPs can be used as contrast 
agents for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or can be 
guided in magnetic fi eld gradients. Plasmonic NPs such as Au 
or Ag NPs can be used for optical sensing or for converting 
light into heat. To produce heat effi ciently the nanoparticles 
have to be irradiated with light in the same wavelength range 
of the plasmon band absorption. The plasmon band of such 
NPs can be tuned easily by changing size or shape. Plasmonic 
NPs absorbing in the near-infrared region of the electromag-
netic spectrum of the light are more suitable for biological 
applications since the absorption of light by tissue is minimal. 
Therefore, Au nanoshells, small Au aggregates or Au nano-
rods are convenient platforms to be used as nanoheaters  [5 – 7] . 
By integrating different inorganic NPs into bigger carrier sys-
tems their properties can be combined, which thus allows for 
creating multifunctional objects. Polymeric polyelectrolyte 
capsules are one example of such a carrier system  [8] , which 
is on fi rst order held together by electrostatic attraction and 
thus easily allows for integrating charged NPs of different 
materials  [9 – 11] . In this review we will show three examples 
on how incorporation of magnetic, fl uorescent, and plasmonic 
NPs into capsules provide them particular properties useful 
for  in vitro delivery and sensing. 
 2. Polyelectrolyte capsules as universal carrier 
systems 
 Polyelectrolyte multilayer (PEM) capsules are fabricated 
following a bottom-up approach  via Layer-by-Layer (LbL) 
self-assembly  [12] of differently charged polyelectrolytes on 
top of a template particle  [13, 14] . Hereby the onion-shaped 
LbL geometry is held together predominantly by electrostatic 
force. Subsequent dissolution of the template particle leads 
to PEM capsules,  cf. Figure  1 . PEM capsules have several 
distinct features: (i) They can carry a cargo in their cavity 
and other functionalities can be integrated in their PEM walls. 
Cargo can comprise macromolecules  [16] , hydrophobic 
drugs  [17] , micelles  [18] , or NPs  [19] . In addition, walls can 
be modifi ed with biological ligands or NPs. As pointed out 
before NPs can be fl uorescent, magnetic, light mediated heat-
ers, etc. Loading the cavity and the walls independently with 
several of the aforementioned entities allows for multifunc-
tionality. (ii) The cargo inside the capsule cavity is protected 
within the polyelectrolyte walls and does not participate in 
the control over pharmacokinetics and biodistribution. Cells 
which have incorporated capsules are also protected from 
direct contact with the containing cargo. (iii) Size and charge 
of the PEM capsules can be easily tuned  [14, 20] . Size and 
charge are important parameters which affect interaction with 
cells. Neutral or slightly negative charge helps to reduce non-
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specifi c uptake by living cells  in vivo and positive charged 
systems favored non-specifi c uptake  [21] . (iv) The PEM wall 
can be biodegradable or non-degradable and its porosity can 
be tuned by the number of polyelectrolyte layers and by the 
PEM materials. Due to this tunable porosity small molecules 
can diffuse in and out the cavity to bulk solution, but bigger 
molecules as cargo are trapped inside the cavity. The porosity 
of the capsules depends strongly on the number of polyelec-
trolyte layers and on the presence of other entities such as 
nanoparticles. Dong et al. studied, for example, the diffusion 
of different fl uorophores with different hydrodynamic sizes 
(from 0.8 to 9 nm) for capsules made with a different number 
or polyelectrolyte layers  [22] but changes in the LbL process 
such ionic strength, the polyelectrolyte composition and the 
addition of NPs or the pH of the environment are known to 
change the diffusion of analytes through the polymeric shell 
 [22, 23] . Nevertheless, the PEM capsule shell is in general 
permeable for small ions such as H  +  or Na  +  . 
 In Figure 1 the idealized scheme of a PEM capsule is 
shown. It is important to point out the different size of the 
NPs (hydrodynamic diameters around 10 nm) and the PEM 
capsules (diameters around 3 – 5  µ m) which will be discussed 
in the following. The PEM wall of the capsules is remark-
ably thin, wherein each layer contributes between 1 and 10 
nm to the thickness depending on the PE nature and on the 
ionic strength during the LbL process  [22] . Thus typically the 
size of NPs incorporated in the capsule wall is bigger than 
the actual thickness of the plain wall. Even at diameters of a 
few microns PEM capsules are non-specifi cally incorporated 
by most cell lines  [24, 25] . Though the actual mechanism for 
internalization is still not fully unraveled, most studies agree 
that the internalized capsules are fi nally located in the lyso-
some. For most  in vitro applications there is no acute cyto-
toxicity  [26, 27] . Even  in vivo administration generates only 
a moderate immune reaction upon subcutaneous and mucosal 
administration similar to some of natural and synthetic 
polymer-based particles such as polylactide-co-glycolide 
(PLGA)  [26, 28] . PEM capsules are generally stable in cell 
medium but there is anyway absorption of proteins due to their 
charged surface. Nevertheless, it can be minimized by func-
tionalizing the surface with poly( L -lysine)-g-poly(ethylene 
glycol)  [29] . Thus, in the case of  in vitro applications capsules 
have suffi cient biocompatibility for performing experiments 
over the time range of weeks. In the present review now three 
applications of multifunctional capsules with inorganic nano-
particles will be introduced and discussed. These examples 
will demonstrate how (i) magnetic NPs, (ii) fl uorescent NPs, 
and (iii) plasmonic NPs can be harnessed to add functionality 
to the PEM capsules and facilitate applications for  in vitro 
delivery and sensing. 
 3. Magnetic NPs for targeted local uptake and 
release 
 The idea of exploiting magnetic guidance, which uses an 
implanted permanent magnet or an externally applied fi eld, 
to increase the accumulation of drugs at diseased sites 
dates back to the late 1970s. Objects possessing a magnetic 
moment experience a force in magnetic fi eld gradients. In 
this way it is possible to direct and accumulate those objects 
at a designated target site. This concept has been success-
fully used for example for  in vivo targeting of drug-loaded 
magnetic NPs to tumor tissue  [30, 31] . As pointed out NPs 
can be easily incorporated in the wall of PEM capsules. In 
this way the existing concept of magnetic targeting could be 
easily transferred to capsules. As many magnetic NPs can 
be loaded to each capsule the resulting magnetic moment is 
rather high. Thus even gradients generated by magnets from 
a toy store are suffi cient to trap capsules at desired positions 
of cell cultures in a model fl ow channel system  [32] . The 
magnetic fi eld gradient itself does not stimulate internaliza-
tion of the capsules, but it accumulates capsules by locally 
trapping them. As the uptake of capsules by cells depends 
on their local concentration consequently at the target region 
cells have a higher number of internalized capsules. This can 
be used for active delivery of cargo to the target region. One 
very interesting type of  “ cargo ” is small interference RNA 
(siRNA). RNA interference (RNAi) has gained increasing 
attention due to its remarkable potential to regulate gene 
expression of virtually any identifi able molecular target. In 
particular, gene silencing can be induced by siRNA  [33] . 
However, this molecule can be degraded  in vivo by serum 
or tissue nucleases and due to its small size it suffers as well 
from a rapid renal clearance  [34] . Encapsulation might help 
to circumvent some of these drawbacks. The concept of 
magnetic targeting is very universal, and magnetic NPs can 
be introduced into a large variety of carrier systems, as dem-
onstrated above for PEM capsules. Lipospheres (stabilized 
with a mixture of cationic lipids) are conceptually similar to 
capsules and can also be modifi ed with magnetic NPs in their 
walls and can carry a cargo such as siRNA in their cavity. 
For example magnetic targeting of lipospheres was demon-
strated with HeLa cells which were expressing green fl uo-
rescent protein (GFP). Lipospheres with magnetic NPs and 
siRNA against GFP expression were added in a fl ow channel 
system above HeLa eGFP cells in which a little magnet was 
=
NPs in  capsule wall
with nm diameter
Capsule with
µm diameter
1 µm
A B
Cargo in
capsule cavity
 Figure 1  (A) Scheme of a multifunctional PEM capsule (not drawn 
to scale). (B) Transmission electron microscope (TEM) image of a 
PEM capsule with incorporated NPs in their wall (5 double layers of 
polystyrene sulfonate  M 
w
 ≈ 70 kDa)/poly (allylamine hydrochloride) 
( M 
w
 ≈56 kDa); Au NPs with core diameter of 20 nm). The scale bar 
corresponds to 1  µ m. Image taken from del Mercato et al.  [15] . 
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placed at the target region  [35] ,  cf. Figure  2 . As mentioned 
above, the magnetic fi eld gradient accumulated lipospheres 
close to the magnet, and due to their enhanced concentration 
more lipospheres entered cells and thus delivered siRNA. 
The siRNA interacted with a target mRNA leading to sup-
pression of GFP expression in the cells close to the magnet. 
SiRNA delivery could be observed by quenching of GFP 
fl uorescence in the cells nearby the magnetic fi eld,  cf. Figure 
2. Similar delivery of active compounds should be possible 
also with PEM capsules. Recently, the release of a fl uoro-
phore from PEM capsules loaded with magnetite upon the 
action of an alternating magnetic fi eld has been achieved in 
water  [36] . Thus,  in vitro applications of magnetically trig-
gered release from PEM capsules are expected in the future. 
At any rate this example demonstrates that addition of mag-
netic NPs to carrier systems provides them with new proper-
ties, in this case with a magnetic moment, which can be used 
for magnetic targeting and delivery. 
 Magnetic NPs embedded into PEM capsules could also 
act as contrast agents for MRI imaging due to their magnetic 
properties that can be tuned by changing the packing of the 
NPs within the polymeric shell. They could be useful for  in 
vivo imaging or as theranostic agents (therapy and diagnosis) 
 [37] . The use of PEM capsules for  in vivo applications is still 
a matter of discussion but there is a general agreement about 
the importance of the wall composition to avoid toxicity 
effects. The use of polypeptides homopolymers or polyssa-
charides as polyelectrolytes and non toxic nanoparticles such 
as magnetite NPs will, in principal, decrease the potential 
toxic effects. Moreover, the size of the capsules could limit 
their applications. Drug delivery and vaccination applications 
of PEM capsules have been recently discussed by De Geest 
et al.  [8, 38] . 
 4. Fluorescent NPs for barcoding of capsules 
enabling spatially resolved sensing 
 Sensing of ions is important for a large variation of cell bio-
logical applications. One common detection technique is fl u-
orescence detection of analyte-sensitive fl uorophores. Such 
analyte-sensitive fl uorophores are (often organic) fl uorescence 
dyes, of which (in general) the fl uorescence emission inten-
sity selectively depends on the presence of a specifi c type of 
ion, such as H  +  , K  +  , Na  +  , Ca 2 +  , Cl - , etc. Presence of ions can 
either enhance or quench the fl uorescence, depending on the 
chemical nature of the fl uorophore. There are many fl uoro-
phores available to determine the concentration of different 
ions such as H  +   [39] , K  +   [40] , Na  +   [41] , and Cl - ions  [42] , 
etc. The response of different fl uorophores can (upon simul-
taneous excitation) only be distinguished if they emit at suf-
fi ciently different wavelengths. Although a few fl uorophores 
can be independently detected, the number of fl uorophores 
that can be spectrally distinguished is clearly limited by their 
spectral width of emission, which ultimately results in emis-
sion crosstalk and thus hinders multiplexing (Figure  3 ). 
 One suggested possibility of circumventing this problem 
is based on spatial discrimination instead of spectral resolu-
tion  [43] . The concept of spatial discrimination of different 
ion-sensitive fl uorophores is straightforward. In case each 
Pump
MAALs/siRNA
A
C
B
Reservoir
Position close to magnet Position distant to magnet
Magnet
 Figure 2  (A) Sketch of a liposphere containing magnetic NPs in their walls and siRNA against GFP expression as cargo. Lipospheres are 
added to a fl ow channel above a cell culture of GFP expressing HeLa cells. A magnet is placed in the middle of the fl ow channel to defi ne 
the target region for magnetically targeted delivery. (B) Optical microscopy images taken 72 h after addition of lipospheres (overlay of phase 
contrast and green fl uorescence channel). Expression of GFP in cells close to the magnet is quenched due to the delivery of siRNA, whereas 
cells further away from the magnet are unaffected. Image taken from del Pino et al.  [35] . 
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different ion-sensitive fl uorophore can be provided with a 
unique tag (which might be a fl uorophore or inorganic NPs), 
and in case the average distance between different fl uoro-
phores is higher than the optical resolution limit, individual 
fl uorophores can be separately addressed and read-out. PEM 
capsules are promising systems in this direction due to the 
porosity of their wall and the possibility of loading different 
parts of their geometry with fl uorophores. The inner cavity 
can be loaded with the ion-sensitive fl uorophores, and the 
wall of the capsules with a fl uorescent barcode. Micrometer 
sized PEM capsules can be clearly individually resolved, and 
thus fl uorescence of the ion-sensitive fl uorophores of each 
capsule can be individually recorded. The fl uorescent barcode 
within the PEM walls allows for differentiation of the indi-
vidual capsules and subsequent identifi cation of the different 
sensor fl uorophores. 
 In order to sense ions they must be able to traverse the cap-
sule walls and reach the ion-sensitive fl uorophores in the cap-
sule cavity. As the wall of PEM capsules is porous  [44] this 
is generally no problem. Porosity depends for example on the 
used polyelectrolyte materials and the number of polyelec-
trolyte layers  [22, 45] . A bigger problem is keeping the ion-
sensitive fl uorophores inside the capsules. In order to prevent 
their diffusion through the pores of the PEM walls they can 
be linked to macromolecules such as dextran. In addition, the 
number of deposited layers infl uences the permeability of the 
PEM walls. Besides the analyte sensitive fl uorophore, which 
emits e.g., in the green an additional reference fl uorophore, 
whose fl uorescence does not depend on the ion concentra-
tion and which emits in a different spectral fi eld e.g., in the 
red can be introduced into the same capsule. This allows for 
radiometric measurements, i.e., ion concentrations are not 
measured in terms of absolute fl uorescence intensities but via 
analyzing emission intensity ratios of the ion sensitive fl uoro-
phores to the reference fl uorophores  [16] . Taking advantage 
of their fl uorescence stability against photobleaching and 
their sharp emission band, mixtures of different quantum dots 
(QDs) can be used as barcode for every type of capsule. QDs 
in general have been proven as versatile barcodes allowing for 
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 Figure 3  (A) Two fl uorophores can be spectrally distinguished in case their wavelengths  λ of emission are suffi ciently different. (B) In case 
two fl uorophores emit at similar wavelength they can no t be spectrally resolved. (C) In case the fl uorophores are located at different positions 
x they can be resolved, even in case their spectra overlap. Fluorophores can be spatially separated by placing them in containers such as PEM 
capsules. In order to distinguish between different capsules they can be tagged with a fl uorescent barcode on their surface. Data adopted from 
Abbasi et al.  [43] . 
many different combinations  [46 – 48] . However, the principle 
of spatial discrimination between different types of capsules 
only works if the fl uorescent barcodes (for distinguishing 
the capsules) do not interfere with the fl uorescence for the 
ion-sensitive fl uorophores inside the capsule cavity (for 
determining the ion-concentration). As mentioned above, 
fl uorophores inside the capsule cavity tend to diffuse through 
the pores of the PEM walls. Though this can be reduced by 
attachment to macromolecules the fl uorophore distribution 
inside the capsules is not homogeneous and fl uorophores tend 
to stick to the inner wall  [16] . Thus they would interfere with 
the barcode. In order to circumvent this problem double wall 
capsules  [49] can be used, in which the ion-sensitive fl uo-
rophores are retained in the inner cavity, and the barcode is 
situated in the outer PEM wall,  cf. Figure  4  [50] . In Figure 
 5 a mixture of three different types of such PEM capsules, 
loaded with ion-sensitive fl uorophores against H  +  , Na  +  , and 
K  +  with orange, green, and yellow barcode, respectively, are 
shown. Due to the barcode the different types of capsules can 
be clearly distinguished. This also applies for the fl uores-
cence read-out of the distinct fl uorophores depending on their 
respective analyte concentration  [43] . Thus the principle of 
multiplexed ion detection could be demonstrated. 
 Non-specifi c response of several ion-sensitive fl uoro-
phores (e.g., the fl uorophores SBFI and PBFI for the detec-
tion of Na  +  and K  +  interfere with pH) imposes a technical 
complication for determining specifi c ion concentrations 
 [43] . However, multiplexed detection as demonstrated above 
can help to circumvent this problem. Let us assume a situ-
ation in which concentrations of 3 ions in solution is to be 
detected using 3 different ion-sensitive fl uorophores. Though 
each fl uorophore predominantly will respond only to one 
type of ion, it still also will slightly respond to changes in 
concentration of the other ion species. For example fl uoro-
phores specifi c to Na  +  typically also respond slightly to K  +  , 
and  vice versa . However, as the ion-sensitive fl uorophores are 
confi ned in different capsules all three types of fl uorophores 
can be read-out in parallel. Thus there are 3 unknowns (ion 
concentrations), but also 3 read-outs (due to the multiplexed 
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detection), which allows for determining all 3 unknowns via 
a calibration curve  [43] . 
 In order to demonstrate potential applications of cap-
sule-based ion-sensing  in vitro in the following an example 
based on pH-sensitive capsules, which are loaded with the 
pH-sensitive fl uorophore SNARF in their cavity, is given. 
SNARF fl uoresces in the green-yellow and red at acidic 
and alkaline pH, respectively. Thus capsules in the slightly 
alkaline extracellular medium show red fl uorescence, 
whereas capsules which have been incorporated by cells 
and are located in the acidic lysosome are fl uorescent in 
yellow  [25] , as can be seen in Figure  6 . Internalized cap-
sules reside in the lysosome over time. This automatically 
involves the fact that intracellular sensing as shown here is 
actually sensing of the environment of the lysosome, and 
not of the cytosol. At any rate, addition of certain phar-
maceutical agents, such as Monensin, Chloroquine, and 
Bafi lomycin changes the lysosomal pH. By time-resolved 
recording the fl uorescence of the internalized capsules 
changes in pH upon stimulating cells with pharmaceuti-
cal agents can be observed. In particular this allows for 
recording of kinetics, i.e., to determine how fast the pH in 
the lysosome changes upon addition and removal of phar-
maceutical agents  [51] . 
 In the future similar assays may offer a convenient tool for 
recording changes in the ion composition inside the lysosome, 
in case cells are fed not only with one type of capsules (as the 
pH-sensitive ones as shown above), but with several barcoded 
capsules which are sensitive for different types of ions. Clearly 
one limitation of this technique is the fact that capsules inside 
cells are confi ned to the lysosome and not freely mobile in the 
cytosol. Pharmaceutical research offers several approaches 
for transferring molecules from the lysosome to the cytosol, 
such as the proton sponge effect of polyethyleneimine (PEI) 
 [52] , which also might be used for translocation of capsules. 
We on the other hand want to point out that also in this case 
inorganic NPs might offer and interesting solution, as will be 
explained in the next paragraph. 
A B C D
 Figure 4  Double wall PEM capsule with a fi rst inner capsule which is fi lled with a green fl uorophore linked to dextran, and an outer wall 
which is labeled with red fl uorescent QDs. (A) green fl uorescence, (B) transmission, and (C) red fl uorescence channel. (D) overlay of all chan-
nels. Scale bars correspond to 10  µ m. 
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 Figure 5  Multiplexed measurements of ions with barcoded PEM capsules. (A) Three different types of capsules have been synthesized. 
Capsules were co-loaded in their cavities with the dextran-modifi ed ion sensitive fl uorophores FITC, SBFI, and PBFI, and with dextran-modi-
fi ed reference fl uorophore Dy647  [50] . Thus fl uorescence originating from the cavity is sensitive to pH, Na  +  , and K  +  , respectively. The capsules 
were labeled with a quantum dot based fl uorescent barcode (orange, green, and yellow) on their outermost surface, (B) Fluorescence image 
of a mixture of the three different types of capsules. Due to the barcodes all types of capsules can be read-out independently, which allows for 
multiplexed ion detection. The scale bar corresponds to 5  µ m. Figure adopted from Abbasi et al.  [43] . 
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 5. Plasmonic nanoparticles  – light-triggered 
release 
 Macromolecules or particles (such as PEM capsules) inter-
nalized  via the endocytic pathway are subsequently routed to 
lysosomes for enzymatic degradation  [53] . Thus, disruption 
or timely permeabilization of the endosomal membrane is a 
prerequisite for their cytosolic translocation. Strategies in this 
direction involve cell penetrating peptides  [54] , pH-sensitive 
carriers  [55] , or the proton sponge effect of PEI  [56] . Recently, 
several groups have also proposed release by local heating. 
Plasmonic NPs, in particular Au NPs, can be optically excited 
to a resonance in which a collective motion of free electrons 
occurs, the so-called surface plasmon  [57] . Energy is trans-
ferred ultrafast from the electrons to the crystal lattice in the 
form of phonons and the occurring heat dissipates to the local 
environment. In other words, plasmonic NPs can effi ciently 
convert light into local heat. This effect has been for example 
used to locally destroy tissue  [58, 59] . Other groups have used 
this strategy for opening containers, such as PEM capsules  [10, 
60] . For this purpose Au NPs are integrated in the PEM wall 
of the capsules. Illumination at the surface plasmon resonance 
frequency causes heating of the NPs, which in turn locally dis-
integrates the PEM wall and also perforates the membrane of 
the surrounding lysosome in which the capsules are located 
 [61 – 63] , resulting in release of the molecules from the capsule 
cavity to the cytosol. Release to the cytosol is indicated by the 
fact that the released cargo is homogeneously distributed over 
the whole body of the cells (excluding the nucleus), and that 
released pH indicators ( cf. pH detection with SNARF in the 
paragraph above) demonstrate transfer from an acidic com-
partment (lysosome) to a neutral compartment (cytosol)  [64] . 
Before discussing obvious limitations of this technique we fi rst 
point out its potentials. Light-mediated release of macromole-
cules from capsules can be seen as an extension of the concept 
of caged-calcium  [65, 66] , where Ca 2 +  ions are released from 
chelators upon a light trigger. Caged compounds have been 
proven to be a very valuable tool for  in vitro investigations, 
where onset of a biological action can be externally triggered 
by light-mediated release of a specifi c compound. Typically 
caged compounds are rather available from small molecules. 
PEM capsules modifi ed with plasmonic NPs in their walls and 
macromolecular cargo in their cavity can extend this concept 
for the light-triggered release ( in vitro ) of macromolecules. 
Opening of capsules works on the basis of individual capsules. 
In case both the capsules and the light-pointer have microme-
ter size, the capsules can be opened one by one (with complete 
control) and the whole process of irradiation and release can 
be observed with optical microscopy. If cells are loaded with 
capsules bearing different macromolecules in their cavities 
subsequent opening causes controlled mixing of the released 
macromolecules in the cytosol,  cf. Figure  7  [64] . 
 Obviously there are also clear limitations for this technol-
ogy. First, the power of the light-pointer has to be controlled 
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 Figure 6  (A) Cells have been incubated with pH-sensitive PEM capsules, which have green-yellow/red fl uorescence in acidic/alkaline 
environment. Some of the capsules are spontaneously incorporated by the cells and are transported to the acidic lysosome and thus are fl uores-
cent in the green-yellow, whereas capsules remaining in the slightly alkaline cell medium fl uoresce in red. pH changes in the lysosome upon 
stimulation of cells with pharmaceutical agents can be traced by monitoring the color of fl uorescence of the internalized capsules. (B) Overlay 
of microscopy images (phase contrast, yellow fl uorescence, red fl uorescence) before and after addition of an agent (in this case Chloroquine), 
which increases the pH inside the lysosome. (C) The ratio of red to yellow fl uorescence (I 
r
 /I y ) of the capsules depends on the surrounding 
pH. Reference capsules in the slightly alkaline extracellular medium act as control to compensate for photobleaching. Upon stimulation with 
a pharmaceutical agent the pH inside the lysosome may change, as can be seen by changes in the I 
r
 /I y -ratio of internalized capsules. Image 
adopted from Rivera Gil et al.  [51] . 
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very well. Simply speaking heating is trivial, but controlled 
heating is more complicated. In case too much power is 
applied water is evaporated and the resulting gas bubbles 
destroy cells. Fortunately the complex cellular environment 
reduces bubble formation  [6] , but nevertheless overheat-
ing remains the main risk. The mode of laser-tissue inter-
actions depends on how the light energy is applied. At low 
laser energy fl ow and long exposure, exposure can lead to 
photochemical or photothermal interactions. Confi ning the 
laser into short pulses can cause intense heating followed by 
water phase change in biological systems, i.e., bubble for-
mation and photoablation and further increase of the laser 
energy or shorter pulses eventually may lead to plasma-
induced ablation and photodisruption  [67] . In this context, 
for capsules modifi ed with plasmonic NPs the simultaneous 
opening of many capsules via homogeneous illumination is 
technically challenging due to the shifts of the laser power. 
Moreover, the cargo molecules in the cavity of the capsule 
could be damaged upon light-mediated heating. Bioactive 
molecules should keep their functionally upon laser irradia-
tion. However, localized heating could lead to the destruction 
of the active part of the molecules to be released. In order to 
study the possible laser damage of the capsule payload, green 
fl uorescent protein (GFP) has been released into the cytosol 
 [64] . As fl uorescence of released GFP could be observed one 
can conclude that at least part of the released GFP and its 
function remained intact. The local heating produced after 
light absorption of the gold NPs in the capsule walls can be 
thus tuned in a way that it is enough to disrupt the PEM walls 
of the capsules (and the surrounding lysosomal membrane), 
but does not damage the whole amount of released protein. 
Clearly quantitative release as the current state-of-the-art is 
not possible, due to inhomogeneous loading of the capsules 
with cargo in their cavity, variations in Au NP concentra-
tions in the PEM walls, and possible partial destruction of the 
cargo molecules by heat. Thus PEM capsules are best suited 
for the release of molecules which can make an all-or-nothing 
response, which does not quantitatively depend on the exact 
amount of released functional molecules. Kinetics of drug 
release by light responsive capsules is as well diffi cult to per-
form since the increase of fl uorescence in the cytosol when 
cargo molecules are released (if they were not quenched or 
needed the action of enzymes) is immediate. Only molecules 
that develop fl uorescence with the time once they are located 
into the cytosol are suitable to perform kinetic studies due to 
the limitation of the optical microscopes themselves. 
 6. Outlook 
 In these perspectives we tried to point out how inor-
ganic NPs can be useful building blocks for modifying 
A
B
C
 Figure 7  (A) Cells were incubated with a mix of Au NP modifi ed capsules which were loaded either with blue or with a red fl uorescence 
labeled dextran. The shown microscopy images are the red and blue fl uorescence channel and an overlay of both with the transmission chan-
nel. (B) First the blue capsules inside cells were opened with the light pointer and subsequent release of blue fl uorescent dextran to the cytosol 
can be observed. Red fl uorescent dextran is still confi ned to the capsules. (C) In a second step also the red capsules were opened with the light 
pointer and thus red fl uorescent dextran was released to the cytosol, where it mixed with the blue fl uorescent dextran. The scale bars represent 
10  µ m. Arrows pointed at the irradiated and thus opened capsules. Image adapted from Carregal-Romero et al.  [64] . 
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organic/polymeric carrier matrices with additional functional-
ities. This helps for creating new multifunctional hybrid mate-
rials, which have a clear potential as tools for  in vitro sensing 
and delivery. On purpose this perspective is limited on  in vitro 
applications, as any  in vivo applications would involve prob-
lematic points such as cytotoxicity issues, biodistribution, etc. 
to a much higher extent. On the other hand, three examples 
have been given on how these hybrid capsules could serve as 
interesting tools for cell culture experiments. 
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O
ne technical desire in the sensing
of ions is the quantitative detec-
tion of as many ionic species as
possible in parallel. Depending on the ap-
plied method (i.e., electrochemical or opti-
cal sensing) different problems for such
multiplexed detection exist.15 In the case
of ion-sensitive fluorophores the major pro-
blem is spectral overlap between the emis-
sion spectra of the different fluorophores
(i.e., emission crosstalk).6,7 Thougha fewfluor-
ophores can be well distinguished there is a
fundamental problem associated with the
finite spectral width of wavelengths of fluo-
rescent light where nearly all fluorescent
dyes emit (from blue(violet) to NIR), which
ultimately results in emission crosstalk. One
suggested possibility of circumventing this
problem is basing discrimination on spatial
or temporal instead of spectral resolution.8
The concept of spatial discrimination of dif-
ferent ion-sensitive fluorophores is straight-
forward. In case each different ion-sensitive
fluorophore can be provided with a unique
tag (which might be a fluorophore), and in
case the average distance between different
fluorophores is higher than the optical reso-
lution limit, individual fluorophores can be
separately addressed and read-out. Micro-
capsules built by layer-by-layer assembly are
a promising system in this direction.9,10 Such
capsules (which basically have the geometry
of a ping pong ball with porous walls) com-
prise a cavity, which can be loaded with ion-
sensitive fluorophores, and a semipermeable
wall formed out of several layers of polyelec-
trolytes, which can be tagged with a label
to identify individual capsules.11 By offer-
ing two separate spatial entities (cavity and
wall) two different fluorescence sources (ion-
sensitive fluorophore, fluorescence tag) can
be integrated into one carrier system. Ion
sensing with ion-sensitive probes integrated
into particulate carrier systems has been
demonstrated before.3,12,13 Such integration
of organic ion-sensitive fluorophores into
particulate carrier systems offers several
advantages. First, as several fluorophores
are integrated per particle the absolute
fluorescence intensity raises. Second, due
to the particulate nature, individual particles
(even at high concentration) can be identi-
fied in case their size is above the optical
resolution limit. To assemble microcapsules
for multiplexed ion-sensing we intended
to make capsules filled with different ion-
sensitive fluorophores in their cavities14
which possess individual fluorescence tags
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ABSTRACT
Multiplexed detection of analytes is a challenge for numerous medical and biochemical
applications. Many fluorescent particulate devices are being developed as ratiometric optical
sensors to measure the concentration of intracellular analytes. The response of these sensors is
based on changes of the emission intensity of analyte-sensitive probes, entrapped into the
carrier system, which depends on the concentration of a specific analyte. However, there are a
series of technical limits that prevent their use for quantitative detection of several analytes in
parallel (e.g., emission crosstalk between different sensor molecules). Here we demonstrate
that double-wall barcoded sensor capsules can be used for multiplexed analysis of proton,
sodium, and potassium ions. The sensor detection methodology is based on porous
microcapsules which carry ion-sensitive probes in their inner cavity for ion detection and a
unique QD barcode in their outermost wall as tag for identification of individual sensors. The
engineering of QD barcodes to capsules walls represents a promising strategy for optical
multianalyte determination.
KEYWORDS: polyelectrolyte capsules . quantum dots . barcode . ion sensing .
fluorescence
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in their walls as tag for identification. High quantity
tagging with fluorescent barcodes has been recently
demonstrated with DNA-mediated assembly strategies
of fluorophores5,15 or quantum dots (QDs).1619 In our
work, we fabricated microcapsules sensitive for Hþ,
Naþ, and Kþ (embedded with dextran conjugated with
the ion-sensitive fluorophores FITC (fluorescein 5(6)-
isothiocyanate), SBFI (sodium-binding benzofuran
isophthalate), and PBFI (potassium-bindingbenzofur-
an isophthalate), respectively) (see Supporting Informa-
tion, sections I, II). As tag we employed a simple digital
QD barcode in the wall of the capsules (“0” or “1”)
formedby the combination of three differentQD colors
(emission at 577, 596, and 610 nm), providing the
principle capability for encoding seven different types
of ion-sensitive microcapsules (“001”, “010”, “011”,
“100”, “101”, “110”, “111”) (see Supporting Information,
section IV). QDs were preferred to conventional organ-
ic fluorophores commonly used for fluorescence ima-
ging for several reasons. First, they are characterized by
a broad excitation spectrum and a narrow and more
sharply defined emission peak.20 Thus, a single light
source can be used to excite multicolor QDs simulta-
neously without signal overlap.20,21 Second, the fluo-
rescence decay time for QDs is about 1040 ns, which
is longer than the fluorescence decay time of a few
nanoseconds of typical organic fluorophores.2022
Third, QDs as prepared in our study, are charged and
thus can be easily embedded within the charged shell
of double-wall sensor capsules by employing the
electrostatic forces that guide the LbL assembly of
polyelectrolytes.11 Lastly, QDs showminimal sensitivity
to ions which is a crucial requirement for their use as
fluorescent tags of the double-wall sensor capsules
presented in this study. For tagging Hþ, Naþ, and Kþ
sensitive capsules the codes 001, 100, and 010 leading
to orange, green, and yellow false-color, respectively,
were employed. However, partial diffusion of dextran
conjugated to the ion-sensitive fluorophores from the
cavity to the wall of the capsules was observed.14 Such
phenomenon turned out to be a major problem when
using capsules with QD barcode integrated in the
walls. Indeed, the spatial separation of the fluorescence
originating from the ion-sensitive fluorophores and the
fluorescent QD barcode was hindered by the partial
diffusion of labeled dextran to the walls. To circumvent
this problem, capsules with two different walls were
assembled by using a modified synthesis protocol
previously reported by Kreft et al. (Scheme 1).23 Such
microcapsules comprise a cavity which can be filled
with ion-sensitive fluorophores, which is surrounded
by a first wall formed bymultiple polyelectrolyte layers.
A second polyelectrolyte wall with the integrated QD
barcode is formed around the first one, whereby both
walls are clearly spaced.23 In this way ion-sensitive
fluorophores in the cavity (and partly in the first wall)
and QD barcodes in the second wall are spatially
separated (Scheme 1). As a result, capsules sensitive
for Hþ, Naþ, and Kþ can be identified by their fluor-
escent barcode in the outer walls and the Hþ, Naþ, and
Kþ concentrations can be determined by reading out
the fluorescence intensity of the respective ion-sensitive
fluorophores embedded in the capsule cavities.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In our work we employed the four different fluor-
ophores FITC, SBFI, PBFI, and Dy647 (see Supporting
Information, section II). While the blue-green fluores-
cence of FITC, SBFI, and PBFI is intentionally responsive
to the concentration of Hþ, Naþ, and Kþ ions in
solution, Dy647 was chosen, as its red fluorescence in
first order does not depend on the concentration of
these ions. Consequently, in the case where FITC, SBFI,
and PBFI are mixed with Dy647, ratiometric measure-
ments of Hþ, Naþ, and Kþ are possible, in which the
ratio of the ion sensitive blue-green fluorescence is
related to the constant red fluorescence. The fluores-
cence emission intensity of the four dyes under differ-
ent Hþ, Naþ, and Kþ ion concentrations is shown in
Figure 1A. Data clearly indicate limited selectivity of
the fluorophores used in this work. Besides Naþ and
Kþ, SBFI and PBFI also respond to Hþ and PBFI also to
Naþ, respectively, though with low sensitivity. However,
sensitivity of the fluorophores was retained after their
conjugation to dextran, as well as after encapsulation
of the dyedextran conjugates (Figure 1B) (see also
Supporting Information, section III). As previously
reported,14 in the case of SBFI and PBFI sensor capsules,
a charge effect of the amino-dextran on the fluores-
cence response of the indicators dyes occurs after their
conjugation to charged dextran. It has been observed
that positively charged amino-dextran affects the sen-
singproperties of SBFI and PBFI by repelling sodiumand
potassium ions in the local environment. Consequently,
the intensity of the fluorescence signal of dyedextran
conjugates is reduced compared to the one of free dyes.
Nevertheless, an increase of the fluorescence signal of
both the encapsulated SBFIdextran and PBFIdextran
was detected at high Naþ and Kþ concentrations
(Figure 1B), thus indicating the ability of the capsules to
sense low, medium, and high concentrations of these
ions in the surrounding bulk solution.
To demonstrate multiplexed measurements, cap-
sules loaded with dextran conjugated to FITC, SBFI,
and PBFI (in addition to dextran conjugated to Dy647)
in their cavity, and with orange, green, and yellow QD
barcodes in their outer walls, respectively, were mixed
and added to eight different solutions (Figure 2A) (see
also Supporting Information, section V). The solutions
were permutations of low/high Hþ (c(Hþ) = pH 9/pH 5),
low/high Naþ (c(Naþ) = 5 mM/140 mM), and low/high
Kþ (c(Kþ) = 5 mM/140 mM). Fluorescence images
were obtained by recording the fluorescence signals
of the fluorophores loaded into the inner cavities
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and the QDs embedded into the outermost shell.
To achieve this accomplishment we used three distinct
excitation wavelengths ranges for the QDs barcodes,
red reference dye, and ion-sensitive dyes. In particular,
Figure 1. Fluorescence emission intensity of four different analyte sensitive fluorophores under different ion concentrations.
(A) The fluorescence intensity (I) of FITC, SBFI, PBFI, and Dy647 dyes is plotted versus pH (log(c(Hþ)), sodium ion
concentration (c(Naþ)), and potassium ion concentration (c(Kþ)). (B) The fluorescence response to ions is compared between
the free organic dyes, the dyes conjugated to dextran, and dyes conjugates to dextran followed by encapsulation in a
polyelectrolyte cavity. For ratiometric detection the ratios of fluorescence read-out of the ion-sensitive fluorophores FITC,
SBFI, and PBFI (IFITC, ISBFI, IPBFI)) and the nonsensitive reference fluorophore Dy647 (IDy647) are determined and are normalized
to the maximum ratios. These graphs represent the response curves of the ratiometric read-out to the presence of ions.
Scheme1. LbL assembly of amultilayer polyelectrolyte double-wall sensor capsule. (i) CaCO3microparticles are fabricatedby
coprecipitation from supersaturated CaCl2 and Na2CO3 solutions mixed in the presence of the fluorescent analyte-indicator
and the reference fluorophore covalently linked onto individual dextran polymers. (ii) Five bilayers of oppositely charged
polyelectrolytes are consecutively adsorbed around the spherical templates by electrostatic attractions. (iii) The resulting
coreshell particles are subjected to a second coprecipitation step leading to the formation of a secondCaCO3 compartment.
(iv) One layer of negatively chargedpolyelectrolyte is adsorbed around the resultingparticles. Step v includes the synthesis of
a third CaCO3 compartment accompanied by LbL absorption of five additional bilayers of (PSS/PAH) and one layer of QDs.
Finally, a terminal polyelectrolyte PSS/PAH bilayer is added to terminate the LbL coating. The resulting particles are
characterized by the following architecture: CaCO3-dextran-fluorophores(PSS/PAH)5(CaCO3/PSS/CaCO3)(PSS/PAH)4(QDs/
PSS/PAH). (vi) All CaCO3 compartments are removed by dissolution with EDTA in order to obtain multilayer capsules with
double cavities and double shells. In such a configuration, the sensor and reference fluorophores conjugated to dextran
molecules are encapsulated within the inner cavity, whereas the QDs tags are embedded in the outermost shell. The two
empty cavities serve as spacers which physically and optically separate the fluorescence signals of the sensor and reference
fluorophores from the fluorescence signal of the QDs. This region avoids overlay of fluorescence signals and therefore the
cross-talk between them.
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the ion-sensitive dyeswere excited by using a excitation
filter starting from314up to366nm, theyellow (λmax,em=
577 nm), orange (λmax,em = 595 nm) and red (λmax,em =
615 nm) QDs were excited by using a single excitation
filter starting from 485 up to 545 nm, and the red
reference dye was excited by using a excitation filter
starting from 620 up to 690 nm. A detailed description
of the filter sets used for fluorescence imaging is
provided in the Supporting Information (see section
III.2). As can be seen from Figure 2B, the three different
types of capsules can be clearly distinguished by
their QD barcode in the outer wall (Figure 2B shows
the overlay of all five channels). FITC-sensors are
tagged with red barcode (001, shown in orange false
colors), SBFI-sensors with green barcode (100, shown
in green false colors) and PBFI-sensors with yellow
barcode (010, shown in yellow false colors). Capsules
are marked with small rectangular regions of interest
(ROIs) in the QDs labeled walls and with spherical ROIs
in the inner cavities. The calculated mean intensity
values are yielded by the program for both kinds of
ROIs and are entered into a calculation table (a detailed
description of the ratiometric analysis is provided in
the Supporting Information, section IV). Since the
capsules with orange, green, and yellow barcodes are
filled with FITC, SBFI, and PBFI, plus Dy647, the blue-
green to red ratio of the fluorescence originating from
the capsules cavity is a measure for the surrounding
Hþ, Naþ, and Kþ concentration, respectively. Figure 2
panels B and C indicate that FITC filled capsules allow
for clearly distinguishing with high precision between
low and high Hþ concentrations (pH = 5, pH = 9),
regardless of the Naþ and Kþ concentration. In the case
of SBFI and PBFI filled capsules there is crosstalk with
pH. In the case of high pH (pH = 9) SBFI and PBFI loaded
capsules can distinguish between low and high Naþ
and Kþ concentration (5 mM/140 mM), despite the
respective Kþ and Naþ concentration (Figure 2D,E). In
other words, errors due to crosstalk between Naþ and
Kþ are significantly lower than the signal to be de-
tected, which allows for discrimination of Naþ and Kþ
in parallel. This clearly demonstrated the possibility of
multiplexed measurements. At high pH Hþ, Naþ, and
Kþ can be detected in parallel. In case the FITC read-out
Figure 2. Multiplexed measurements of ions with barcoded polyelectrolyte sensor capsules. (A) Three different types of
capsules have been synthesized. Capsules coloaded in their cavities with dextran modified FITC, SBFI, and PBFI and with
dextran modified Dy647, which are thus sensitive to pH, Naþ, and Kþ, respectively. These capsules were labeled with a
quantumdot based orange, green, and yellow fluorescent barcode on their outermost surface, respectively. (B) Fluorescence
image of a mixture of the three different types of capsules in two solutions with different ion concentrations; via the
fluorescent barcode the type of each capsule can be clearly identified. By changing from a low Naþ (c(Naþ) = 5 mM, c(Kþ) =
5mM, pH= 5) to a highNaþ condition (c(Naþ) = 140mM, c(Kþ) = 140mM, pH=9) the ISBFI/IDy647 ratio of the sodium responsive
capsules is raised, and in the false color fluorescence image the capsule cavities appear more blue-green compared to the
more reddish appearance at low sodium concentration. (CE) By variation of the pH from low (5) to high (9), the sodium
concentration from low (5 mM) to high (140 mM), and the potassium concentration from low (5 mM) to high (140 mM) eight
different combinations of ion concentrations with defined ion mixtures were generated. From left to right: The IFITC/IDy647,
ISBFI/IDy647, and IPBFI/IDy647 read-outs of the different capsules in these buffers were determined and are plotted here (data
points represent mean values as determined from 30 capsules and standard deviations). The IFITC/IDy647 read-out of the pH-
sensitive capsules clearly allows for distinguishing between low and high pH in all solutions, regardless the Naþ and Kþ
concentration. The red dotted line shows the threshold for the IFITC/IDy647 read-out distinguishing between low and high pH.
The ISBFI/IDy647 and IPBFI/IDy647 read-outs of Na
þ and Kþ sensitive capsules allowed for distinguishing between low and high
Naþ and Kþ concentrations at high pH, and a threshold (red dotted line) can be given. At low pH SBFI as well as PBFI interfere
with pH.
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indicates high pH the read-outs of SBFI and PFBI can be
correlated to the Naþ and Kþ concentration. In the case
of low pH (pH = 5) the read-out of SBFI and PBFI is
corrupted by Hþ (Figure 2D,E), which however is rather
a problemof the used fluorophores and not an intrinsic
problem of our detection scheme.
The proposed capsule sensor system should even
help to reduce consequence of the cross-talk between
different analyte sensitive fluorophores. Fluorescence
of SBFI and PBFI primarily depends on Naþ and Kþ,
though there is crosstalk to Kþ and Naþ, respectively.24
In Figure 3 panels A and B, the response of both dyes in
solutions with different Naþ and Kþ concentrations is
plotted. With the plain fluorophores one solution can
either contain SBFI, or PBFI as ion-sensitive indicator,
due to the high spectral overlap of both fluorophores.
This is demonstrated in Figure 3 panels C and D. The
blue-green to red ratio of the SBFI read-out provides
one value, which however does not only depend
on Naþ-concentration but also on Kþ-concentration.
In this way this value does not correspond to one
point of concentration, c(Naþ), c(Kþ), but to a line.
Small changes in the Naþ concentration can have
for example the same effect as big changes in the Kþ
concentration. If in case of SBFI the read-out corre-
sponded only to Naþ, the line of equal SBFI read-out
should be parallel to the c(Kþ) axis (Figure 3C). The
same is true for PBFI, which however is stronger
influenced by crosstalk with Naþ then SBFI is influ-
enced by crosstalk with Kþ (Figure 3D). At any rate,
read-out of only one fluorophore does not lead to
unequivocally determined Naþ or Kþ concentrations.
However, by taking advantage of the geometry of the
proposed capsule-based sensor system, both of SBFI
and PBFI containing capsules can be placed in the
same solution (as they can be spatially distinguished by
their barcodes) for parallel detection of Naþ or Kþ ions.
Indeed, one can obtain two read-outs (SBFI and
PBFI sensitive capsules) for two unknowns (Naþ, Kþ
concentration). From each readout one obtains one
line in the c(Naþ)c(Kþ) plane, which corresponds to
regions which fit to the determined blue-green-to-
red ratio. However, as there are two lines their cross-
ing point can be determined, which corresponds to
one Naþ and one Kþ concentration (Figure 3E) (see
also Supporting Information, section VI). In this way, a
Figure 3. Cross-talk between sodium and potassium sensitive fluorophores in solutions with different ion concentrations.
(A, B) Solutions with different sodium and potassium concentrations (c(Naþ), c(Kþ)) were prepared, and each one was split in
two fractions. To one fraction a combination of SBFI and Dy647, to the other a combination of PBFI and Dy647 was given,
always in the formof free dyemolecules. The intensity of fluorescence of each dyewas determined. (A) For the first fraction of
each sample the ratio of SBFI to Dy647 emission (ISBFI/IDy647) was determined; (B) for the second fraction the ratio of PBFI to
Dy647 emission (IPBFI/IDy647) was determined and plotted versus the Na
þ and Kþ concentration in a 3-dimensional
representation. (C,D) A contour plot of the same data is represented, in which one looks toward the plane spanned by the
c(Naþ) and c(Kþ) axes and in which the intensity information (ISBFI/IDy647 and IPBFI/IDy647) is color coded. Lines and areas of
equal color here correspond to concentration combinations of c(Naþ) and c(Kþ) which have the samefluorescence read-out. If
SBFI and PBFI emission corresponded only to changes in sodium and potassium concentration the lines of equal color in the
ISBFI and IPBFI plots should be perpendicular to the c(Na
þ) axis and to the c(Kþ) axis, respectively. However, as the lines are
slightly declined the SBFI and PBFI dye emission also responds to Kþ and Naþ concentration, respectively. A situation is
indicated in which the read-out of ISBFI/IDy647 was 4.1 and the read-out of IPBFI/IDy647 was 6.0. This represents two read-outs
(ISBFI/IDy647 and IPBFI/IDy647) and two unknowns (c(Na
þ), c(Kþ)). (E) By combining both read-outs in one graph the cross-section
of the lines of equal ISBFI/IDy647 and equal IPBFI/IDy647 ratios lead to the concentration of sodium and potassium of the solution
in which these read-outs have been determined.
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combination of several read-outs of cross talking fluor-
ophores still allows for thedeterminationof individual ion
concentrations. It is important to point out that the key
advantage of the capsule-based system is that it allows
for reading out several analyte-sensitive fluorophores in
parallel in the same solution. Clearly the performance of
this system could be further improved in the future by
using optimized analyte-sensitive fluorophores.
CONCLUSIONS
The results show the possibility of measuring the
concentration of several ions in parallel, indicating the
feasibility of the proposed sensors and the potential for
their successful use in cells. Though fluorescence
based sensing with particle based carriers has been
described in the past,3,12 we believe that the introduc-
tion of aQDbarcode to capsuleswith twowalls adds an
important feature which allows for multiplexed mea-
surements and thus for detecting several ions in
parallel. Intracellular sensing in the lysosome for Hþ
has been demonstrated with capsules.13 Delivery of
different types of capsules to the cytosol of cells and
theirmultiplexed detection remains a challenge for the
future.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Fabrication of Double-Wall Barcoded Polyelectrolyte Capsules. Calcium
carbonate (CaCO3) porous microparticles with size distribution
around 3.54 μmwere obtained bymixing aqueous solutions of
calciumchloride (CaCl2) (0.33M) and sodiumcarbonate (Na2CO3)
(0.33 M) in the presence of the fluorescent analyte-indicator
(∼50 μM) and the reference fluorophore (∼50 μM) previously
linked onto individual dextran polymers. Five bilayers of oppo-
sitely charged polystyrene sulfonate (PSS) and polyallylamine
hydrochloride (PAH) polyelectrolytes were then consecutively
adsorbed around the spherical templates by electrostatic attrac-
tions. The resulting coreshell particles were subjected to a
second coprecipitation step. Then, one layer of PSSwas adsorbed
around the particle and a third coprecipitation step was per-
formed before starting the third LbL assembly of four bilayers of
(PSS/PAH). Subsequently, the coated particles were incubated in
solutions of yellow (λmax,em=577nm), orange (λmax,em=595nm),
and red (λmax,em = 615 nm) CdSe/ZnS quantum dots (QDs) with
different concentrations. All QDs were coated with a amphiphilic
polymer consisting of a polymer backbone [poly(isobutylene-
alt-maleic anhydride)] to which alkylamine chains were linked
via direct amidation between maleic anhydride and amino-
ligands.25 Finally, a terminal polyelectrolyte bilayer of (PSS/PAH)
was added to complete the shell formation. The final structure of
the double-wall sensor capsules was (PSS/PAH)5(CaCO3/PSS/
CaCO3)(PSS/PAH)4(QDs/PSS/PAH). Finally, all CaCO3 compart-
ments were removed by dissolutionwith EDTA in order to obtain
multilayer capsules with double cavities and double walls con-
taining the fluorescent indicator and reference fluorophorewith-
in the inner cavity and QD barcode in the outermost wall.
A detailed description of the synthesis is provided in the Support-
ing Information (see section I).
QD Barcodes for Proton, Sodium, and Potassium Sensor Capsules. The
outermost wall of sensitive capsules for Hþ, Naþ, and Kþ-ions
was taggedwith three different QD barcodes: 001, 100, and 010,
leading to orange, green, and yellow false-colors, respectively.
In particular, Hþ-sensitive capsules were tagged with code 001
obtained by mixing equal volumes of 0.01 μM yellow (λmax,em =
577 nm), 0.01 μM orange (λmax,em = 595 nm), and 0.1 μM red
(λmax,em = 615 nm) QDs. Na
þ-sensitive capsules were tagged
with code 100 obtained by mixing equal volumes of 0.1 μM
yellow, 0.01 μM orange, and 0.01 μM red QDs. Kþ-sensitive
capsules were tagged with code 010 obtained by mixing equal
volumes of 0.01 μMyellow, 0.1 μMorange and 0.01 μM red QDs.
The detailed description of the sample preparation and labeling
methods are provided in the Supporting Information (see
section IV).
Multiplexed Measurements of Proton, Sodium, and Potassium Sensor
Capsules. The fluorescence behavior of double-wall sensor cap-
sules sensitive for Hþ, Naþ and Kþ-ions was investigated by
mixing the three types of sensor capsules altogether in buffer
solutions containing different ions in low or high concentration.
The samples were analyzed via fluorescence microscopy after
5 min of equilibration time of the capsules in the aqueous ion
solutions. In total, five channels were scanned independently to
register all fluorescence signals: two channels for detecting the
sensor and reference fluorophores loaded into the inner cavities
and three channels for detecting the three QDs embedded into
the outermost shell. The obtained fluorescent images were
processed using the ImageJ v1.42 m software (http://rsb.info.
nih.gov/ij/) in order to perform ratiometric analysis. Capsules
were marked with ROIs of the same size and shape in the outer
shell and in the inner cavity to read-out the fluorescence tag
in the outermost shell as well as the fluorescence changes of
the cavity. The program calculates for every marked capsule
the barcode tag and thereby the type of capsule. Furthermore it
shows the type of ion for which the fluorescence of the corre-
sponding sphere is sensitive. Using the data from the cavities, the
program calculates the average concentration (low or medium)
of the corresponding ions in solution. The detailed description of
sample preparation, fluorescence imaging, and data analysis are
given in the Supporting Information (see sections III, IV, and V).
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S
ensing of analytes is important for a
large variation of applications. One
common detection technique is fluo-
rescence detection of analyte-sensitive fluo-
rophores. Such analyte-sensitive fluoro-
phores are (often organic) fluorescence
dyes, of which (in general) the fluorescence
emission intensity selectively depends on
the presence of a specific analyte. The pres-
ence of an analyte can either enhance or
quench the fluorescence, depending on the
chemical nature of the fluorescence dye.
Such fluorophores are available for many
different analytes, such as H,1 K,2,3 Na,4,5
and Cl ions,6,7 etc. Naturally, one would like
to use several of these fluorophores in par-
allel in order to determine simultaneously
the concentration of different analytes.8
Leaving aside the fact that the selectivity
of many fluorophores to the target ligand
is sometimes not as high as required, there
is one fundamental problem for such multi-
plexed detection. The response of different
fluorophores can (at simultaneous excita-
tion) only be distinguished in the case
where they emit at different wavelengths
(). Although a few fluorophores can be in-
dependently detected, the number of fluo-
rophores that can be spectrally distin-
guished in the optical regime is clearly lim-
ited and thus hinders multiplexing (Figure
1).
RESOLVING FLUOROPHORE
EMISSIONS WITH HYBRID MATERIALS
Nanotechnology, which enables the de-
sign and assembly of new materials,9 offers
an exciting toolkit for this purpose. In the
case of sensing, we argue that colloidal
nanoparticles, as an integral building block
of nanotechnology, have the potential to
improve existing materialsOclassic analyte-
sensitive fluorophoresOleading to new ad-
vanced hybrid material. Hereby the func-
tional part, the emission intensity, which
depends on the concentration of a specific
analyte, would be provided by traditional
analyte-sensitive fluorophores. Organic
macromolecules/biological molecules
would form the glue with which to as-
semble colloidal nanoparticles as recogni-
tion/transducer elements with analyte-
sensitive fluorophores.
For such an improved hybrid material,
different resolution mechanisms (besides
spectral resolution) could be employed. In
fact, emission of different fluorophores can-
not only be distinguished spectrally (i.e., in
dependence of the wavelength em) but
also spatially (i.e., in dependence of the lo-
cation xem). The emission of two fluoro-
phores can be distinguished, even if the
emission spectra completely overlap. This
could be achieved when the two fluoro-
phores are not at the same position, that
is, the distance is bigger than the optical
resolution limit. However, in order to distin-
guish between different fluorophores, each
of them would have to be provided with a
recognition element. Fluorescent nanopar-
ticles in the form of colloidal quantum dots
have been demonstrated to form suitable
fluorescent barcodes as recognition
elements.1012 To combine quantum-dot-
based barcodes and analyte-sensitive fluo-
rophores, the fluorophores could be inte-
grated in a carrier matrix1318 with the
quantum-dot barcode on the surface of
the carrier.19 Polyelectrolyte capsules20 have
proven to be a versatile system for this
*Address correspondence to
wolfgang.parak@physik.
uni-marburg.de.
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ABSTRACT Multiplexed meas-
urements of several analytes in parallel
using analyte-sensitive organic
fluorophores can be hampered by spectral
overlap of the different fluorophores. The
authors discuss how nanoparticles can help
to overcome this problem. First, different
organic fluorophores can be separated
spatially by confining them to separate
containers, each bearing a nanoparticle-
based barcode. Second, by coupling
different fluorophores to nanoparticles
with different fluorescence lifetimes that
serve as donors for excitation transfer, the
effective fluorescence lifetime of the
organic fluorophores as acceptors can be
tuned by fluorescence resonance energy
transfer (FRET). Thus, the fluorophores can
bedistinguishedbytheireffectivelifetimes.
This is an example of how the modification
of classical functional materials has already
yielded improved and even new
functionalities by the integration of
nanoparticles with hybrid materials. We
outline future opportunities in this area.
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purpose17,18 (Figure 2). If such cap-
sules have diameters 0.5 m,
which are larger than the optical
resolution limit, fluorescence from
their walls can be distinguished by
the fluorescence from their cavity.
In this way, individual capsules
could be read out in a single-
particle manner. First, observation
of the barcode would provide infor-
mation about which analyte-
sensitive fluorophore is embedded
in the cavity of the respective cap-
sule. Second, evaluation of the fluo-
rescence emission originating from
the capsule cavity would lead to the
concentration of the analyte to
which this capsule is sensitive.
These carriers could be spatially re-
solved and simultaneously read out
on a single-particle basis. Thus, by
confining different analyte-sensitive
fluorophores to different carriers,
multiplexed measurements of sev-
eral analytes would be possible,
even if the emission spectra of the
different analyte-sensitive fluoro-
phores overlap. A drawback is that
this method would be limited to
particles larger than the optical
resolution limit.
Fluorescence emission of differ-
ent fluorophores can also be re-
solved in time. If the decay times
em of different fluorophores are dis-
tinct, the contribution of the respec-
tive fluorophores could, in prin-
ciple, be determined from time-
resolved fluorescence
measurements.21,22 This is the basis
of time-gated/fluorescence lifetime
imaging (FLIM).23,24 High-quality
coreshell quantum dots typically
have decay times longer than those
of organic fluorophores and thus
can be resolved in time-gated mea-
surements.25 However, to find
analyte-sensitive fluorophores
where all possess different emis-
sion lifetimes, em, is unlikely. Here
again, nanoparticles in the form of
quantum dots could help. If the
emission of a quantum dot over-
laps with the absorption of an adja-
cent fluorophore, the excitation of
the quantum dot (donor) can lead
to a transfer of energy to the fluoro-
phore (acceptor). The resulting ef-
fect is the emission of the fluoro-
phore,26 a phenomenon called
fluorescence resonance energy
transfer (FRET).27 One method of
creating such an assembly is em-
bedding fluorophores in a polymer
shell around quantum dots.28,29 Im-
portantly, the effective lifetime of
the acceptor will be determined by
the lifetime of the donor30 (Figure
3). Donor lifetimes can even be
Figure 1. Spectral separation of two different fluorophores. (Left side) Two drops of water mixed with either fluorescein isothiocyan-
ate (FITC) or cresyl violet perchlorate (CV) have been put on two glass coverslips placed on top of each other. The glass coverslips were
put onto an UV illumination table and the fluorescence of the drops was imaged with a digital camera. Corresponding normalized fluo-
rescence emission spectra Iem() have been recorded with a fluorescence spectrometer. As both fluorophores emit at different wave-
lengths (FITC, em  520 nm; CV, em  623 nm) they both can be distinguished by their color, as can be seen in the regime where the
drops overlap with each other. (Right side) The same experiment was performed, but now with two drops containing either CV or ATTO-
590 NHS-ester (ATTO-590). As both dyes emit at very similar wavelengths (CV, em  621 nm; ATTO-590, em  624 nm) they cannot
be optically resolved. In the contact zone of the two drops, the contribution of both dyes cannot be spectrally distinguished as em1 
em2.
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further increased by doping of the
quantum dots with transition metal
elements, such as Mn2.3133 Effec-
tive donor lifetimes lasting hun-
dreds of microseconds can be
achieved because the internal Mn2
3d5 transitions are dipole-forbidden
by spin and parity selection rules.
The selection rules are partly re-
laxed by spinorbit coupling and
pd hybridization.3436 In this way,
the effective lifetimes em of differ-
ent analyte-sensitive fluorophores
could be tuned by linking them to
different donor nanoparticles, each
of which possess significantly differ-
ent lifetimes.
CONCLUSIONS AND
PROSPECTS
In this way, the functionality of
traditional analyte-sensitive fluoro-
phores could be improved with the
help of nanotechnology. We have
outlined the perspective of making
hybrid materials of analyte-sensitive
fluorophores and colloidal quan-
tum dots, and of making use of the
fact that fluorescence emission Iem
 Iem(em, xem, em) can be resolved
spectrally (em), spatially (xem), and
temporally (em). This demonstrates
that combining nanotechnological
compounds such as colloidal nano-
particles with classical molecular
compounds could make novel hy-
brid materials with advanced prop-
erties. Naturally, the given example
covers only one small area of re-
search and development. Indeed,
we believe that by adding nano-
technologically created compounds
to traditional materials, hybrid ma-
terials with improved properties in a
wide context can be created in the
future.
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Light-responsive microcapsules constructed by layer-by-layer self-assembly are used as microcarriers to de-
liver different macromolecules inside cells. The microcapsules carry the macromolecules as cargo in their
cavity, while their walls are modified with agglomerated gold nanoparticles. Microcapsules are incorporated
by living cells and are then located in lysosomal compartments. Controlled release of the encapsulated mate-
rial from the interior of the capsule to the cytosol is possible upon NIR-light irradiation. This is based on local
heating of the gold nanoparticles upon NIR light and disruption of the capsule wall, what results on release of
encapsulated materials. We illustrate several key advances in controlled release induced by light. First, we
demonstrate that capsules can be opened individually, which allows for sequentially releasing cargo from dif-
ferent capsules within one single cell. Second, by using a pH-indicator as cargo the claim of release from the
acidic lysosomal compartments to the neutral cytosol is experimentally evident which until now has been
only speculated. Third, green fluorescent protein (GFP) is released to the cytosol while retaining its function-
ality. This demonstrates that proteins can be released without destruction by the local heating. Fourth, GFP is
also administered in biodegradable capsules, which leads to a different release mechanism compared to
externally triggering for light-responsive microcapsules.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The design of new materials with improved properties is in con-
tinuous evolution. In the last years colloidal chemistry and
nanoscience have made big steps forward due to the huge improve-
ment in the controlled synthesis of nanostructures, in their assembly
with other structures, and in the creation/improvement of the tech-
nology necessary for their characterization. To give some examples
about applications in life sciences, gold nanoparticles with different
shapes are nowadays being used for hyperthermia applications in
vivo [1,2], polymer based nanostructures are currently in clinical re-
search studies [3], and fast detection of prions has been possible in
serum and blood with supercrystals of Au nanorods as surface en-
hancers of Raman scattering spectroscopy [4]. In this context, poly-
electrolyte multilayer (PEM) microcapsules can be regarded as
materials for potential applications in diagnosis and drug delivery
[5–8]. PEM capsules loaded with different ion sensors have for exam-
ple already demonstrated feasibility for quantitative estimation of ion
concentrations in the capsule's surrounding medium [9]. Their broad
range of different options to load the capsule in different parts of the
material (wall or inner cavity) and with different molecules,
nanoparticles, vesicles, etc. and the posibility to tune the size of the
capsule itself, make PEM capsules promising drug delivery vehicles
[10–14]. Drug delivery systems have to fulfill some basic physico-
chemical requirements. They have to protect the drug from degrada-
tion in vivo. For targeted release the drug must not leak out from the
carrier system before it is at the designated target region. These
conditions involve big challenges for colloidal engineering. The
micro/nanocarriers must be stable in in vivo conditions, able to entrap
efficiently different molecules with different sizes which can be hy-
drophobic or hydrophilic, have the capability to be targeted, and the
process of release must keep the activity of the drug intact. There
are many examples of colloidal nano/micro carrier systems, such as
gold nanoparticles, protein based nanoparticles, liposomes, polymer-
somes, etc [15–18]. PEM capsules are interesting in this context, as
they are simple, stable, potentially biocompatible, and very versatile
[19,20]. This manuscript focuses on the controlled release from light
responsive capsules upon NIR irradiation. Hereby the capsules carry
a cargo in their cavity and gold nanoparticles in their walls. Gold
nanorods and nanoparticle agglomerates have been used to efficiently
open the wall of the capsules through plasmon-assisted photothermal
processes [21,22]. In this contex, there are many biological applica-
tions of gold nanoparticles that take advantage of the possibility to
produce optothermal effects such as cancer therapy (hyperthermia)
[2,23–25], cytosolic release of gold nanoparticles [26] and drug deliv-
ery [27,28]. Capsules were irradiated with a 830 nm laser. The light
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absorption and heat dissipation are competing mechanisms that rule
the temperature in the metallic nanostructures and consequently the
capsule opening and the cargo release [29]. The capsules themselves
do not cause acute toxicity in vitro[30] and they can be opened
without killing the cell in which they are located [31,32]. In this
study we investigated important properties of this process: can indi-
vidual capsules be opened sequentially in one cell? Can the cargo be
released to the cytosol? Does the cargo retain their active properties
and trigger intracellular processes? So far release to the cytosol from
light reponsive capsules has been only speculated and the high
precision of the opening of individual capsules in a controlled way
hasn‘t been demonstrated yet.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Materials
Poly(sodium 4-styrenesulfonate) (PSS, Mw≈70 kDa, #243051),
poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH,Mw≈56 kDa, #283223), calcium
chloride dehydrate (CaCl2, #223506), sodium carbonate (Na2CO3,
#S7795), ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid disodium salt dihydrate
(EDTA disodium salt, #E5134), dextran sulfate sodium salt (DEXS,
Mw≈10 kDa, #D4911), dextran (Mw≈2000 kDa, #95771) and poly-
L-arginine hydrochloride (PARG, Mw≈70 kDa, #P3892) were pur-
chased from Sigma-Aldrich. Tetramethylrhodamine-dextran (TMR-
dextran, Mw≈10 kDa, #D-1817), Cascade Blue-dextran (CB-dextran,
Mw≈10 kDa, #D-1976), SNARF–dextran (Mw≈10 kDa, #D-3303),
and Fluorescein-dextran (FITC-dextran, Mw≈10 kDa, #D-1821) were
obtained from Invitrogen. His-tagged Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP,
Mw≈35 kDa) was purchased from Biomedal. All chemicals were used
as received. Ultrapure water with a resistance greater than 18.2 MΩ
cm−1 was used for all experiments.
2.2. Synthesis of light responsive capsules
Four different types of light responsive capsules were produced:
red and blue capsules based on TMR and CB, pH-sensitive capsules
based on SNARF, and protein loaded capsules based on GFP. The cap-
sules were loaded using different approaches. The incorporation of
the macromolecule inside the PEM capsule is highly dependent
from the size and nature of the cargo. TMR-, CB-, and SNARF–dextran
capsules were postloaded due to the small size and the thermal sta-
bility of these molecules. Contrary, GFP capsules were produced by
coprecipitation, i.e. the protein was incorporated during the CaCO3
core formation. The synthesis of GFP capsules was carried out as
follows: Firstly CaCO3microparticles were synthesized from solutions
of CaCl2 and Na2CO3 under vigorous stirring [33]. In a glass vial equal
volumes (615 μL) of aqueous CaCl2 and Na2CO3 solutions (0.33 M)
were mixed under the presence of 750 μL of GFP (1 mg mL-1). The
solution was thoroughly mixed on a magnetic stirrer (1000 rpm) for
30 s and afterwards the mixture was left without stirring for 3
minutes. All steps were performed at room temperature (RT). During
this time spherical and porous CaCO3 loaded with GFP microparticles
were formed. After tree washing steps with Milli-Q water the
resulting particles were used directly for the LbL assembly of poly-
electrolytes. The isoelectric point of the GFP is 6.6. Hence, the cores
should be slightly negative at neutral pH and positive below the iso-
electric point [34,35]. The zeta potential of the GFP loaded cores (in
Milli-Q water) was measured to be −14.5±0.3 mV, whereas cores
without GFP had a zetapotential of +3.1±0.2 mV. After the coating
with the first and negative monolayer of PSS it changed to −22.8±
0.8 mV and −2.2±0.2 mV respectivaly which indicates that the
first adsorption step is not predominantly through charge. The calci-
um carbonate cores that were used as templates for the TMR, CB
and SNARF capsules were prepared following the same protocol but
without introducing the protein and instead adding 2000 kDa
dextran in the porous matrix of CaCO3. The presence of dextran in
the cores helps the core dissolution at the end of the synthesis. In
all the cases the average diameter of the microparticles ranged from
2.5 to 3.5 μm. It was measured from confocal images with the soft-
ware ImageTool. Core shell structures were prepared by alternating
incubation of CaCO3 cores in PSS and PAH solutions (2 mg mL
−1)
within 0.5 M NaCl. The pH of the polyelectrolyte solution was adjust-
ed to 6.5 by adding HCl/NaOH. Each adsorption cycle (2 min in a son-
ication bath and 10 min shaking) was completed after three washing
steps with 1 mL of Milli-Q water to remove unbound polymer before
the next polyelectrolyte addition. After self-assembly of two bilayers
of polyelectrolytes (PSS/PAH)2, gold nanoparticle agglomerates
were deposited on the core shell microstructure through electrostatic
interactions. Gold nanoparticle agglomerates were formed after in-
creasing the ionic strength of a solution with sodium citrate stabilized
Au nanoparticles (1 mL, [Au]=5×10−4 M) with NaCl (0.2 mL,
0.5 M). The initial Au nanoparticles were 15 nm particles synthesized
through the Turkevich method [36]. The agglomerates were mixed
with the positively coated CaCO3 after 5 min of their formation.
Three washing steps followed the Au deposition and two more
bilayers of polyelectrolytes were then added. The resulting architec-
ture consisted of a core of CaCO3 coated with four bilayers of polyelec-
trolytes embedding gold nanoparticle agglomerates in the middle of
the capsule walls. The dissolution of the cores was carried out by
Ca2+ ion complexation with EDTA. For this purpose the core-shell
microparticles were shaken for 2 min in a solution of EDTA (1 mL,
0.2 M at pH 5.5) and finally washed four times at 1100 rpm for
8 min with Milli-Q water. In Fig. 1a one can see the broad absorption
band of gold nanoparticles after agglomeration, before to take part of
the PEM wall. The position of the plasmon band and the further red
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Fig. 1. Absorbance spectra of Au agglomerates before incorporation in the PEM capsule
wall (a). Transmission electronic microscopy (TEM) image of a PEM capsule loaded
with Au agglomerates with composition (PSS/PAH)2 Auagg (PSS/PAH)2 after laser irra-
diation exposure (laser intensity of 14 mW/μm2 during few seconds) in water. For in
vitro experiments lower intensity was used to avoid cell death.
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shift after self-assembly of gold agglomerates on the positevely coat-
ed surface of CaCO3 make the capsules high sensitive to the 830 nm
laser. In Fig. 1b a transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of
a fully broken capsule after laser irradiation in water is shown.
TMR–, CB– and SNARF–dextran capsules were prepared by
post-loading of solutions of dextran (1 mg mL−1) conjugated to red
(Tetramethylrhodamine), blue (Cascade Blue) and pH sensitive
(SNARF) fluorophores. Encapsulation of fluorescence labeled dextran
was accomplished by first incubating the prepared PEM microcap-
sules for 30 min in a highly concentrated solution of labeled dextran.
Second, by heating the solution to 65 °C for 2 h [37]. Exchanging the
supernatant with water by careful centrifugation (1100 rpm, 8 min)
and further three washing steps with Milli-Q water yielded filled
capsules. Hereby the fluorescence labeled dextran remained inside
the cavity of the capsules. All the light responsive capsules had the
same (PSS/PAH)2 Auagg (PSS/PAH)2 structure but different cargo.
2.3. Synthesis of biodegradable capsules
GFP loaded calcium carbonate microparticles were synthesized as
it has been described above. The same cores of CaCO3 were used for
the LbL assembly of biodegradable polyelectrolytes. Four bilayers of
dextran sulfate and poly-L-arginine (DEXS/PARG)4 were deposited
on the GFP/CaCO3 core. The polyelectrolyte solutions were
(1 mg mL−1) and (2 mg mL−1) for PARG and DEXS, both with 0.5 M
of NaCl and pH 6.5. The dissolution and thewashing stepswere carried
out following the same protocol used for light responsive capsules.
2.4. Capsule internalization by living cells
A total of 1×105 human carcinoma A459 cells and SH-SY5Y
human neurons were seeded on culture 35 mm diameter dishes and
were incubated with capsules (20 capsules per cell) for about 12 h.
The size of the capsules allows us to measure the concentration of
the capsule solution (always around 1×108 capsule mL−1) with a
hemocytometer. After a washing step to remove free capsules, the
culture dish was attached to the x-y-z stage of the microscope. Two
different microscopes were used for release observation. Therefore,
the bottom of the cell culture dishes had to be marked to relocate
the same cell position.
2.5. Microscopy set-up
For capsule opening a 100 mW laser (830 nm CW diode) was
coupled to an upright microscope (Axitotech, Zeiss, 63× objective)
leading to a focused light spot of 2.6±0.1 μm2 in the image plane.
The laser power was measured at the well surface. By changing the
operation voltage of the laser, the resulting power of the focused
light spot could be tuned in the range of 0–31 mW. Note that this
range corresponds to intensities measured in the image plane after
coupling the laser to the microscope and therefore, because of the op-
tics used for the coupling, these values are attenuated in respect to
the intensities measured directly after the diode laser. Fluorescence
images of cells were taken with a LSM 510 META confocal microscope
from Zeiss. Images comprised phase contrast and blue, green / yellow
and red fluorescence channels. A typical series of images before and
after capsule opening was obtained in the following sequence. Firstly,
in the confocal microscope 10 different positions where cell have in-
corporated capsules were selected. For these 10 positions images in
phase contrast and fluorescence channels were taken. Afterwards, the
culture dishwas placed in the sample holder of themicroscope coupled
with the laser. Then, capsules were opened upon laser irradiation only
in the cells that were previously selected. The culture dish was again
transferred to the confocal microscope and phase contrast images
and images of all channels of fluorescence were recorded in between
some minutes and 2–3 h after laser irradiation. No differences were
observed concerning the time of observation. No changes in acquisition
and scanning mode were performed in between taking pictures before
and after laser irradiation. The confocal microscope was chosen to
image the cytosolic release because of the higher resolution and quality
of the images. In the case of the study of GFP release via enzimatic deg-
radation of PEM capsules, only LSM 510 META confocal microscope
was used for imaging. Several times series were carried out. Particular
care was taken to maintain the same settings in the microscope during
the comparison experiments before and after irradiation and with the
biodegradable DEXS/PARG and non-degradable PSS/PAH capsules
without gold nanoparticles. One key point is to verify where the fluo-
rescence comes from, since not all the capsules within one cells are in
the same focal plane. Therefore fluorescence scans along the z-axis
were performed for every experiment.
3. Results and discussion
Inorganic nanoparticle modified capsules can be used to external-
ly trigger delivery of macromolecular cargo from their cavities under
different stimuli such as light, oscillating magnetic fields, ultrasound
or microwaves (MW), depending on the nature of the nanoparticles
[21,38–43]. In the present study near-IR light (750–1100 nm) has
been used to stimulate capsules opening, because it covers the optical
transparency window of biological tissues. The lower boundary of the
range is determined by strong scattering of short-wavelength radia-
tion in biological tissues and absorption of light by melanin and
blood, while the upper limit is determined by absorption of light in
water. Capsules can be fabricated with metal oxides or metallic
nanostructures, that have strong absorption in the NIR spectra, in
between the polyelectrolyte layers which form their walls [44]. In
the present case we chose gold nanoparticle agglomerates made
from 15 nm spherical gold colloids as local heat source under NIR
illumination for the following reasons: i) the plasmon band position
is in the NIR due to plasmon coupling effects, ii) the total optothermal
energy deposited in the agglomerates is higher than in single particles
and iii) the bigger size of the agglomerates leads to bigger pore sizes
upon laser irradiation than for single particles [44,45]. PEM capsules
allow for the incorporation of different cargos in the nanometer
thick wall and the microsized inner cavity. The macromolecules as
cargo (which could be bioactives) can be loaded inside the PEM
capsule following two different protocols: co-precipitation or pre-
loading and postloading [8,46,47]. We synthesized the capsules via
the layer-by-layer technique as it has been published elsewhere
[47,48]. As dextran-based cargo we used Cascade Blue-dextran (CB-
dextran), Tetramethylrhodamine-dextran (TMR-dextran), and
SNARF–dextran. Cargo was introduced to the capsules by post-
loading and further thermal shirking [49]. The light responsive
capsules loaded with protein cargo, in the present case green fluores-
cent protein (GFP) have been prepared by co-precipitation of the pro-
tein during the CaCO3 core synthesis to avoid possible damage of the
protein during the shriking of the capsule which involve high
temperatures.
3.1. Sequential controlled release of different macromolecules inside cells
PEM capsules loaded with different macromolecules likely undergo
a similar uptake by living cells. Internalization can be assumed to be
similar because of the similar surface composition, size and shape of
capsules. These three factors are key aspects in cellular uptake. In this
paragraph we show the possibility to deliver two different macromol-
ecules sequentially which has not been demostrated so far and can
help in the study in vitro of cell response upon highly controlled release
of different molecules. For this purpose two different types of (PSS/
PAH)2 Auagg (PSS/PAH)2 capsules, loaded each with one type of macro-
molecule need to be present in the same cell. Sequential NIR illumina-
tion of individual capsules allows for subsequent release of cargo.
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Non-degradable capsules prepared with PSS and PAH as polyelectro-
lytes were loaded with Au nanoparticle agglomerates in their wall
and with one of two different fluorophores conjugated with dextran
(Mol. w≈10 kDa) in their cavity: TMR-dextran (fluorescent in red)
and CB-dextran (fluorescent in blue). The Au nanoparticles agglomer-
ates were produced by increasing the ionic strength of a solution of
15 nm Au nanoparticles coated with citrate ions. The gold plasmon
band was shifted (cf. Fig. 1) from 520 nm to the NIR and thus made
the capsules responsive to excitation at 830 nm. Individual capsules
were excited for release of their cargo. Light spots of 3.8 mW/μm2
intensity (10 mW laser power in the focus of the objective, 2.6 μm2
laser spot area) and less than 2 s of exposure time were used to pro-
duce the rupture of the capsules and thus cargo release. Fig. 2 shows
the sequential release inside human lung carcinoma A549 cells of
first CB-dextran and subsequently TMR-dextran. In the images one
can see that first only the Cascade Blue-dextran was released (as only
these capsules were illuminated). TMR-dextran capsules inside the
same cell (which were not illuminated) did not show any red dextran
leaking. One hour after the blue capsules had been opened, the red cap-
sules were irradiated with NIR light of the same intensity. Again no ob-
vious damaging in the cell structure was visible as it was expected from
a previous work [31].
The fluorescence labeled dextran was distributed more or less
homogeneously inside cells, which can indicate release to the cytosol.
In case cells had engulfed both capsules, the two different cargos can
be released in the same intracellular space. This is supposed to pro-
vide controlled mixing of cargo inside cells followed, by triggering
of intracellular biochemical reactions. Sequentially controlled release
has been studied for different cell lines (see Supporting Information,
Figures SI-5 and SI-6), such as with SH-SY5Y human neurons, MDA-
MB-231 cells, and 3 T3 fibroblasts. In all the cases the release was
not complete. It is possible to still see residual fluorescence inside
the capsule cavity. We speculate that the cargo was not fully released
partially because the PEM capsules produced using CaCO3 as template
own an internal matrix of polyelectrolytes. This matrix is formed due
to the porosity of the CaCO3 during the layer-by-layer adsorption
process [50]. In addition, in previous work a less evident incomplete
release of cargo from PEM capsules made using SiO2 beads as tem-
plates was also observed. Silica cores lack the polyelectrolyte matrix,
thus the charged polyelectrolytes of the capsule wall should be also
responsible of the storage of cargo besides the capsule wall opening.
However, for triggering of reactions inside cells complete release is
not crucial, as most of the time a few released molecules (which
could be for example siRNA) might be sufficient to induce a cell
response. In this way the sequential release demonstrates high con-
trol and selectivity in light triggered delivery. The demonstration of
addressing individual capsules and such cargos with NIR triggered
delivery may open the possibility of analyzing the cellular response
after producing reactions or interactions in the cellular cytosol upon
laser irradiation of microcapsules loaded with different functional
macromolecules.
3.2. Release of a pH sensor: demonstration of cytosolic release
Incorporated capsules are located in lysosomal compartments
within cells [51]. After opening of capsules the macromolecules are
quasi homogeneously distributed around cells, which indicates that
they have been released to the cytoplasm [31], cf. Fig. 1. In this way
macromolecules should experience a change in pH upon release
from capsules inside acidic lysosomal compartments to the neutral
cytoplasm. To experimentally demonstrate this cytosolic release,
SNARF-modified dextran had been loaded into the cavity of (PSS/
PAH)2 Auagg (PSS/PAH)2 capsules. SNARF is a widely used pH indica-
tor because of its unique dual emission. Its emission intensity at two
different wavelengths depends on the pH value of the environment.
The acidic form emits at 583 nm and the basic one at 627 nm. In
this way SNARF offers the advantage of being able to perform ratio-
metric measurements without the requirement of a reference dye.
The pH can be simply calculated from the ratio of the emission
intensities [52]. After cell uptake, capsules are incorporated inside
lysosomal compartments and therefore the emission of the capsules
is yellow [51]. After opening of the capsules via NIR exposure the
SNARF–dextran was released, distributed quasi homogeneously in
the cells, and emission shifted more to the red, cf. Fig. 3. As red emis-
sion indicates neutral pH these data prove release to the neutral cyto-
sol. One can also see that the pH in the capsule remaining changes to
basic. This means that the lysosomal membrane did not close. For
quantitative evaluation a more sophisticated data evaluation was
performed.
Firstly, calibration curves relating the ratiometric fluorescence
read-out (i.e. the ratio of red to yellow fluorescence intensity) had
to be recorded. Such ratiometric image analysis on region-of-
interest (ROI) of individual SNARF–dextran loaded capsules and free
SNARF–dextran at low concentration was performed at different pH
values. Two calibration curves were obtained as spectral parameters
of SNARF–dextran are different for SNARF–dextran free in solution
or being encapsulated in PEM capsules. Free SNARF–dextran calibra-
tion curve was relevant to released SNARF–dextran in cytosol, while
encapsulated SNARF–dextran required a separate calibration curve
[51,53]. In fact it was observed that the pKa of the SNARF–dextran
changed slightly once it has been encapsulated in a PEM capsule [9]
and had an additional slight shift depending on the concentration
(cf. the SI for more details). Images of the cell culture were taken
a) b) c)
Fig. 2. Phase contrast, fluorescence and overlay images (from the top to the bottom) of
A549 cells (a) before, (b) after the opening of (PSS/PAH)2 Auagg (PSS/PAH)2 capsules
loaded with 10 kDa Cascade Blue-dextran, and (c) after the opening of capsules loaded
with dextran-Tetramethylrhodamine. Capsules had Au nanoparticle agglomerates em-
bedded within their walls. They were illuminated with a laser intensity of 3.8 mW/μm2
during few seconds. Both cargo molecules (blue and red fluorescence modified dex-
tran) were released in the cytosol. The scale bars represent 20 μm. Arrows pointed at
the irradiated and thus opened capsules.
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before and after the opening of the capsules at two different imaging
settings. PEM capsules have SNARF–dextran in a high concentration
in their inner cavity and therefore the exposure time that is required
for observation is shorter than the exposure time necessary to
observe the diluted SNARF–dextran dispersed in the cytosol, cf.
Fig. 3. The color of capsules changed from yellow (before irradiation)
to orange (after NIR exposure). Also red fluorescence appeared in the
cytosol after laser irradiation.
Ratiometric image analysis was performed for ten capsules and
the cytosol of ten different cells: By using the calibration curves this
yielded the pH of the capsules before and after opening, as well as
the pH around the released SNARF–dextran. The pH values for inter-
nalized capsules before opening, after irradiation and the cytosol
were determined to be 6.4, 7.1, and 7.4, respectively. The calculated
pH values are consistent with the values calculated through flow
cytometry for the lysosome [54] or using a pH-sensitive GFP derivate
[55]. They clearly indicate that upon capsule opening cargo does not
stay in the acidic lysosomal compartment but is released to the neu-
tral cytosol. Consequently, laser opening of capsules must also locally
perforate the membrane of the lysosomal compartment in which the
capsule resides or be opened due to the fast increase of foreign mole-
cules in its interior. The release of SNARF–dextran and image analysis
on ROIs was also performed for SH-SY5Y human neurons obtaining
similar values of pH (cf. SI). This demonstrates that release of cargo
to the cytosol is not limited to one particular type of cell.
3.3. Controlled release of GFP
Different strategies have been developed to release proteins inside
cells from nano/microcontainers [56–58]. Most of these strategies are
based in the leakage of the protein through the wall of the container
[59] or the enzymatic degradation of the protein carrier once it is
incorporated inside the cell [11,60,61]. Here we show that light
responsive capsules can be also used to release proteins to the cytosol
by keeping their activity (cf. Fig. 4). We also compare this delivery
method to the release of proteins with biodegradable capsules.
Firstly, it has to be pointed out that capsules had to be loaded by
co-precipitation in order to not damage the protein, which might be
the case by using post-loading of the capsules followed by heat-
shrinking. We took this precaution, though for SIINFEKL peptides it
has been demonstrated that heat-shrinking doesn´t damage the
molecule [62]. Cores of calcium carbonatewere synthesized in the pres-
ence of GFP in aqueous solution and therefore, the protein was
entrapped inside the pores. The GFP loaded coreswere afterwards coat-
ed with different polyelectrolytes producing two different capsules:
light responsive (PSS/PAH)2 Auagg (PSS/PAH)2 capsules composed by
non degradable polyelectrolytes, (poly(sodium 4-styrenesulfonate)
and poly(allylamine hydrochloride), and biodegradable (PARG/DEXS)4
capsules composed by biodegradable polyelectrolytes (dextran sulfate
and poly-L-arginine). The number of polyelectrolyte bilayers was the
same, four in each case. The biodegradable capsules did not have gold
agglomerates in their wall. It is well known that the size of the encapsu-
lated macromolecule is a key factor towards successful loading.
Molecules of around 10 kDa are small enough when using our capsule
geometry (by means number of layers, nature of polyelectrolyte, etc.)
to diffuse out of the PEM capsules by leaking, if the capsule has not
been heat-shrunken after loading. Contrary, if the size of themacromol-
ecule is too big (around 70 kDa), it may be hard to release them via NIR
triggered disruption of the capsules. The GFPprotein used in the present
study had amolecularweight of 35 kDa. In Fig. 4 the release of GFP upon
laser irradiation of the capsules can be observed.
The protein has been released in the cytosol successfully without
losing activity (fluorescence). The GFP is quasi homogeneously dis-
tributed within the cell. This result demonstrates that active proteins
can be released with light responsive capsules. The local heating pro-
duced after light absorption of the gold nanoparticle agglomerates in
the capsule walls is enough to disrupt the polyelectrolyte network of
the capsule but not to damage the whole amount of released protein.
The fluorescence of GFP is the result of an internal chromophore
formed by the autocatalytic post-translational cyclization of three
amino acids, Ser65-Tyr66-Gly67. GFP retains its fluorescence capability
upon exposure tomild denaturants, heat, detergents, and proteases be-
cause of the protected location of the chromophore inside theβ-barrel
of the protein but the color, the intesity and the photostability of the
protein can be anyway affected by changes in the hydrogen-bonding
network and the electron-stacking interactions. The fluorescence of
GFP can be lost if the ternary structure is destructed [63,64].
As it can be observed in Fig. 4 and in the SI, the amount of released
GFP seems to be lower. There are mainly two possible reasons: 1) the
size of the protein is bigger than dextran and thusthe quantity of
Before Opening After Opening
a)
Before Opening After Opening
b)
Before irradiation 
Capsule pH
6.4 ± 0.3
After irradiation
Cell 1
Cell 2
Capsule pH Cytosol pH
7.1 ± 0.4 7.4 ± 0.4 
Fig. 3. Opening of (PSS/PAH)2 Auagg (PSS/PAH)2 loaded with 10 kDa SNARF–dextran.
The release of pH-sensitive SNARF–dextran in A549 cells was analyzed through ratio-
metric image analysis performed on ROIs of individual SNARF–dextran loaded capsules
and SNARF–dextran in the cytosol after release. Images at low (A) and high (B) expo-
sure time had to be taken and two different calibration curves were used to quantify
the pH values before and after the opening in the capsules and in the cytosol. Capsules
were illuminated with laser intensity of 3.8 mW/μm2 for few seconds. The scale bar
represents 20 μm. Arrows point at the opened capsules. Fluorescence is displayed in
false colors.
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delivered cargo is lower or 2) the protein structure of some of the
released macromolecules was affecte the presence of fluorescence
demonstrates that some GFP remains active. Thus PEM capsules are
suited for release of molecules which make all-or-nothing answer,
such as siRNA, where the most important point is the presence of
the released molecule but not how much. This is, to the best of our
knowledge, the first time that a protein has been released from a
light responsive container to the cytosolic space in a controlled man-
ner. GFP release triggered by NIR irradiation was also carried out
within SH-SY5Y neurons to verify again that the procedure does not
depend on a specific cell line (cf. Fig. 4b and SI-21).
In order to demonstrate the particular features of NIR stimulated
delivery, GFP was also delivered using biodegrade PEM capsules as
microcarriers. Such capsules can be degraded in vitro or in vivo, via
various mechanisms depending on the capsule wall [6,65]. Proteins
and drugs such as the cancer therapeutic doxorubicin hydrochloride
(DOX) have been released from polymeric capsules via enzymatic
cleavage [11,66]. In our case, dextran sulfate/poly-L-arginine capsules
were used as biodegradable carriers as it was mentioned. To verify
that the release is not due to protein leakage from the capsule cavity
to the cytosol, a third kind of PEM capsule was prepared; non-
degradable capsules (made by PSS and PAH) with four bilayers but
this time without gold in the wall. This third type of capsules (PSS/
PAH)4 have been used in control experiments since the porosity of
the wall is affected by the presence/absence of nanoparticles and it
is necessary to verify that the release is only due to the biodegradable
nature of the (DEXS/PARG) wall. (DEXS/PARG)4 and (PSS/PAH)4 cap-
sules loaded with GFP were incubated in cell medium with human
lung carcinoma cells A549. Images were taken every hour. Both
types of capsules were incorporated by cells. In Fig. 5 one can see
that no release of GFP was observed for the non-degradable capsules
(PSS/PAH)4 after 26 h, as it was expected. Contrary, after 3 h cells that
had incorporated biodegradable capsules started showing small GFP-
a)
b)
Before opening After opening
Before opening After opening
Fig. 4. IR-light triggered remote controlled release of green fluorescent protein in A549
cells (a) and SH-SY5Y neurons (b) (PSS/PAH)2 Auagg (PSS/PAH)2 capsules loaded with
GFP were illuminated with an intensity of 3.8 mW/μm2 for a few seconds. The protein
was successfully released in the cytosol, while preserving its fluorescence. The scale bar
represents 20 μm. Arrows point at the opened capsules.
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Fig. 5. Delivery of protein cargo with capsules without Au nanoparticles. Human carci-
noma A549 cells were incubated with (a) non-degradable (PSS/PAH)4 or (b) degrad-
able (DEXS/PARG)4 capsules filled with GFP as cargo. Images were taken immediately
after addition of the capsules (t=0 h) over time up to 26 h with a confocal microscope
in different channels, green and transmission (for a detailed description we refer
readers to the Supporting Information). An overlay of the different channels is pre-
sented in the figures.
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containing exocytotic vesicles. After 6 h the release of GFP to small
vesicles becomes more evident.
It has to be mentioned that the observation of these vesicles was
not easy since the exocytotic vesicles are small compared with the
optical resolution and they are distributed at different depths inside
the cytosol. Only when the number of exocytotic vesicles per cell
was high (after 6 h), the GFP delivery was clearly evident. As an ex-
ample, in Figure SI-22 images at different positions along the z axis
are shown. The images correspond to the z scan of Fig. 5b after 26 h.
In this image it can be also observed that cells proliferated and passed
the capsules or GFP vesicles to their respective daughter cells. In this
context, cells with GFP vesicles that didn't have internalized GFP cap-
sules can be observed. Results with GFP biodegradable capsules con-
firmed our previous data in which another protein was used as
cargo [11]. GFP released from biodegradable capsules is supposedly
located in small intracellular vesicles, which can be deduced from
the inhomogeneous localized distribution of GFP fluorescence. On
the other hand, GFP released from light responsive capsules via NIR
illumination is quasi homogeneously distributed within the cytosol
as it has been observed also for peptides [62].
4. Conclusions
Light mediated heating of capsules offers a controlled way for time
specific delivering macromolecular cargo to the cytosol. Upon light ir-
radiation capsules decorated with Au nanoparticles are able to release
their cargo and deliver encapsulated material directly into the cyto-
sol. Thus, illumination of capsules that have been phagocyted by
cells, can trigger intracellular process with externally delivered
bioactive compound. Individual optical addressing of the internalized
capsules offers the possibility to sequentially release cargo from
different capsules inside the same cell. This is in contrast to delivery
of cargo with biodegradable capsules where there is no trigger mech-
anism and delivery time is a factor of capsule wall composition and
thickness. Also in case of biodegradability the capsules are likely
degraded inside lysosomal compartments while dislocation of cargo
by light to cytosol prevents the cargo from undesirable digestion in
lysosomal and introduce it for further intracellular processes.
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Layer-by-layer assembly was introduced almost two decades
ago as a versatile technique for the construction of thin
multiple-layer films composed out of polyelectrolytes.[1, 2]
Shortly after, the concept was extended from planar to
spherical geometry, resulting in polyelectrolyte multilayer
capsules.[3–5] The semipermeable wall of the capsules (with
a thickness of a few nanometers)[6, 7] and the cavity can be
further loaded with inorganic colloidal nanoparticles (NPs)
made of different materials and with multiple cargos,[8–10]
respectively (Figure 1). The resulting multifunctional capsules
are well-suited for in vitro delivery of cargo inside cells.[11,12]
This concept has been highlighted in several recent
reviews.[13–15] Meanwhile technology has advanced to a point
at which these capsules could be a helpful tool for controlled
multifunctional in vitro delivery. Nowadays the cavity of
capsules can be loaded with a large variety of cargo. While
large molecules such as proteins will be readily kept inside the
cavity, small molecules need to be either linked to macro-
molecules such as dextran,[16] or be embedded inside
micelles.[17] The micelle approach even allows for encapsula-
tion of small hydrophobic molecules. The materials forming
the polyelectrolyte wall can be chosen such that capsules
internalized by cells are not degraded and preserve their
cargo over weeks. Leakage of the cargo molecule is reduced
and controlled release of cargo upon external stimuli can be
performed.
A large number of capsules can be taken up by cells
in vitro without causing acute cytotoxicity, even for capsules
with large sizes of around 5 mm.[18–20] It is conceivable that if
cells are exposed simultaneously to different types of capsules
with similar layer composition, they will internalize them with
a statistical distribution. To demonstrate this we exposed cells
to a mixture of four types of capsules loaded with different
fluorescently labeled dextrans emitting blue, green, red, or
near-infrared light (Figure 2A) corresponding to Cascade
Blue, fluorescein isothiocyanate, AlexaFluor594, and Dy647,
respectively. HeLa cells were incubated with amounts of
capsules equivalent to two, four, or six capsules of each color
per cell for four hours. Figure 2B presents the number of
capsules of each color internalized per cell. When six capsules
of each color (i.e. 24 capsules in total) were added per cell,
50% of the cells had internalized at least one capsule of each
color. Contrary, when only two capsules per cell of the four
kinds were added the percentage dropped to less than 20%.
These findings demonstrate the feasibility to simultaneously
load cells with a variety of encapsulated cargos.
The loading of cells can be specifically directed by
incorporating magnetic NPs in the wall of the capsules. This
is possible since magnetic field gradients, which are created by
positioning a magnet in a flow channel system, trap the
capsules close to themagnet.[21] This method can ultimately be
used to achieve specific capsule distribution patterns in the
cell culture or in vivo for certain applications. Figure 2C,D
shows the results of an experiment demonstrating the
targeted deposition of differently colored capsules in a sub-
millimeter pattern. A magnet with an edge length of 5 mm
(ca. 1,3 T) was modified with two iron slips on top (width ca.
800 mm) that apply the magnetic field in the shape of two
stripes underneath a flow channel, which simulates blood
Figure 1. A) Schematic representation of a capsule with walls produced
via layer-by-layer assembly (gray). The cavity of the capsule is loaded
with a cargo (blue). The wall of the capsule contains magnetic (black)
and plasmonic (red) NPs. B) A representative transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) image of a capsule with a large amount of
magnetic Fe2O3 and plasmonic Au NPs in its walls. The scale bar
corresponds to 1 mm.
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stream, in which the cells were cultured. Capsules loaded with
a fluorescent dye linked to dextran and magnetic NPs were
added and allowed to circulate in the flow medium above the
cells for ten minutes. Then the magnet was moved along the
channel, and a new type of capsules loaded with another
fluorophore was added to the flow medium for ten minutes.
This procedure was repeated, and the magnet was moved
along the channel in distance steps of 800 mm. The respective
capsules were trapped close to the position of the magnet,
locally concentrated, and subsequently internalized by the
cells. This procedure allowed for obtaining a submillimeter
resolution level of the patterns. In summary, capsules with
different cargo can be directed by magnetic field gradients to
specific regions of a cell culture.
Most cell types internalize capsules in a nonspecific way
through different endocytotic pathways, whereby most of the
capsules ultimately are located inside lysosomes.[18] Capsules
modified with plasmonic NPs allow for releasing cargo from
lysosomes to the cytosol by photothermal heating.[22–25] This is
similar to the classical concept of light-controlled release of
caged compounds (such as caged calcium) inside cells.[26] Our
approach, however, allows light-controlled release of a much
larger class of molecules and also subsequent release of
different molecules. Moreover, the technique to open the
capsules is applied on individual capsules, thereby permitting
sequential opening of different capsules within one cell.[27]
Local disruption of the capsule walls also leads to (transient)
permeability of the membrane of the lysosomes in which the
illuminated capsules are located. Release however can be
triggered in a controlled way with keeping the biological
activity of the cargo molecule and with tolerable effects on
cellular viability.[22,27] The appropriate intensity of the infrared
laser pointer was studied previously.[22]AuNPs were loaded at
high density to the capsule walls, as photothermally deposited
heat increases for larger clusters.[28] Here, we demonstrate
that this approach can be employed to orchestrate intra-
cellular reactions. We have studied the triggering of an
enzymatic reaction upon consecutive opening of capsules
containing either the enzyme or the substrate (Figure 3).
Alkaline phosphatase (enzyme) converts ELF97 phosphate
(substrate) into green fluorescent ELF97 alcohol (Fig-
ure 3A). These two cargos were loaded separately in two
different types of capsules and delivered into the same cell.
Both capsules, which had Au NPs in their walls, were
independently opened with a light pointer (intensity
3 mWmm2 for 1 s), which had been focused on the respective
capsule. As a result the contents of the capsules (the enzyme
or the substrate) were released into the cytosol (Figure 3).
The substrate in its original state is a phosphorylated (and
thus quenched) fluorophore. When only the substrate or the
enzyme was released into the cytosol by light-controlled
opening of one of the capsules no effect was observed
(Figure 3C,F). However, after the opening of the second
capsule with the complementary cargo, that is, the capsule
with ELF97 phosphate or enzyme, by a second illumination,
both cargos were colocated. Interaction between the substrate
and the enzyme resulted in the formation of the fluorescent
product, ELF97 alcohol, which precipitated at the site of the
enzymatic reaction (Figure 3D,G). Production of the fluo-
rescent product was either observed when first the substrate
and second the enzyme were released or vice versa (Fig-
ure 3E–G). It is important to stress that reactions (as
observed by onset of fluorescence) only occurred after
successful opening of both types of capsules in the same cell.
The opening sequence mattered in the sense that the
fluorescent compound formed after cleavage of the phos-
phate group settled down as a nonsoluble precipitate at the
site where the second capsule was opened, irrespective of its
content being the enzyme or the substrate. The reason for this
observation is the much higher concentration of released
material inside/around the last opened capsule compared to
the surrounding cytosol. The efficiency of cytosolic release
was around 50% (see the Supporting Information). To
demonstrate that triggering of enzymatic reactions is not
cell-phenotype dependent, the same experiments were per-
formed on two more cell lines (MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231,
see the Supporting Information). Finally, all these experi-
ments demonstrate that sequential release of encapsulated
materials can trigger reactions with not only one but also
multiple reactive compounds inside cells.
Moreover, reaction kinetics can be recorded. The poten-
tially strongest asset of light-mediated release lies in the
possibility to employ it to follow processes in time. We
demonstrate the feasibility of that approach by employing
mRNA encoding green fluorescent protein (GFP). Conven-
tionally, mRNA can be delivered to cells in the form of
lipoplexes or polyplexes. These complexes are taken up by the
Figure 2. A) HeLa cells were incubated with a homogeneous mixture
of fluorescent capsules in blue, green, red, and violet. An overlay of
phase contrast and different fluorescence images is shown. The scale
bar corresponds to 50 mm. Cell borders are indicated by red lines.
B) Two, four, or six capsules of each type per cell were added to the
culture medium. The probability of observing in one cell 0, 1, 2, 3, and
4 capsules of different color is plotted. C) Lateral arrangement of
fluorescent capsules within a cell culture owing to magnetic guidance
in a flow chamber. The scale bar corresponds to 250 mm. D) Corre-
sponding fluorescence intensity of each color along the flow channel
shown in (C). The green fluorescence signal belongs to cell staining
with AlexaFluor488 useful to colocalize the fluorescent signals from
capsules and cells.
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cells by means of endocytosis. To ensure protein production
the complexes need to escape from the lysosome and mRNA
needs to be released into the cytosol to produce the encoded
protein (Figure 4). The process can be monitored by plotting
GFP fluorescence versus time. If mRNA is conventionally
delivered by cationic lipids or polymers, the observed protein
production kinetics are a convolution of three distinct
processes: the uptake of the polyplexes/lipoplexes, their
release from the lysosome to the cytosol, and translation of
mRNA in the cytosol (Figure 4A–C). Since uptake of
polyplexes/lipoplexes by cells is a statistical process over the
time period of hours one cannot give the “time point zero” at
Figure 3. Alkaline phosphatase and ELF97 phosphate are sequentially
released by light-controlled heating from capsules modified with Au
NPs. A) Capsules were filled with Cascade Blue–dextran and the
enzyme alkaline phosphatase (AP, blue capsules) or AlexaFluor594–
dextran and the substrate ELF97 phosphate (red capsules). Fluores-
cently labeled dextran derivatives were co-encapsulated, because both
the enzyme and the substrate are nonfluorescent by themselves. When
the enzyme and the substrate interact with each other, alkaline
phosphatase cleaves the phosphate group of ELF97 phosphate,
thereby producing ELF97 alcohol, which is a yellow-green fluorescent
precipitate. HeLa cells were incubated with both types of capsules.
Only cells that contained at least one capsule of each type were
selected. Capsules filled with alkaline phosphatase (B) or ELF97
phosphate (E) were first opened with a light pointer, as indicated by
yellow arrows. In a next step the complementary capsules with ELF97
phosphate (C) or alkaline phosphatase (F) were opened, as indicated
again by yellow arrows. Enzymatic processing of ELF97 phosphate by
alkaline phosphatase led to the production of the green fluorescent
product ELF97 alcohol (D, G). The scale bar corresponds to 25 mm.
Figure 4. A) Lipoplexes or polyplexes (yellow) as carrier systems of
mRNA encoding GFP (drawn in blue). B) Confocal images of the
expression of GFP in HeLa cells using the transfection agent lipofect-
amine as carrier system. C) The mean fluorescence intensity per cell is
plotted versus the incubation time. D) Light-responsive capsules as
carrier systems of mRNA encoding GFP. Polyelectrolytes (gray), Au
NPs (red), and mRNA (blue). E) Confocal images of capsules internal-
ized by HeLa cells. Capsules were irradiated with a light pointer, as
indicated by the yellow arrow. At time t=0 mRNA is released into the
cytosol where GFP expression started. F) The mean fluorescence
intensity per cell in which one capsule was opened is plotted versus
the time after capsule opening. Cell borders are indicated by red lines.
Scale bars correspond to 20 mm.
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which the mRNA is actually present in the cytosol. To
overcome this shortcoming, we encapsulated mRNA by using
a coprecipitation method in capsules with Au NPs in their
walls. The size of mRNAs is in the range of hundreds of kDa,
and therefore leakage is avoided owing to steric hindrance.
After internalization by cells these capsules resided in
lysosomes without releasing any mRNA. Release of mRNA
was triggered only by light-mediated opening of the capsules.
In this way the starting point at which mRNA is first present
in the cytosol can be precisely defined by the externally
controlled opening process. Kinetics of protein production
are thus no longer convoluted with kinetics of polyplex/
lipoplex delivery and thus can be recorded independently
(Figure 4D–F). Furthermore, as the release of mRNA is
triggered in a “burst-like” way, there is only one distinct event
in which the encapsulated mRNA is released. This event
results in fluorescence intensity curves of GFP that have
a Gaussian distribution with an intensity maximum around
ten hours after induced release. In contrast, as shown in
Figure 4C, mRNA delivered by cationic lipids is available for
translation over an extended period of time. Therefore, the
amount of produced GFP and subsequent fluorescence
intensity is growing to a rather constant value and is stable
for long time.[29] In summary, light-mediated release of
encapsulated cargo can be used to directly record kinetics
of reactions that are triggered by the cargo in the cytosol.
We think that one of the major advantages of the
proposed method is the possibility to record kinetics of
intracellular processes independently from cellular uptake
processes and carrier system degradation. This method could
be used for in vitro screening of the effects of molecular cargo
released in a controlled way into the cytosol. The possibility to
deliver capsules with different cargos to different parts of
a cell population by using magnetic field gradients (Figure 2),
combined with the ability to release the cargo of capsules
individually (Figure 3), could allow for screening of the
effects of several cargos and their combinations. It should be
kept in mind, however, that upon light-mediated release, the
membrane of the intracellular compartment in which the
treated capsule is confined is locally perforated, as otherwise
no release into the cytosol could occur. The applied mechan-
ical and thermal stress can clearly lead to acute cell death. If
the light energy transferred to the gold NPs and herein the
resulting temperature increase is too high, treated cells die
immediately. Nevertheless, if the correct parameters of light
power and beam focus are found, opening of capsules is well-
tolerated by cells. In particular, as our methods are based on
single cells, impaired cells can be discarded from analysis.
Nevertheless, as shown herein (Figure 4), our approach did
not affect the biological activity of such a notoriously unstable
molecule as mRNA. Nonetheless, for triggered-release
experiments using the capsules as demonstrated here, inter-
ference of cytotoxic effects has to be considered, and only
appropriate experiments can be chosen that have no domi-
nant effect on the intracellular metabolism. At the current
state, quantitative release is difficult to achieve owing to, for
example, inhomogeneous loading of capsules with cargo and
Au NPs, dependence on the illumination protocol (power
density and illumination time), and incomplete release upon
light-mediated opening.[30] Thus, the system is most suited to
study the kinetics of reactions in which only the mere
presence of the released cargo in the cytosol but not its
quantity is of relevance, as it is for example the case for the
mRNA experiment shown in Figure 4. Moreover, this
approach offers the greatest advantage for reactions that
occur on a short time scale, that is, within a couple of hours.
For much slower reactions the cargo can be introduced
through classical incorporation with polyplexes/lipoplexes,
because in this case the uptake and cytosolic delivery would
happen on a smaller time scale than the actual reaction and
thus would not interfere with the reaction kinetics.We want to
emphasize in particular the possibility to release different
cargos independently at designated time points within the
same cell. One could think of releasing different mRNA
molecules at different time points and record interactions of
expressed proteins. Thus we believe that the methodology
described herein already offers a great potential for numerous
in vitro applications. In vivo applications would face further
challenges. Even though capsules have been successfully used
for vaccination purposes,[31, 32] other in vivo applications have
to cope with targeting, clearance of capsules by the immune
system, and long-term cytotoxic effects. Another issue is that
visible light is strongly absorbed by tissue. Even when NIR
light in the “biologically friendly window” of the electro-
magnetic spectrum is used,[33, 34] homogeneous illumination of
capsules in tissue is a challenge. However, optical excitation
of plasmonic NPs could be replaced by radiofrequency
excitation of magnetic NPs.[35, 36] Modern set-ups for mag-
netic-resonance imaging (MRI) already allow to follow
individual cells in vivo. Sequential opening of different
capsules might be even feasible by employing magnetic NPs
of different resonance frequencies and different radiofre-
quency ranges, which in the future may facilitate externally
triggered release from capsules also in vivo.
Experimental Section
Polyelectrolyte capsules loaded with different cargo molecules in the
inner cavity and magnetic and/or plasmonic nanoparticles within the
wall were synthesized according to procedures described in the
literature.[17, 27,21] In the Supporting Information a detailed explan-
ation of the strategies used to encapsulate the different cargos has
been reported. mRNA was produced by in vitro transcription with
appropriate plasmids (pGEM4Z/EGFP/A64 or pBlue-Luc-A50 or
pCXCR4).[29] They were first purified using a QIAquick PCR
purification kit (Qiagen) and linearized using restriction enzymes
(Dra I for plasmid encoding firefly luciferase or Spe I for plasmid
encoding GFP or Xba I for plasmid encoding CXCR4). The mRNA
concentration was determined by measuring the absorbance at
260 nm. mRNA was stored in small aliquots at 80 8C at a concen-
tration of 1 mgmL1. Lipofectamine lipoplexes loaded with mRNA
encoding GFP (mGFP) protein were prepared by mixing Lipofect-
amine 2000 purchased from Invitrogen and mGFP in OptiMem
media as it was described.[29] The basic setup for microscopic
observation and experimental progress consisted of a wide-field
fluorescence microscope Axiovert200M from Zeiss. The microscope
was coupled with an 830 nm IR laser. The maximum light power
reaching the sample plane on top of the used 63 /1.4 oil immersion
Plan-Apochromat objective was approximately 30 mW (continuous
output). The light energy is dispersed on an oval spot of about 6 mm2.
With a tunable power supply the output power of the laser can be
.Angewandte
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varied smoothly from 0 to 30 mWeffective light power on the sample
plane. Capsules were opened upon irradiation with laser intensities
between 2.5 and 3 mWmm2 during 1–2 seconds.
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Light-Addressable Capsules as Caged
Compound Matrix for Controlled
Triggering of Cytosolic Reactions
Release me : Polyelectrolyte capsules with
different cargo in their cavities and plas-
monic and magnetic nanoparticles in
their walls were synthesized. Enzymatic
reactions were triggered inside cells by
light-mediated opening of two individual
capsules containing either an enzyme or
its substrate, by using photothermal
heating. Furthermore, this technique
allows controlled release of mRNA from
capsules, thereby resulting in synthesis of
green fluorescent protein (GFP).
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